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CHAPTER T.
TltE YOtTN'G ADVENTURERS-A WARNING DY A OTRL.
THE past autumn was one of great beauty up In

the far Northwest. Warm w eather prevailed Jnnge r
tha.n auy previous ~eason for a numbe r of years,
and oooseque ntly N"ture was in her loveliest.moods.
The prairi•s wer e growing dry aod dun-hued, am!
the trees wer e beginninj:_to rattle down their leave 1
s.a the result of the earzy froqt, when we open ou r
romance in a location as hitherto quite n eglected by
the p en of the noveliso and veracious historian-( r.,
in the British possessions to t he northwest of Minnesota A land of s ing uhr beauty, with its va>t
rolling prair;.,s, its level plains, its vast tracrs of
silent forest, its numerous clear streams aud lake·
lets.
The day we -have chosen for the opening of our
romance 'vas a calm sunny onA in the early part of
0 Jto ber, wifo a gentle but invigora tint; breeze stir·
ring down from the boreal regions over th 9 dun
pt·airies ao:l th rougl:I the g r ~t silent forests. A soft
moody haze hunil" about the horllion, while old Sol
loo '<ed down S!Dlhngly. doubtless t > see bis round,
good-natured couute na:ic e l'efi~cte:l in the bosom of
crvstal lake or ftowin~ stream .
T wo b ' ys in 'a boat were leiqurely d escending: a
str•am which ra n throu;;h aden~e for,-st of hemlocks
and pioe, aod which was both wide and deep, the
waters fllwing slu~gishly.
On either hand nau.:;ht wa;;1u viaw but the dens~
ancl dis 1 nalstr et ~h of th1b,,·; even t':ie sky WM al·
most hidden bv the overha,giug bra.ucbes.
As their boat . a lie:ht go.yly·p~iot e d s 'dll', with two
s ets of oars, drifte I alon.:; at .vill of the current the
two youths gazed aroun I in awe:l silence, wirb a n
occasional glance at each other, in which were ex·
pressed wonder and anxietJ'.
The foremost youth, about ei!?'l, tee a years of age~
was of a full, supple form, anrJ fair, good-natnr d
fa ;e, blit was oot h~nd s o n e. His eyes were br0wn
and sparkling, and his hair a half-shad~ lie:hter. He
was attired in a hand soma an'l s • rviccabl ~ buntingsuit, an1 equiµped with a Winchester rifle. of the
Cent&nni::il mod.el, while bi3 revol v~rs wer~ fine wea·

a nd so far out in the Northwestern wildern- can
be readily explained, in a few words.
Both were sons of wealthy merchants, i~Ottawa,
Canada.
Being possessed of an adventurous spirit, their
parents had equipped tbe rn, and sent them into tbs
wilds, supposing o f course, that a rouple or weeks
woula Eat 1sfy their desire for u r oug h111 ~ i.t, " when
they would then return gladly anJ sett la down to;
ousines ~ .

But neither Hal nor Big Track had any desire to
r eturn un til they had see n a I there was to see, IWd
conseqne etly we now behold the m many hundred
miles rrom their homes, in tbe wilds of a thinly settled tract of the British possessious.
For the lAAt twen ty-four hours, Ibey h ad b en fol•
lowing the course of tbe stream in the hop" s of em•
erging ag'1in into the settled district of Quinnebog,
which rhey betievPd to lie south of them . BUS. the
forest was seemingly endless.
"By J inks, l'm gettin' t •r <el o ' ri-lin' along this
wa.v ," sai·l Dave Laam, as be glanced at bis eleganl;
watch. "It's gettin' on toward night n.gaia. and we
ain't out of th~ woods by a long shot. My j oints
predict rheumatiz. un less we ge t ou ·, o' b rre."
"How much grub have you got in your pouch?"
queried Hal.
0

"Nary a crumbl"

" Consequ ently we'v g'>t to shoot the first J.ivln~
object that turns up, o r go bu-ogry. Mr, appetite ia
now h:ivin~ a tussle wi th my backb11nP. '
~' 'Twon' t do to shoot," Bi ~ Track as~ured. ''for,
clo,•t you remember they told us i;+>-at the Forks
about old Sitting Bull's being up hereabouts?"
"Hang olct SiLting Bull I Heah. ' tafraldof rue, nor
I of him. I'll run the risk, you bet, rat her than sutfeI'
tbe pangs of hunger."
° Can't Wt-'1 fl.sh?"
"Bother the fish l Haven't we subsisted on fish
diet for the las t twenty.fou r hours? I':n going to
shoot something t hat walks or fu.,s, be it bird, beast
or Injlln."
" Well, at least let's row on dowo the stream fur·
ther, and see if something won't turn up. l\Iicawber
fashion. We've got two hours at least before sun·
set. "
They mechanically seized the oars, and shot the
boa t along over the smooth , even surface.
The dips of their paddles and the rustling of the
leaves among tbe branches overhead, wer? the only
sounds that broke the moue tony of the somber sur·
l'Oundings.
After pulllng on for an hour, steadily, they again
shipped their oars, as if by one impube.
The trees bad grown a trifle more open, and ligh;
cam<' down from aheacl.
But t [J is wa.~ not wha•. caused Hal Dayt.on to s eize
Bi '! Traci{ b y the arm, and point to the east~rn shore.
''Lo11kl look!" he whispered , exciterlh-, 0 s .:?e
there on the bank. Who in the n amo of Jupiter can
it be?"
Big Track looked M directed, and behe1<1 a whit.a
pons. Ammuni rion was C3'rried in one of two lea• horse stan<lingupon the bani: in plain view-a nobl~
thern bags, whiah were strapoed to his back.
snowy staHion, handsomAly C'1p~ :lson~d. and mou?:tHis comoaniou was evii ently ab,ut a year older, ed by a youn "? girl, and a ,.. nite one at that, ev61t
and in form w~s s o m~thing- of a " Urioc:;itv. He tow- though h er att.ire was tha t ot an Indian princess.
ered aloft to 1 he mPas11r? of six and" half feet, when
S'1e was young--J ess than Hal's own ag-e, with a
standing in his boots, a,d was literallv a living skele- graceful. willowy form, and u r ..n., <l. pretty face .
ton. as bis skin was simplv drawn over the bonPs, glowing hrii;htly with health, a tempting mouth;
with not a pounJ of suparfiuous flesh in his make-up. hrge, sparkhog eyes, and hair of a kown hue, whicb
His clothes sat 1003e·y uoon him, and his boots were fell In waves to a tapering waist. ,
the only thing that fitted him . and they we re n11mher
Her costwne was gay, yet modest, and rirhlv
14s. In face he was thin and pinched as in form, spangled with Indian bea'1work a.n il !!Old and silver
with a sallo1v comple xion, a nd little greenish eye' ornament•, solid. bands of golrl Pncirclint; her wrists.
that pe , red strangelv from their sockets.
A rllle of Ballard'• fine make lay i n front of her,
He· was a r<'mark<ible contrast to •trong, sturdv acros' the r.artdle. Alto!l"et l 11~r she made np a strange
H"l D$yloo, his c'>mpanio 1. lookin cr old enough to be picture to view in the heart of a fa1· northwestern
his fath •r. Hi • narn · w"s Dave La.am, or as he was forfl't
better known. Big '!'rack; for it was d eclared that no
Big Track mutterPd an a'1mlrlng ej-iculatio., "'' h&
man In the Northwest could 1U his tracks, with a caught ::;;ie-ht of the fair eqn.-·strian, for. alth " n~h 'i.e.
wns an)·thing bl" t b ~au•iful himself, he .~ '\Ii~ ~
bum!\n toot.
What should briu;; these two contrasts togetbe1•1 appreciation of
theL WllS.
0
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•Who is It?" Happy Hal asked, excitedly. "Jovel
she's a reg'lar beauty."
"She looks like an Indian queen or princess," Big
Track replied. in a low tone. " But don't you go and
get struck after her,"
"Why not, you cheeky? Who's got a better
~ht?"

'No one; but you'd stand no show. Beauty like
mine always wins;" and the young lanky rolled his
tongue about in his cheek in a manner that made
bjm doubly ludicrous.
The girl eque.;trian still maintained her position on
the bank, and watched the urifting canoe containing
llal and Dave.
"I propose we pull toward her, and have an inter·
view. She's wni1.e, clean out an I out, and probably
she can spPak U .ited States," said Dave.
Accorrungly tbey pulled toward the bank, and she
did not change her position, nor did her horse stir,
When they were a few f.,et from the bank, Happy
Hal w:ose to his feet. doffed bis hat and bowed low.
In reply, a low\ musical lalll'h came back that
caused gallant Ha to redden .
The strange eq uestrienne was lookIDg at him curiously.
"The young pale-face does .honor to J:!:&.?'el E ye,
the Lily of the Forest," she said. "Why 1s 1t so?"
"We are surprised at flniling a young lady In these
desolate surrou ndings, and thought we'd ask about
you," Hal managed to stammer, for the steady, unflinching gaze of the forest prmcess bad literally
abashed bis self-possession.
"The pale-face is inquisitive, but is not the first
one of the same characteristics," was the r eply.
••To one and all, llazel Eye bas no word of explanation."
" Ob 1 just as you please about that. But aren't
you afraid to bo a!one in t he forest, unprot.>cted ?"
"No I Hazel Eye knows not fear in the f orest
alone, for It is h er bomP-ber hunting-grounds. She
heard ef the pale-faces' cominl?. and she ceme hither
to warn 1hem that tbcy are surrounded by dangers.
To r etreat n1eans death; to advance is periloue."
"Phew! 1.on don't say so," and Hal gave vent to a
wlrtstle.. ' Who's going to hurt us-a couple inno·
cent babes in the timber?"
"The young pale-faces have manv enemies un•
known to them. Tne great chief, Sitting Bu'!, is
now monarch of these forests, and his warriors
count many. He hns learned of the two young·
Valt"-faces, and wants their scalps."
"The blasted olcf son-of-a-sea-cook I Say, Fatty,
what do you say to uarting with tbe upper circum·
ference of vour glob~ ? "
"T'rl rat lier not. for a choice," Big Track replied,
with a cadaverous smile.
"Just my llx, too. Sw, look h ere. Miss Hazel
Eye I what grudge has old Sitting Bull got a1?ainst
the top-knots of a couplt> o' young roosters of our
caliber?"
"Sitting Bull is a m ighty warrior," the t,-!. l r e·
plied, "and he counts his conquests by the hun·
- areds. He is a bitter foe to thP white race; he bates
them as the snake bates fire. They drove hlm from
hunting-ground3, anti be came hither; and he has
llworn to kill every pale-face who invades these
hunting-~nnds, which he claims as his own."
"But. 1s there not a settlement below h ere, some-

ms

where?"

"Yes ; the pale·faces' settlement of Quinnebog, or
the Choppings, lie not far below. And it is there
t!le young pale· faces are bound?"
"Exactly. And why does he not war upon these
,:;ettlers of the Choppinl?s?"
"llecause they number many sturdy ·woodsmen
and t heir families. and nro strong. Beaides, the:v
were :.iere before Sitting Bull came, and are not at
war with him and his braves."
"How many braves has hf'?"
"Many· but all are not Sioux. Some are renegades with painted faces, some are of other tribes. "
"You seem to know au about it, young Iad:v .. "

a

observe<'l Big Track;" you must belong to old Sit.
tinp Bull's caravan."
• Hazel Eye is a child of the forest. She has none
to stay her; she comes and goes at pleasure; she be•
longs to no one. u
"But, see here, there is no Injun about you?"
••No Indian blood flows in the veins of the Forest
LU!.," was the reply.
' Then you are a friend to the whites, I take It.
Give us ynur advice wl:at w'e'd best de."
"Hazel Eye has no advice to give the pale-face
youths. They c0110 f1 om a great distance Into tbe
wilderness where ibere are many ptrils. Tbev DIN
armed, and are young end strong. Hazel Eye liq
only to warn them of the warriors of Sitting Bull
and of Canada Chet, of Beaver Lake."
" Who is Canada Chet!"
" The great Canadian trapper, who takes many
skins each year. He, too. knows of the coming of
the pale-face youths, and swears to drown them if he
catches them near tbe great village of the Beaver."
" Well, let him drown. We've hear<! big storier
about this Beaver La kP, and we're the very lads wbt
are going to see it and trap there!" Hal cried, ind&
pendently.
"The words of the pale-fRce are very brave, but
Canada Ch ~t is a powerful enemy."
"Pshaw! ye don' t knowusl We can lick half-a·
dozen Canadians in a fair tight. S'pose we'd best
slo~ for Quinnebog, eh?"
' The pale-faces must guide their own actions.
Hazel Eye has spoken." and with these words, she
turned and rode back into the forest.
"Sa-ayl Hold onl Don't be in a hurry," saluted
Happy Hal.
But there only came bac;,, In answer, a laugh, and
the Forest Lily was out of sight.
Hal then turned to bis companion.
"Well Fatty, what's to be done? It looks kind as
If it woiiid be healthier for ns in Ottawa about this
time. don't it, than in this howling wilderneos, eh!"
"No. We've just arrived at the Mecca of our de·
sires, where we can get our fill of adventure andl11rlians I"
He pointed as he spoke into the wood on tbe western side of the stream; then suddenly slid flat into
the bottom of the skilI, pulling Hal unceremoruous.
ly after him. ·
Not a moment too soon.
The next instant s1weral rifles cracked, bullets
whizzed close over the sides of the boat, and the reports echoed and re-echoed through the great silent
aisles of the forest.
CEAPTER ll.
A DRINK OF MILK- FUGITIVES STILL,

Tmll rifle-shots wero accompanied by wild yells,

and carefully peering over the side of the boat, Big
Track beheld the western shore swarming with
painted red-skins, who were about descending into
the water.
uTbe varmint~ are goin' to swim out f er us," he
said to Happy Hal. who was crouching flat in the
bottom of the canoe. "We're in a confounded flJ:
and no mistake."
"Hark! what does this mean? The sound of
bO<"se's footfall• upon the left shore. Can Hazel Eye
have returned~'
"I'll be hanged if she hasn't !" Dave replied, joy.
fully. "Hark I she is addressing the Tnjuns."
It was l'Ven so. The F orest Lily had returned. and
ha voice rung- out across the water. her words-111r ected to the red-skins, who had suddenly ceased
their yelling as she appeared upon the eastern bank.
"Stop I what means this outrage? Have not the
warriors of Sitt;ng Bnll had enough of warre.re for
one day, when their bands have become stained
thrice over witb human blood, and another fair slave
ha& been added to their chief's lodge? Away! away I
I say, and war not against the young pale-faces.
Haze1 Eye has spoken." ,
"The words of Forest Lily are of great w~om.'
1

/
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awhile. The first question we have b efore us, iswhat c,ball "'"do!"
"Do? Why get back to sbn"!l, as lively as pol'S!ble
nearl,1 as gr~at as the great Sitting Bull, under whom
be serves, and be cannot bow at the words of the and scull along und~ r cover of the wood, un...il we
can find a i;rood place to spend t '.1e nigbt.' I propose
Forest Lily."
"Th~n may the Demon of the Forest invoke his we go ashore, and tramp into the se t tlement, yonder. There 011cbt to be some kind of protection
wrath upon you!" the girl cried, sharply.
At this the red-skins seemed to shrink in terror, as tJwre, anvb'lwf"
This was decided RS the best course to pursue, and
if some poisonous r eptils had been dropped in their
midst. They shook their beads witq 11:uttural excla- pulling in to the nearest shore, they disembarked1
a
nd
s ~creted their boat in a clump of bushes tha~
mations .
"Tho words of the Forest Lily are stern iind re- fr:n ged the bunk.
buking. Wb'\t would she have Mink Cap and l•is
Tbeu, shouldering their rifles. they followed tho
warriors do!" the chief demanded, from across the curving of the hke suore, until they re:icbed the
stream.
selltlemei.t, which consisted o! some tllirty cabins,
"Hazel Eye would have Mink Cap and his war- all built in unrler the shelter of the forest.
It. was evidently a town for the purpose of producriors give up this warfare a7ainst the two pale-faces,
and return to their villageh' was the reply. "If they ing lumber from the immense forests that stretche<i
disobey the Forest Lily, s e will surely invoke the away in all directions.
wrath of the Woods Demon upon them.
There were no streets laid out, nor any fences, hut
"Then it shall be as the Girl Ran1;1:er wills," Mink every man evidently bad built his cabin where I•
Cap replied. "The warriors of Sitting Bull sball pleased him.
One or two shanties of sawed lumber were there,
return to their lodges, and snfi'er the pale-face dogs
also. and over the door of one o! these was a creakto escape."
The young chief spoke to bis men, and all with- ing sign, bearing the words:
drew into the edge of the forest, where they saluted
the girl rider. upon the opposite shore, aud then dis" CHOPPINGS HOTEL."
appeared into the depths of the timber.
Hazel Eye watched them keenly ur.til they bad
There was also a grocery store and a blacksmith
disa1>pearod; then she turned her eyes upon Hal shop, besides the steam saw-mill, which was running
and De.Te Laam, who had resumed their seats in the at full blast.
skiJf.
"J,et's go in here and see how tbin~s savor," Ht.
"The pale-faces are at liberty to go now, and bad snid, and they accordingly entered the "Choppings
best make the m6st of the opp Jrtunity," she •aid, Hotel."
7
wavi11g her fair hand down the rt'ee!" "The red!!; '"'ltS a rough, !11-construcood apartment whic]\
man is as treacherous as the tarantula ot the Si;~th, : <ecr 'ntered. with uneven fioor and unplasteretl
and the young pale-faces have not seen the last ot WM~ and everything wearing a dingy appearance,
them. Let them go."
at tbdt.
"Yo• bet your life we will, Miss Hazel Eye!"
.A. r ude bar, beblnd which was a cracked mirror; a
Happy Hal assured. "We haven't g<>t much time rusty stove, around which lay numerous quids of
to thank ye now, but we'll make up for it, some tobacco, and several tables and rough stools, comother time."
prised tne furniture, unless we mention the individ" Hazel Eye asks not for ttanlrs ot the pale- ual behind the bar.
faces." was the reply, ant'I waving her band, she
He was a rawboned, repulsive-looking wretch
wheeled her horse ab3ut ii,ud rode away into the wil- with his sleeves rolled to l:iis elbow, and )l~ siili=t
derness.
open at the hairy throat-a man with bloated face,
"Now for a grand get up and get I" said Hal, bloodshot eyes. and matted hair and beard, so u gly
seizin:\' and locking bis '>ars while Rig Track push- as to cause dhe to shudder to look at him.
ed olf from the shore against which the boat had
He was smoking a grimy pipe, which be condedrifted.
scended to remove in order to stare insolently at the
"It we get caught again, it sba'n't be our · new-comers.
fault."
Hal stepped up to the bar independentlv an1 moSeizing the oars, both laid to with a will, and the tioned tor Big Track to follow bis example.
" Come, old covey, dish us out some good cigars "
ski!f shot along out into the deep silent etream like ·
an arrow.
he said, reaching in bis pockets for money. "Give
Over the waters they glided, swiftly keepiqg a us t.be best you've got, nO\V."
lookout on either side for red-skins. For, had not
"Hain't got none," was the gruff reply.
Hazel Eye said as much as that,an Indian could not
"Got any soda-water, then?"
0
be trusted?
Nary."
They kep t on un~il it wa. about the hour of sun"Any champagne, for luck?"
set, when they suddenly found the river merged
"Nary."
into a lakelet of several miles in \vidth-a gla•sy
"Any wine, then?"
sheet of war.er, whose banks were locked with dense
"Nary."
forests of pin~.
'
" What in the deuce have you got?"
To tbP northern side of the lake, a score ot cabins
"Whisl<v and chewin'." was the laconic answer
were visible in among the trees, and a cloud of steam as thP. individual Rhoved the pipe between bis teet~
!lnd smoke ari<inl\' from a large shanty proclaimed
" Whisky and chewin' I" Hal G...:'aimed, In disgust. "Got. any smoking?"
1t to be a saw·mtll.
Near the center of the lake a tiny shoal ot land . "A pipe-full.'"
arose from the water. and upon it, anfi all around
"Want to sell itt"
it, were tho<e compositions of mud sticks and stone,
"Nol"
kn'own to the trapper as 'beaver buts.' Several
"Got anything to eat?"
hundred of these strange /i abilans poked their heads
"You bet I"
out of the m\ter . making a strange and picturesque
"Well, let's have vour bill of fa.re••
scene-a.n animal congr ~gation.
"Hain't Q;Ot none 1'
•
"By Jove l we areinBeaverLake," Hal exclaimed
"Good Rea•ensl wbat have you got then?" l'Ial
as he !I'll.Zed over the scene. upon which the dying demanded, half-<'xasperated
sunlight cast a halo. " According to Hazel Eve we've
"Got turkey buzzard an' swill "
got right out o' ther fryin'-pan. into the tlt·e ·,,
"What do you take us for ari.vhow?" put In Dave
"Han!f the luck, yes," Big Track replied, with a Laam. "We don't want bu.izard."
growl. 'Yet thls is the place we were originally
"Nor swill-we ain't bogs" assured Hal g~
steering for, and there is no use backing out, yet around in despair. "What else have ;rou i:ot?"
said a stalwart young buck, who was clad In the

unlfop of an under chief, ·•but Mink Cap is a chief

0
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"A.. eucbe. '-deck," allowed the individual behind ye! ef ye bevn't a likln' fer a bit o' hemp, Piccadilly
the bcr !luite suddenly, as if the bright idea l::ad co lar style, an' an elevated limb."
"You mean they'd lynch tis?"
struck 1rum as auspicious at this point of the interview.
"Waal. I opine they would. Least"ise, er y e
·'Worse and worse!" growled Dave. "See here, .couldn't lick twenty on 'em, tbet would be yer fate.
you blear-eyed Muldoon I haven't you got any bread, Ye see as how Canada Chet purty much runs this
byar town, an' be don't allow no immigration, you
JDeat, or cheese. or milk, or-"
bet. I He sez he's got them picked out as he wants,
•· Got swill," was the only answer.
"Well, what in the name of Jupiter Pluvius is and none others will he have. Now, providln' ye
wanter escape him, how much'll ye pan out ef 1 hide
S'l'l'ill, then?"
"Swill is milk," deigned to answer the host, loft- ye till he gits gone?"
"How mucb.'11 you take?"
ily.
"A hundred dollars."
' "Well. then, trot us out several quarts, and let us
" Give you ten-that's every cent."
s ample it," Dave ordered, over;ioyed at the prospect
"Agreed. Hurry up-they 're 'most !Jeer."
of appeasing the cravings of bis voracious ap11etite.
Harry Dayton handed him a crisp United States
"Hold up. Don't be so fast I" Hal cried. · Let's
see bow much the old galoot asks for bis swill."
X ., and then he led tbem behind the bar, where
"A dollar a drink, an' dog cheap at that, i• vouch- there were several barrels.
·
Taking some keys from his pocket, be unlocked
safed the proprietor.
"I should say so,".~ Track growled. "Go ahead the heads of two ordina ry-looking barrels, and raised
them on invisible hingeH.
and fetch us some."
"Git in lively," he growled, "and keep yernozzles
The man shuffled oft and was gone about an hour,
during which time O\ •.' yonLg voyageurs bad to ter ther bung-hole, or ye'll smother."
amuse themselves as best tb.,y •:ould.
" Then will yon let us out when danger is blPDn
"What has become of the cbup!" Dav" demanded overt"
at last. "Ten to one he's fallen asleep, while on his
'' Yes, yes-get in."
. Both Hal and Phil obeyed, and soon were locked
errand."
"No. here be comes at last," Hal replied; and withln their queer places of refuge.
sure enough, the proprietor of the hotel entered,
And not a moment too soon; for the door was
carrying two ten-quar' pails brimming full of fresh, flung open, and a swarm of stogy-booted, long•
foaming milk, wliich he deposited upon the bar bearded and roughly-clad men burst into the room,
and they heard a hoarse voice cry:
with a huge grunt.
' ' H ere we aire, boys; but rippin blazes I where's
'.' Giv~'s yer money," he ordered, relighting the
the kids? Say, you Abe Hl)('ktr, wliar'a them stt·angnmyp1pe.
"You be blowedl" growled Dave. "Where are gers t"
our drinks of milk?"
CHAPTER III.
"I'll alb"¥ tbnr's two on 'em on the counter. W'at
more d'7e want?" the host said gruffly.
THE DWARF DESTROYER-SITTING BULL.
"You don't call the bucketfuls d1'inks, do ye?"
"CRAcK!"1
Dave gasped.
The echo of a rifle report went booming throuirh
The voyageurs didn't wait long to bandy words,
the wild woodland. answered in the distance by a
0
death-yell. The time was night, and all nature
~~!n s~aff~ ~o;k~t ig~i~r~o~~r'~11':i"lf.~n i~~hc'h1:,~1k'!i SP.emed
at r est, for a brooding silence hung over the
wns provided with a lip for straining and pouring
purposPs. and gluing their own lips to th is, each woods, the waters and tbe prairie, which stretched
}Ollth IJeg-an to drink. And they drank and swal- away in a vast unbroken expanse, a few miles north
lowed, and swallowed and drank:. until they could of Beaver lake, beyond the timber.
Luna, beaming in the heavens. sent •a great flood
hohi no moreJ when they r elinquished the nozzles,
of mellow, whitish light over l\1rther Earth.
and comparea notes.
A man who bad been crouching in the edge uf the
Hal had emµtied bis about a quarter of the way, timber,
arose to his feet, and wiped the barrel of bis
while Dave bad accomplished a good half I
re~ating title, with a rag.
·
The individual from behind the bar gave a grunt.
'Ao"Otber
red hellion gone ter blazes, kerslap," he
H Why don't ye finish up?"
'"l'hat makes fifteen to-day, which ain't
"Look here, who is doing this?" Dave dem and- chuckled.
a werry bad averaj?e. T'll allow, fer a pilgrim o' my
ed, puffing anJ panting from bis overgorge of the status.
Old Sitting But:, an' yet I ken't git
lacteal. "What d'ye take us for, anyhow? a pair a bead onFif1een.
Waal, thar's better times a·eomi11g;
of reservoirs. or a couple of Welland canals? I an' ef thP.tye.
an' r~mote leetle Darwinian. Old
r.ickon we're the ones that is purty near finished Anaconda. ancient
k1m't get at ye, tbe1: bull Unit ed Sti:.te&
now."
Const:.lou.11:.n bes gone ter slivers, an' no mistake.
ThP host chuckled audibl.v.
out tbar an ' raise tbet p ei::ky warmint's ha'r,
"WPrry small capacity,"· b e observed, filling up rn go
then get back ter my nocturnaVroost. \Yonder
kis pipe with pulverized weed. "Werry small ca- an·
w'at thet salamander war doin' out tbar. a-crossin'
pacity. Thar's them in this ' ;ity as kin drink one the prr.irie, anyhow, at this time o' mght? '8pect
o' them tin cups em'l'ty ten tiues, inside o' ten min- sum
deviltry ar' afoot, anyhow, co sarn the'r r ed
utes. by thcr moon.'
icters l Ef evyer ther war a beast, bird or reptyle
uYou're a liar, anrl I'll bet on it." replied Hal;
hate, et be an Jnjun."
"or else this place is inhabited by human hogs"
TbP old fellow said this fierce!;; ~.:.:ougb as if in
At this juncture loud voices wne hf'ard coming dead
earnest
through the woods in the vicinity of the tavern.
· He was something of a curiosity to behold, this
The host vaulted over thP bar, and peeped out of little
old
scout, such as you would not often stumblt'
the door rather nervously. When be came back. be
looked so grim that Hal and Dave involuntarily ex- across very often in the Far West,
changed glances.
u Where men grow large,
"See liyar, young fellers " be said, stopping in
Witb strength and courage great."
front of them. "I opine you've struck an unhealthy
He was a dwarf, not over four feet four, in bight, •
latitude. My name's a le!Jion uv honer in this yere
town but I'm an old sinner ef Capt'in Canada Chet with strong, perfectly shaped limbs, large. irony
an' his gaing o• cusses aln't p'intin' fer this werry muscles, and a trunk of prodigious strength. In
every way be was a perfect specimen of well-ripened
shanty."
"Well, what of it!" Hal Dayton demanded. manhood, except in hight, in which be wa<> lacking.
His face was covered nead y to the eyes.,, itil h:i.ir
" Wb.at've they got to do with ust"
-' We.al, now, ye don't want ter let; em git hold on which the shears bad reduce<;! to a harsh stubble: so
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t hat his glittering little orbs were all that lent his
face any expression.
He was clad ip a well-worn suit of buckskin , with
a beaver-skin rap upon bis head, and belt arou1;d
his waist containing a curious assortment of ravolvers1 kni~es, scalps, ammunition, etc. H;s ri.fie was
a Wmcbester repeater of the 1876 model, and handsomely mounted with silver, and a diamond muzzle
sight.
Ha slung this weapon to his back now, and stood
for a moment gazing out over the prairie, upon
which tbe moon shed so grant! a flood of light.
Away to the nort'-east galloped a horse-the rider·
les• animal of the Indian the scout had dropped from
his saddle.
No other objwt was in view to mar the harmony
of the beautiful scene, as it stretched away to the
horizon.
A smothered sigh escaped the little old man's lips,
ud he turned and glanced around him.
"Thar's danger afoot to-night f er soinebody,"
he muttered. "I ken feel it in my bones. I'll sail
out an' see ter thet warminl's top-knot, an' then I'll
take a scout toward old Sitting Bull's camp. Tenter
one I'll drop another before I soar back."
He aceordingly tbrew himself in the grass, and
crawled out upon the prairie. Too old was he in
the wisdom of the wilderness to sail• boldly forth
upon the prairie and run the risk of a fusilada from
tile timber, for a hundred of the enemy might have
been concealed therein without his knowledge. He
preferred stealth to risk, as the true scout ever
does.
Stealthily he crawled along until be came to the
~pot where the savage. lay stretched out upon the
prairie, stark and silent, a horribl ' distortion of bis
features evidencing the fact th1t he had died hard.
As he gazed upon the s:ivage, Old Anaconda gave
a little start of surprise.
"It is F1r·ng E:.gle. Sitting Bull's b~st herald,"
he s:.id. '' thort et wasn't no common Injnn arunnin' around loose in this fashion. 1'11 bet h e's
carryin' sum news ter l\Iary, an' mav I be stewed fer
pie ef I don't find out about sum leetle gam ~ I"
With verv littltl compunction the <lwarf scout
"rai.;ed" the Indian's scalp, after which he proceeded to make an examination of his personal eff ects.
But he fail~d to find anytbin~ that he wanted, and
be sat for a f?.\V moments in silent thought.
"Queer, dnrn my D)Xy Ann ef it ain't!" be mnttereu, at last. "I calcuiate ti.et Injnn war ther
transporter o' news, an' be bad it on paper, too,
probably. But what has become of it?"
More co~tation suddenly brought to him n thought
-one that was hardly feasible sure enough, but
still an idea worthy of testing. Mlgbt not the crafty
savage have put the paper in his mouth!
" Bet a jug o' p'izen I've struck ther bead on tbe
nail first pop," he chuckled, drawing a knife, preparator.Y to prying open the set jaws. \' Ileard o'
wuss things ttian that. by a long shot. Thar was old
Samantha Riggins out in Kalamaz()o, who once hid
a tbousan'-d0Ua1· diamond in her month, w'en she
went off tber handle, fer feer her darter Sal woulcl
weor it to her fur1eral. Great, illustrious ham· hon~
tbet kicked old Jouer in the larnyx. Yes. A tall gal
war old Samanth. Ther old h• ifer really bed alikin'
fel' me afore I tnl< t er destroyin' Injuns."
By this time he had succeeded in prying open the
dead savage's j:iws. and inserting one finger, he felt
abotit for the tnessage. Surely enongb, his "feeler"
came in contact with a lump of pulp. or paper, which
• he drew out with a chuckle of triumph.
It was a piecll of paper, upon which was writing,
all wadded up tightly into a little ball.
With consi1erable eagerness the scout unraveled
it and spread it out. The moonlight which poured
down from overhead afforded him a chance to read

it't:'~ ~rr;J1~r:s:

" To H;s Ohuftaincy, Sitting B,,zz :"Everything is wor king a.e well as you could wish.
With my men 1: have surrounded the old t ~apper's
cabin, and shall burn him out before morning unless
he yields. At any rate, t he girl~ Milly Owen, shall be
in the lodge of the great ana noble chief. !Sittlllg
Bull, ere another moon rise.
" SAooeosKI, Assistant Chief."
Such was the main disclosure, with the following
postscript:
"Beware of the scout, Old Anaconda or the Dwar~
Destroyer. He is abroad again, ul?on your trail, with
the persi tency of a bloodhound.'
'!'he old man coughed as be reacl this notice.
"They pnrty near hi\ ther mark, I'll allow," he
muttered. " Ef I ain' o ther wu 'st dose o' paregoriil
old Sittin' Bull evyer encountered, when I git an intervie\v \vi ' him, I don't; want n. cent. So tbar is dev·
iltry afoot, sur'' enough , eh1 They're after old Jim
Owen's gal, Mill.I', ther red coyotes! Wal, now.
thar's bound ter be music directly if we know ourRf'lf-ms au' mv new gun, Judith. Ef t-bai· ain't a
sick passel o' red niggers seeu in this kentry afore
ther Dwarf DeRcroyer turns i 1 r.is vote. why I don't
want a nashional or constitoochinal copper."
Ridin!? throuc::h the forest went the girl Hazel Eye,
or tbe Forest Lily, as sh e was calleclby the Indians.
She wa< a graceful equestrienne in every sense ot
the worJ; then, too . her "orse was ona of excellent
mettle, wbo was accustomed to threa.<l.in? the mazes
of th~ forest at full speed. He seemed by instinct
to select the avenues clearest of undergrowrh, but
many a time a low-grow·ng limb would sweep over
the ~.'."lddle. But at such moments ch~ I.<ores~Lily
w-"S uinging dextrously to the side of h er milk-white
steed, with all the appa.·ent ease of an arenic performer.
lndee:l, upon the western plains it is not seldoIP
we see men and women ri:ie as the mo•t dariui,:
equestrian performers of tbe arena would not dare
to ride, and all as grac•fully, too.
Hazel Eye was o::ie of these wild riders. and was
equally at home in 1 he forest or upon the prairie
After leav;ng our young adventurers upon the
river, she rode away rapidly through the timber, in
aR easterly direction, taking a regularly beaten trail
which she had trave'rsed many times.
In the course of an hour, by takm<? a circuitous
route, she came out upon the bank of Beaver Lake,
directly opposite the Choppings.
Here stood a large log c:ibin, with several windows
up under the eaves, and a beavily·ironecl oaken door,
which was close~!.
Dismounting, the girl scout slipped the bits from
the mouth of her horse so that be mi{1."11L graze upon
tbe luxuriant herbage which grew upon the bank.
She then approached the cabin <loor, and gave sev' rat taps upon it with her knuckles.
It was presently opened by an old man, with flow·
ing beard as white as snow, and hair to match-a
pinched-faced, withered man of some five and sixty
years, clad in a flowing cloalc-like robe of black such
as might haveanswer··d •be purpose of a monk.
"Is th"Lt thee, child? Why didst thou not return
sooner?" this inclividual demanded, as be admitted
the girl into a l::irge dimly-lighted room, anj took
care to close and bar the door att'li a.
"Why did I not return sooner?" Hazel Eye replied,
droppinJ? upon a conch of skins, with a sigh. "Because, grandpa, M3teor could not bring me faster.•"
"K owest thon,tbe doings of the devil in this section then?" the oM man a Rked, going to a fire that
burned upon an eleva· e<l hearth, and stirdng a pot
or boiling gubstance, which emittecl a strange perfume.
" Ay, I know much moro than I care to," the girl
replied, weai·i!y. "'l'he warriors of Sitting Bull are
on the war-patl1 against such strangers as vrntu:re
into this country, while Canada Chet is only secon'.l
in fierceness and cruel brutality to the cbieL"
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" Knowest thou l! the Sioux chie! and the Canadian 1 wonder what brought them ~11', , this wild, unsettled country f"
·
r.re on terms of treaty!''
"No. 1 do not, know anything about it. I should
She stood thu~ pondering ovel" the events of the
1 da,v,
sax not, though ...
when sl:e was suddenly ai ·oused by a hand
• I bave been studying hard to-day. in magic," bemg laid u~on her shoulder, an~ g lanciug ha stily
t he 011 man muttered. Reat ing- himseU upon a stool up she saw a pain ted Indian standing close be•ide
and gazing- abstractedly into tbe tire. " I have !ound hrr.
and solved many new points. I have worked wonShe shu ddered, for she r ecognized h>m as Sitting
_ _
d ers out of nothing, and now let them come I-let Bull
them come, T say, and I shall he read¥ for them I"
" Fear not, grandp •, for no enemies will ever moCfJAPTER JV.
lest us hne in this sohtuue."
FrrTINO BULL'S TBHEA.T-AMASA S~GS,
" Thou hast not the judgment of my older years,
THAT Hazel Eye was startled and alarmed was n<*
child, l know that thev will come-tbai tbey are strange. Since tee coming into the Briti<b posses•
even now U i~On the way."
sions of the 11oted Indian cbief. she bad entertained
"It is only your constant fear of them that drives for him a loathing that surpassed her fear for bis
you into the belief," the girl r eplied, removing her merciless savage tools
belt of weapons, and surveying herself in a cracked
She knew that he was little better than a human
mirror that hung ag• inst tl ·e wall. "Surely. you monster at lleart-a man who, under all bis paint
aM 0ut of their reach, as who would ever tbink of and hideousness, had a brain which, for devilish inlooking !or us h ere!"
vention, bad no equal.
"The devil could easily find us, and Caspar Day"The Forest Flow or need not be aim med I" be
ton would not b e ali •e if he were not leagued with said. in a deep, hoarse tone. " Why should she fea r
the cevil, curse him I"
the great chief of the Sioux?"
"Why should you fear hil!l, then!" Hazel Eye
"Why shoulrl l not fear the great chief!" Hazel
sail, with a laugh. "Everx one declares you an Eye demanded, sb1inking away a pace. "Why
imp of His Satanic Majesty. •
should not the Forrst Lily fea r the chief wl ose
The old man chuckled, then rem1ined silent fo r hand bas been dipped many times in the blood o!
~ome timP; b t he spoke again. at. last:
her pale-face f1»eud8? Tl ie mur<'.ern of Genq:al
"Sitting Bull was here an hour before you ar- Cusrer is no friend of Hazel Eve-aever can be!"
rived."
.
"The pale face maiden niistakes: Silting Bull did
••sitti ' g Bull!" the girl echoed, her eyes dilating not kill George Custer. even though Sitting Bull has
"~Idly. "What brought him-flere f "
tallied many conquPsts. H was one of Sit1ing Bull's
"That you might eaeily guess. He bas seen the warriors who killed the blonde general cf the pa egrandchild of the l\!an or l\1aJ?iC, and fallen in Jove face"; but the blame was laid upQ11 me"
with her. He wishes to add her to the c0llectio11 of
" You have a very plausible tdngue, chief, but it
wives alreadr in bis wigwam, and offers many hides cannot deceive the L.wJ;of the Forest,"Hozel Eye
and horses. '
~~!fe1~~
"And what did you tell him?" the beauty of the ~i~~~dt,t:;~n~0 ~~. igi~~
wil<l <'rness demanded, qui<'kly.
. of evil spirits nnd stranJ?"e transac· ion~?''
"J told "im that the F orest Lily was h er own
A proud, clisdainfL! smile lit up the hideous fea·
guide-that he must present his petition to you, in tures of the cllief. "Sitting Bu:J is net superstitious. like bis bro·
person."
"Why did you do this, 17ranc1pa? Yon couM have tbers,"' he said. ~rimly; "and therefore he bas no
easilv spared me the troub'e oF a meeting with the tear of the Demon cf tl 1e Wood, or bi8 prttended
po1vers. Ile has come here to take to himself ansa.,,age monster, had you chosen!"
"I did for the best. child. 'Ye are two wand~rers other squ::w to b., the queen of bis wigwam. Ti e1e
u pon the face of the earl h, with no one to l ook to are three there 11ow, but t wo of them are of Sittillg
for protection . Therefore, T would not call uvon us . Ilull's uation. He would add the white Forest Lily
to bis possessions."
thP. enmity o! the irreat t·:arri· r of the Sioux.'
"Then, clo I understand you t at yon would perHnz· 1 Eye Rtepped back, hau~htil,v.
"The chief may r eturn to bis wigwam. tLgLl. for
mit me to become one of the slaves of that '!rue!
he cannoL havP the Forest Lily. Her h~ vi is not for
wolf?"
"Nay-I would bave nothing o! the kinrl. I such as Sitting: Bull I"
be chief gave ve ~ t to a deep grunt, as if be were
would have .vou stay ever with 1'1e. But this chi•f
m ust have bis conqneror. nncl y cu shell !><> his con- •urprised, and took a step forward. Bvt be baited
q ueror. But, ask me not th~ whys and wherefores, immecliately, for revolvers in the bands of Hazel
now, for this brain of mine is full of magic-full of E,re were leveled at his naked breast, with it• many
m ystery,"
·
disfiguring scars and tattooed designs of wild am·
Hazel Eye made no r eply.
de~sof~ob:,iii:~;-b':i_;J~ng them the hea( and shoul·.
She was used 'o the eccentricities ot this old
"Let not s ·tring Bull ad vane•, unle::;s be would
m~ician of the North-used to all his mode of livcourt a merited death," Hvzel Eye said, c11lmly, but
ing, bi• temper, bis s 'udi• sand bis ravingR.
Sometimes many people would have called him sternly. "Lt.t him return to !Jis three wi' es and bis
crazy, but she knew his 1~ild moments to be due to wil?'wam. and forget the Forest Lil.y. "
' Si,ting run will go, for his life 1s at tbe mercy ot
excessive e· thusi9.sm or despondency .
She had lived with him ner since •he could re• Haze l Eye," the red demon saiu. a terrible l!lilter in
member-alone with him, bavm!? no companionship bis eye. "But be will not forget uor fr-~glve the
except his, his books and her horse. He bad edu· Forest Li'y, fer the bitterness of death :S In bis
cated t.er in all that was desirable, but taught her heart. Si'tini:: Bull is no fo ol. His eyes can read the
heart of H nz · l Eve ns wr11 as trey can the c•pte~
to make no friends.
She left bim now, sitting over bis tlre, and went rocks. Sbe ha• EePn the young pale-fa<'es, and los\
her mind . Si ~ting Bull wi'ls it tha•. they slo'll die."
out into the wood at t''e edire of the lake.
And with a scowl on bis ~erce face, hl stalked
Ni~bt had fallen. and although the moon was rising m th e e~st, it was comparatively dark in the away into tre woods.
Hazel Eye watched liim with oilated r,es until be
timber and upon the Jake.
St.anding upon the sliore. "he gozecl across the bad disappeared. Then 'lie restored her piatoJe to
'silent sheet o! water toward the Cbopi:ings, where her bPlt and glaT1oed at rhe cabiu . Withm t was
very light. and ahe knew that the olrl mogicirn was
sevnal liirhts twinkled dimly.
.. I wonder if the VOUll!! Sf rangers arrived safely engaged in some of liis strange exr,eriruents .
"I must •ave ~he young pale-faces f rom Sittinlf
over there~" sbe mU.rn1ured. u I am afraid danger
has befallen them for they are so unused to t his life. BJl]l's wra th," o.be murmured, g lancing aero,.. t1ll
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silent waters of the Jake. "I must save them, for he
would kill them without merc,t, should be get upon
their tracks. n
Searching along the bank of the Jake, she soon
came upon a light skiff rocking idly in the water.
Casting off the thong lashings, she sprung in and
s eized the oars. Another moment, and the boat was
skimming along over the water, headed toward the
Choppings.
__
To return to the dwarf scout, old Anaconda, whom
w e left upon the prairie beside the dead savage.
Not long did he remain there. Crawling back to
the edge of the forest, he paused and listened intent·
ly. He was a little u neasy.
A strange silence seemed to be brooding over all
nature, more than was usual, even at the d ead of
night.
The moon shed down a spectral li~ht-the wind
even had lulled, and scarcely a leaf qmvered.
"Something-'s up!'' the dwarf muttered. "I've

~~e: ;~~ r~:J're:~h J'h~':na!~;~v~ga~r::. t~h~c~ f~~f~

red-skins as sure's I'm an anti Injun lovy.,r. Ther
varmints ar' 'broad in bi!>'. numbers. a-wahin' fer
sumtbin'. But I can't wa1t t er botherwi' many on
'em, fer ef them Owon• folks ar' in sad tribulations.
It's high time this old projectile o' thunder and
_j)1aze~ war about."
" Unslinging his rifle, he held it in readiness f or instant use, and then st:> le silently away into the edge
of the wood. keeping the prairie not far to ills left,
and working along in a southerly direction.
Each step was one of stealth, as light as the footfall of a cat, ,l\nd the little p eering eyes of the
Dwarf Destro}'\lr were watchful on either side.
Sometimes be would make a wide detour, to escape
crosqing a bar of moonlig t that streamed down
through an opening in the branches above.
In this way he procAeded for a half-bour, or so,
when b e suddenly came to a halt, and crouched behind a fallen log.
Just ahead of him, not moi'e than a dozeil yards
distant. a tall s<>vage stood in a moonlit spot, in an
attitude of listening.
H e was a n:>ble specimen of the wild red-man,
and was armed with a. breech-loading ritle, and a.
knife.
The first supposition or Old Anaconda, was that
his approa.cb had been discovered, but a moment of
listPniug C~nvinc e d film to the C\::>ntrar.Y.
Afar off in the woods catn'e the echo of a loud
voice. pitched at a high key, sine;ing that National
olden-time song "Yaukee Doodle." Wboe-..er the
individu:d was, he was evidentl.v a •tranger in the
lanl of the great North, where life ofttimes pays the
forfeit of death for penetrating t.hose solitudes.
The vocalist was not particular, evidently, as to
the selections with whi~h he treated his audience,
tor he speedily branched off into the soul-ct.;.rring
ballads ••Capt. Jinks" and the" Girl I left behind

me. 11

The r ed-skin seemed to enjoy the primitive concert, for ills necK was craned forward in the di rec·
tiou of the sound, and his eyes fl"leamed wickedly.
Old Anaconda, from his covert. watched him, with
a grim smile, koeping his rifl~, however. in iustant
readiness.
"The varrntni' cac'rylates, ns how he'll bev ther
pleasure o' raisin' thet feller's cap-sheaf. what be
singin' like & black, double-headed night-in-gale,
over yonder . Wonder who in Lord Harry he ar',
anyhow? Sum greenhorn frum out' in tber States,
I'll bet my shirt on't. Ho-! hot bow beanchiful thet
warmint thar would skulp him, Pf ther Dwarf warn't
around Jest see his muscl s work, as tho' he war
goin' ter hev a reg'lar F uurth o' July celebration
out o' tber greeny. But, poor, delu<led mortal! I
reckon he' ll git slipped-up, on tbet ar' cackylation,
mu.cbly. J est fer pie, I'll turn ther tables on him,
and ap~priate bls skulp as he ar' inteni'i" • t.o tiaet
0
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Th e savage having evidently enjoye1' enough of
the nocturnal cqncert, now bei<nn to g lidt> forward,
w Ith stealthy motion, his snarp eyes &learning
wickedly.
Rising from behind the log, Old Anaconda glided
noiselessly after him.
For some time-the steal tbi' chase continued, Ana·
conda gaining all the timp, until he was within easy
reach of the slrulking red·sidu 1 who was entirely un·
conscious of the proximity or the dread Dwarf De·
stroyer.
•
Suddenly Old Anaconda raised his rifle, and swung
it over his head with a lightning movement, and the
heavy barrel dealt the unsuspecting savage a blow
beside the head that sent him crashing like a log to
the ground.
The next minute the a g ile scout was astride his
body; his flashing knife did the deadly work, and
tore the scalp from the red-skin's crown.
hone more!" he muttered, hoar.:3 ely, as be arose
from the ground, and stole a way through the forest,
"and still not enough. Were the whole cussed race
o' red hellions dead, it would not pay for the wrongs
I and others have suffered."
A f ew moments of swift but silent walk brought
him t o the edge of a small open glade in the heart
of the forest, whence came the sounds of song. A
glance explained all.
\
In the center of the glade was a r oaring fire. built
beside a dry old stump and ssatzd upon a log in
close proximity to the fire, was th o author of the
singing, who had now branched eff into the current
epidemic-·' Whoa Emma!"
In one word he was a Yankee.
Th;..: was e".idenced by a jack-knife in his hand and
a JJi""" of pine, which he was whittling.
H£ was a long, lank, bony individual, with an ideal
Yanlr'le face, buttermilk eyes, a large mouth, and
hair and chin whiskers of a fiery reel hue. His makeup corresponded with the invariable newspaper
etchin;:s of Uncle Sam, from the white plug liat to
the striped breeches and swallow-tailed coat.
A rusty musket with powder-horn and bullet.
pouch constituted his only weapon or defense, while
a wild hawk roasting by the flames evidenced the
fact that he was not disposed to starve, even if he
had to r esort to the meaner fowls of the air.
Old Anaconda gaz•d at film keenly for a moment,
then a smile hovered about his lips.
"A r egula1', downright, out an' out Yank," he
mutt,orecf, with A chuckle. "''\Tonderwhc>be is, an:yhowf Ten to one he's as ignorant as Cain, an' a big
coward. J est fer beans, I g ive him a test."
1
Slinging" bis rifle to his back, the scout got upon hii>
hands and knees, and crawled stea!Lhily out irto the
glade toward the stranger, whose back wa~ turned
on him.
Never did the Dwarf Destrover move with more ·
caution tban now, as be crawled along.
A cat could not have moved with less noise.
Fully ten minutes were consumed in reaching a
position directly b ehind the Yankee, who kept on
whi~tling and w'bittlini< and singing.
u Gosh, tho', but it ar' rutber lonesomei u p hyaf,
seems to m e," the whittler mutter Pd, as he gave t.b&
fire an extra poke, thereby sendiug a shower ot
sparks, heaven w9.rd. " I don't reckon I'd like it
beer, ter live fer good. I 'd rutber be back in Michi·
gan, every tim!J. But then. I ain't doin' ba<l. a-gittin'
Rix shillin' a day fer trampin' about, lukia' fors0mebod.v. Wonder ef tbar's any Tnjines around these
parts. or any buffiers, or b'ars? They dn say them
b 'ars ar' a monst.rous tough anymile. Ho l ho I Sally
B ..ckus, she Sfld I'd b e afeard ter cum out inter tber
West. Sed I'd run at first sigbto' blood or an Jnjine,
Hain 't seen nuther, yet, but thar never war a Michl·
gander as war a coward. Oh I bum.
•Mary had a little larrib
\Vi' fleecA as white as-'
"Thunder! Ohl Lordi Lordi !Pt eoutl shoo! ge
'wavt ohl ehl oh! Julius Cresar Cbris•ofer C'o
hmiblal"

Canada. Chet. the _Coanterfeiter Chie£
The scout had, before rising to a standing position

in the rear of the Yankee, tied a cord to the bloody

scalp he had so recently torn from the head of the
red-akin: this he suspended upon the end of his
rifle·barrel, e.nd slowly lowered tbe repulsive object
l;>efore the eyes of the man from Michigan.
The frightened m a n made one leap without looking around, and clt:ared both the fire and the stump,
striking' the ground only to fall flat on his face,
where. for a full minute, be lay trembling and panting from fright. while, on the other side, Old An&·
c.onda was rolling arou.nd 'on the ground convul:>ed
with laughter. H earing this noise, the Yankee finally arose and ventured around the fire, when the old
scout a.rose with a huge grin.
"Gosh all fried cakes I" the man from Michigan
ejaculated, surveying tbe dwarf-scout, criticn.lly ;
"Who be you, Cap? 'Pears to me ye're a casted
little cuss ter hev whiskers on ye."
"Big enough ter skeer the fits out o' you, tho',"
Anaconda snorted. "Great hatchet o' Washington I
but you war skeert, tho' I Went kitin' over thet
stump like as ef all the divils in purgatory were
at your heels."
"Pshaw I I warn't skeert a bit." protested th., man
from Michig::m. snapping bis fingers. ·•I know'd
yon was behind me all the time, an' I jest got up
1het sarcus for the fun of it."
"Git out! You warskeart ui' ter de'thl" declared
Old Anaconda. "Who be ye?"
"l' m Amasa Scroggs, from Kalamazoo, Michigan ." was the reply.
"Kerwhnopl thet settles it. Never see' a man
from Kalama.zoo yit who warn't afeard o' bis own
sbadder. But-"
The Dwarf Destroyer did not finish bis sentence.
for !It this instant a t·horus of fierce yells resounded
upon the night, and a swarm of painted savages
sprung from the forest into the glade.
And Sitting Bull beaded the gani; I
CHAPTER V.
INTO THE PEN.

THE ruffian, Cano Ela Chet, evident]) Jeant bis de·
mand to be persuasive, for be acco. lpanied it with a
broad oath.
">Vhar's them young Yanks as cum in hyar a. bit
o' go?" be repeated, glaring around like a wolt in
search of some morsel of food. .. Show 'em to me,
while I dissect 'em! Say, you, Abe Hooker, whar
ar' them Yanks?"
"Dunno. Hain't see'd any," Hooker replied, innocently. "If ye mean them two young Henglishmen, they've took their departure. Cum an' got a
drink o' swill, an' then went off."
"You're an unmitigated old liar." Chet swore,
l\ngrily. "You've got them cnsseo bid, au' I know
it. Didn't I see them same J?ilgrims come in
heer, an' don't I know they didn t come out ag'in?
·You old !yin' thief. I b'lieve you've got 'em bid!
Bo.vs. make a search for them kids, an' I'll give a
~~f,1.1 o' straight whisky to the galoot as will find
This seemed to be a powerful inducement, f0r the
wood-b&wks !'et to work turnin!! everything topsyturvy in search of the concealed voyagers, whi1e
Canada Chet grasped Abe Hooker by the collar and
held a cocked revolver to his heart.
He was a fierce-looking ruffian. tbfr, Canada
Chet-a large-limbed, powerE:il six-footc~. ~lad in
buckskin and armed t n the teeth, aurl. th €> t1rnbodimeut of all the evils of passion and crime in the
calendar.
Tlie eyes were black and st.em; the mouth was
large and sensual; the black mustache, that was nf
ferocious size, reminded one of the Neapolitan bri·
gands.
He was a man one need not care to anger unless
be was ready for an imm ed iate row.
With mde oaths his band of roue:hs hauled things
about promiscuously in thA little bar-room. for
Obey were all men after the captain's own type,
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and had no care for anything except plunder and
adventure.
"111y whisky-tber galoots will drink it all upl"
H ooker groaned in anguish of spirit. es he saw the
precious liquor flow freely down the throa\s of the
ransackers.
"So much tber better," Canada Chet ..aid. " It
will l'arn ye in future to keep a better article fer t.h~r
bo1s. Who own1 this yere place anyhow. an' what
Ar ye grumbling about? Ain't I boss hy•rbouts, l'd
like ter kno'P Ain't Canada Chet tber king o' this
yere region-the monare:C o' all he survEys? Waal,
I shouJa remark thet same."
One of the searchers p;ave the ha rrel< a 'l'l'birl out
from behind tbe bar, and s~nt them tum bl inl! to another part of the room, where they would be out of
the wat.
As he did so, a faint sneeze came to the ears of
Canada Chet, ruod be uttered an ejaculative oath.
"Whoa up t thar·s music bayr "be roared. "Take
an ax an' knock ther hoops off 1m them barrels, jest
fer fun, an' let's see if we ken't find a couple o' fugitives. Oho! Hooker, you are no good at stowing
away precious freight."
"Swow to gracious. J didn't stow notbin' away.
Ef anybody's in them bar'ls, they got in on tber sly
while I was out a-milkin'I" the tavern·keeper aver•
red stoutly.
The Canadian only smiled, l(rimly and watched
the men -assail the unoffending barrels. Wit b a:res
and other sharp-edged tools they drove the hoops
off, and then knocked the staves apart.
And there, in cramped positions, were the two
r.oun ' adventurers from Ottawa. They were speed·
Jly hauled out. by ready bands, and held up before
Canada Chet. for thev were too weak from semi-un·
consciousness to starid alone.
The wood-ruffian surveyed them critically, an ugly
expres<ion upon his repulsive face.
·· A pair o' h.abes in the woods." he said. sneering·
ly. "Say, ye young devils, w'•t ever fetched ye to
these \'arts? Didn't ye know tbet Canada Chet war
king o the•e yere lattytudes. jest like Vi~toria aire
boss, t'other side o' ther big puddle? Waal, I am
thet same. I boss tl>Pse bull British Possessions, I
do. an' ary l!'aloot as kicks against my monarky, he
gits a bu'sted bead."
•· \\ ho said contrary?" demanded Dave, independ·
ently.
"No one, younker, an' ye needn't be so sassy,
nutber. Mebbe ye hedn't b rerd o' my enl(agement
t er be married to Queen Victoria, soon? Waal, it's
a fac'. 1het same. But ye hain't told me w'at fetch·
ed ye beer, cusses on ye!"
"That ein't the finish of it-we ain't a .goin' to,
neither!" retorted Hal, in the true border language.
"It ain't none o' your business what fetched u 1
heer!"
" Ho I ho I we shall see if it ai,n 't I" the Ca1...1dian
cried anJ?rily: "we shall see <>f IJanada Cl1e. ain't:
boss o' this y ere bemisfeer. Fetch 'em along, boys,
ter tber pen!"
Aud the 1 uffian turned toward the door, but step.
ped back with a growl of ra~e.
"Stop I" a stern voice cried, and H azel Eye. the
quPen of the woods, stepped boldly throu11h the
open doorway. and confronted the chief. ' Stop,
Chet Howard, unles< you would provoke the wrath
of the l\Iae;ician of the North."
The ruffian chuckled horribly.
,
'·Once the old bum bug, of the lake shore yonder,
held power over me, but I've eluded his devilish
spell. I no longer f ear him, or any other pilgrim
tbet stands in boots."
" Rut you fear me!" Hazel Eye cried. "You dare
•otdisobey me."
"And why not, pray, my pretty bird of the forestP
Ho'V do I fear you?"
"I will tell you." Hazel E_ye said, stepping towam
him. Then lowering her voice to a whisper, she uttered two words-a sinJ?le name, and then @82.ed at
hl!n with a triumphant laugh.
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Ca na da C'he t. the Count erf··iter Cll.r.er.

F or he had leaped bl\Ck wit'1 a frightful curse, his
usually red face grown as white as death.
"Devils seize youl" he gas)'ed, with a shudder.
" What know you of-of-"
" I know enoup;h to assure you that you have run
n early to the end .;f your halter ; t .at your hour of
d oom is gradu«lly but surely approaching I"
"An' yA dare •er imagine thet I'll surrender up,
these two yo•mkers on tber streagth o' thet name! •
he demauded, with a leer.
"I think you w"ill find it to your advantage to do
so-yes, " Haz ~ l Eye r epli ed, coolly, as she toyed
with the hilt of her revolver,
"Then, I ken tell yt>, I won't do nothin' o' the
kind I" the Canadian Awore, pushing h•.r rudely
aside, and bolting th r ough the door. "Cum erlong,
b'y ee1.;, an' fetco th~ m 'ar younkers.,.
'i>he ruffians obeyed thefr commander' s order«J
and Hal DayllOn and Bi'l" Track Dave were force
a lon:;: out or the tavern into the town.
H 1zel Eye exchanged glances with them, and then
-darted along into tile forest out of sight.
'!'be hearts of the two voy~eurs fairly sickene1
with dread. They bad looked upon the strange and
beautiful gir'. of the wilderness as being able to effect their rescue ag-ain; but it now seemed that her
power over the ruffi ms had failed , and so they wer~
doomed to be hu<tlerl off to some uncertai!l fate.
Dave Laam was the c >oler of the two, for he had
. long since learned to master his feelings and to con·
trol hio emotions.
Hal, on the other ·band, was us•1ally gay nnd
careless spirited when his sun shone brightly, b>1t
gloomy and downco.st when it was in un rler a. cloud.
l guess we'd better make an uncourlitiona.1 snr·.
rend er, if so be th:>t we can, and if we gat a chanca
we'll ski'l back for Ottawa," he said , as they wer~
forced nl on~ in n ·)nP to'l gen ""le a ma'lner. u l'<l
rather have a1other c0ursa through college, than
mnch more of rhls life."
0

D:.ive la 11gh 1d.
"'You're :.{'e1;in6 we3.k,"h) s1id; ' 'no use ot r.ha+;.

They can't mure than butcher us and callillbalize

our

b)rii e~ . "

mto a:t adjoining room, where they we.-e strip_,)ed ot
their clothing and supplied with loin cloths, such as
many of the Indians wear cl11ring the hot w~ther.
They were then separately lashed to strong, upright beam•, with their faces toward the beam, and
then the coarse, brutal voice of Canada Chet spoke
so that they could hear.
"Neow, you sneaks. we 've got y e like a. bug in a
rug. P'r'aps ye'll consent ter give us yer names,
now?"
- "Yes-mine's Hnl Dayton," that young voyageur
announced, eage,Jy.
"And mine's Dave La.am." ' Big Track though.
best to a.clcl.
"So ho I I thort ye wouiu cum ter time, after l '
bit," the Canaclia'l chuckled. " Next, if ye p lease,
ye may tell us w'at f etched ye h eer inter tins ken·
try?"
"Three things ." Da ;e replied , "" love of a.elven•
ture, a desire to see the country, and a hope to catch
a few beaver, for which this place is noted."
"An' that's all, was et.?"
"Every bit of i t.,,
" Sura you never heard any suspicions cast out
concerning- this yere settlement?"
·~ P 1sitiv~ I did not."
"Wal, I guess ye're Jr Arect, a.~ I reckon no one ken't
say much ag'in' or>· character as citizens. How·
sumdever, you've cum in hayr, a-pryin' a.bout, an'
W 13 don't all 1w no ~trangers heer, I'll allow; so we'll
give ye a lash a.piece and set ye ter work."
The lash was administered by a power ful arm, and
cut a gash in eacil of ta.e voyal!'eurs' backs, but they
refrained from expre, smg their pmn In words.
They wer.i now unbound, and taken Into an ad·
j oining roo n. on entering 'Yhich, the noise of clank•
in2' m 1chincry reached ttleir ears.
The bandazes were now removed from their eyes,
a.nd they gazecl about them in wonder.
It took but a glance to tell them that they were
in a counterfeiter's d en , on the outskirts of civil•
ization.
Cana.d.a Chet, h aving motioned his m en to retire,
sttJod watching our young- adventurers. Tlie room
was a large on>, and ligbtod by lamps set in refi"c<or
brac;:~ts. In th3 daytime, suflbient light was ad·
rnitted through the two narrow windows in the
slantiue: roof.
·
Benr:hes supplied with stools. lined either side of
the room , whiia at the furthPr encl was a. large
smolting furnace in full blast. Upon the floor was a
stampinl\' m achine turned by a crank, and also a
ma Jbine somewhat resembling a prmtinl? press.
MJn, youn::: aad old, were workmg at the benches
-at the furnac.i and at the macbiu s-men srripped
of all raim ~nt except a breecn·cloth, a.s were H nl
a n~ D.w J ; some uf them as young as Hal, while
tbey ranga:l upwar~1 to men of olJ ag~.
"You see 'em all!" Crnada Chet said with a wolf·
ish le ~r; "ye mark 'cm? Wal, they're all mine,
an' so nre you. You'v.l se11n the last o' the outside
world for yer lifetime. Tn bne r you're doomed to
work in issuing countPrfeit money , until ye aire
ready te r put in und _r the so~. To th er right. here,
ye see a sentry-box, C')~tainiu' a man. He watches
mv shves. At a sii;n of disturb1nce, or laziness
amon:r them. h~ pulls n. signal and in comes my
lion, ter trim them out. I'll show 'im ter ye," and
the ruffian m nd~ a motion t» the man in th sen·
trv·box, who in turn dispatched a signal for the

"Yon don't believe they'd do such a. thing, do
you?"-Hal asked, in alarm.
"Of cour"e n 1t. you goos~ I But wait, we shall
s ee mnre tba.n we care to. no doubt."
They w~ re narchel alon~ t .Irough th9 forest village by the rougb3, wi:Jo were h eaded by Canada
Ch et.
The rough citiz•ns an'.! their families stood iu the
doonvays of t!leir cabins, making no effort to stop
the stran~P noct11rnal procession. for afraid were
0
tbev of tile C 1n vli>ln rufil in anl his b:>ckers.
Many n time he had proven him,elfa bu .nan brute
a.nd cut-tbro~t, an I t!J d peopb h ,1c1 \lim in awe. F ur
h e ow1Pd all the c~bius irr woich they d 'velt, an I
supplied th ·m witll work at th1 great mill, which
y early turne ·J 0 •1t mil Hons of feet of lumb r that
was rafted do""' into t.he s't•lennnts, a~d ofttime3
sm11~gl Pcl dnwn intn th3 Unite 1 Stat ~s.
Therefor.• thes' citize·1•, a chss com 1ose I mainly
of half-braed.., B!1 cl K1.nucks, were in no ways eager
to rais'3 a. band against the man who was the means
of th eir sup;:nrt.
H al aod D1ve ·c~nne i t'i& faces of these p eopla,
as tti•y were hustl•rl al::mg-, but c ould n 1t distm ~ui sh
one expre3•ion or pity there. Th ey were rou <?h a.ncl
0
evil·face I as a rule, and a softening look was un·
known to the n.
man.
On alone: tbe fores'-lined bke shore were the t ,vo
A mnment later the dnor on• nPd and hP entered.
fugitives hurried, until n long barn-like cabin hw~
A swarthy-. low-browe'I. villainous-looking fj'llow
ink sight, b~fore the door or which they paused he was. with a prenonderance of th 0 muscular, and
Ion~ enou¢h fo" Can'.lda Chet to unlock it.
as •pry as a. c'l.t. He was armed with a thin-lashed
Th!'n thev entPred.
bull whip. and there was a glare in bis bloodshaf
Hal an I Dav,' lookei a.boat. in some curiosity but eves like that of a madman.
were ..10t greatly surprised at anything they 'saw.
"You're not wante'l Le Garo."f'anad'1.Cbetsald.
The buildin' was divided into several rooms, the "You may retire. I !'nlY wauted th ese slaves to sefl'
ftrat containing a bar.
yon!''
lien tbe whole crowd took a. drink, and then Dave
The man bowed and retired .
and Hal were both blindfolded, and marched awa_y
Then tile chief turned to Hal arirl Dave.
0

Ca.na.da Chet, the Counterfeite r Chief.
0 You see the sorter man who bosses you," he
said, grimly. " lf you obey and work, all kerect;
ef ye don't, he'll cut ye open. Your work will be
ter turn th et stampin' machine, bour 'bout, until a
new recruit is nabbed, when you will be put at sometbjng else."
Tben turning on his heels, the King of the North
left the roqm, locking the door after hlm.
" We are doomed to imprisonment for lite," Hal
whispered.
"Nots'>"
Dave returned. "Keep quiet; do as
you ,..r,., 1old and we will outwit them yet. Take
couraj?' "

CHAPTER Vt.
A SCRIMMAGS:-THE HEAD.

THAT was an unenviable situation in Which Old

;_ naconda and Amasa Scroggs wP-re placed. Both
saw th'l Indians simultaneously, a nd ooth were not
il littl', alarmed. Had there been but a few of them,
thP dwarf would bav" had more hopes; but they
numbered full a score, and were led on by the great
chief, Sitting Bull.
011 Anaconda gave Amasa Scroggs a keen glance,
a suspicion arising in bis mind that this same mau
from Kalamazoo might be some treacherous renegade, whom Sitting Bull had placed out in the
woods as a decoy. But it r equired only one glance
to dissipate this thought, for Scroggs was as white
as a ghost, his knees knocking together and bis
teeth chattering in affright.
" Oh I ..Lordy-Jerusalem I Holy Moses I" he gasped. endeavoring to get behind the Dwarr Destroyer.
"Ob, Jewbitta k r Jimminy I what shall we do? obi
what shall we do?"
"::lhet your port-bole. an' we'll do ther best we
kin, shoot me f er a fiddler ef we won'tl" Old Ana·
conda repUed. "Can ye shoot?"
"Yas; I kin plumb a squar'l every time at a thousan' yards," Amasa assured, hr pefully.
·• Tben cum behind ther fire bayr, an' when I fire
you fire, an' don't waste a pin's head o' lead on anything but a J?reasy red-skin. D'ye beer?"
"Yas; I'm with ye, heart an' scalp!" the Yankee
,'eplied, with grim humor.
The two men leaped hastily behind the protection
of the smoke which arose from the fire, and held
their guns r eady for rough work.
"Lordy I wbat awful-looking chaps!" Amasa mut· tered, gl mcing around the stump at the craft1lyapproacbing foemt n. "Phew I what would Sally
say ef she could &ee me now? She all us sed I'd
never tlgger nor make a general. Bet a quarter o'
beef I can make a 8Cattt>rin' among them chaps over
yancler I Rea<ly. little boyee?"
"Ready!" Old Anaconda replied. "Shoot certain.
Now!"
The n ext inst.ant, the r eport of two guns echoed
-~hrough the surrounding forests. There was a responding yell from the red-men.
Old Anacbnda bad fired direct at the heart of
~~~t~h~ ~e~~!lb~~tct~:rb;1(;:~g;,eg ~i~~ooi:.ke effect,
The effect of Amasa Scroggs's fusilade bad been
more disastrous to the noble red-men, for bis musket
bad been heavily loaded with buckshot, and as a
r esult four red-skins went to the ground, more or
less wounded.
Ane-:onda noted the success of the shot with a
grin.
.. Goocl shot," h e said. with a chuckle, "and, now,
while ye're loadin' up, I'll keep up ther divartissement jes' fer fun, ye see."
And raising his r epeater , he carefulll. arose until
he caught sight of a red-skin. when be ' let drive. "
Down went the savage, with a death-howl. while
the Dwarf Destroyer gave a significant hall'-screecb,
half-yell.
"Another skunk on th~r list, In atonement fer
thet loss o' two years ago Oh I but the list is J?et·
ting long, yet my soul tbirsteth for mor e. Come
erlong. ye red-hued sons o' Old Nick. I'm readv ter
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accommodat~ ye," and again the Destrofflr's rit!e
went to bis shoulder, and cracked severa times in
rapid succession.
Each shot was answered by a terrible yell, such as
can only come from an Indian who has received bis
death-blow.
"Jerusalem, what ldncl o' a machine d'ye call
tbetl" Scroggs demanded, as he arose from the process of loading his musket. " Swow wr gracious ef
that don' t almost lay over my constitution."
" I should remark th et same," Anaconda observed.
"Quick, now I Give the cusses another salute, while
I replenish my m a gazine."
Scroggs proceeded to obey, and the cannon-like
report of his l?un soon burst out upon . he night, followed by an rndiscriminate pandemonium of yells
- and screeches of rage.
Ok' Anaconda peeped from behind the stump,
then burst into a loud' laugh.
Fifteen of the previous score of assailants lay
prone upon the bat-tie· field, while the remaining five,
mcludinJ? Sitting Bull, were now skurrying for cover,
at a high rate of speed.
Tbe Dwarf Destroyer quickly sprung to his feet,
and !>is rifle agaiu flew to his shoulder, with that rapidi'y of aim and fire cb~racteristic of him . But this
time his bullet went wic!e of the mark.
"W el, they're gone I" he muttered, as the last r edskin disappeared under the cover of the forest. "Ttn
next worl!: is 1o raise the scalps of them out yontler ,
but tbet job'll bev ter be postponed fer tber present.
I opine we'd better git fer cover ourselves."
''Lordyl Jerusnlem i Injuns tbar," Amasa said,
in a larm. "Guess I d on't want to git my scalp
r::tis··""· "
'· li.: ye ain't particklar about hevin' it appropriated, ye'd better cum nlong wi' me" .Ana9 nda replied. "What aire y e doin' out in this country, ll.DY •
bow, Slab-sides?"
"Lookin' fer a job,'' was the rf\ply. "Kuo·;r t•v
a nvbody as wants to hire a cheap hand?"
''What kin ye do?"
"Wal, I kin 'most c!o anything, though I'll n.l ,- ,-.I'm tbar when ye cum ter hoein' pertaters, bmk.: '
corp or choppin' wood."
"Do you know how to lift the i;a'r frum the t . pknot uv an Injun ?,,
"Obi Jerusalem, no! Ye don't mean ter say as
you could bev ther heart to clo sech a thing?"
" Waal, l'll allow, few know bow any better'n yeiuncle!" the Dwarf Destroyer replit d. "l've got
enou'lb sculps up at my roost to make a fancy bt dquilt.'
''Jewhittaker! what would my gal, Sally, say. ef
she war tr.r beer ye say sech a thing? Folks a in't.
u s"d ter such quil•s out, in Kalamazoo."
"Kalamazoo be hanged I" Anaconda grunted .
"Cum erlong, ef ye're goin' ter sail in my ship. !1 's
high time we war skinnin' out o' this.,,
Taking an opposite cour•e from that taken by the
reel-skins they hurried into tbe woods.
Here o\ct Anaconda tlu·cw himself upon the ground
and pressed his ear thereto.
H e arose directly, and there was an anxious expres> lou upon his features.
"Thar's heaps o' tber red hellions In tber wood,"
he said, pr.ering k eenly around in all directions; "en•
consequentJy thsr's work for ther old De>troyer. I'm
goin' ter Sittin' Bnll's village ter rescue ther Owens,
ef they've been tuk thar, a-<I cackylate thPybev."
"W'atl Not whar all them Indians ar'?" Scroggs
gasped, in horror.
u Yas ; perzactly tbar, ''the scout respond ed:" an"
ef year' skittish about goin ' along, ye can hev tber
choice of stayin' beer in tberwoods."
Amasa groaned. What was he to do?
To accompany the venturesome scout, as It were
into the jaws of death, was a tl1ing uncleslrablr;
while to be alone in the forest poss~%ed equal terr ors for him si9ce be had learned of t be presence of
the Tndians.
"Come I w'at are y'<goin' ter clo?" Old Anaconda.
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demandec. .. npatiently. "Time is slrulps wi' me,
an ' l can't afl'ord to be foolin' about long. "
''Guess I'll stay here," the man from Kalamazoo
at Jast decided. u It's six o' one a.n' half a dozen o'
t'otheriw 'ich place I stay. Lordyl I wouldn' t go
"tar an niun village no quicker ' n I'd bite my owo
bead off."
" Wbich, jedgin' frum ther size o' yer fly-trap, you
are perfectly a ble ter do," the Destroyer r etorted,
with a i;rin. "Waal, good-by ter y e I Look out fer
yer ba1r. a n' tak e m y Christian a dvice an' s huts
every red skunk y e git a p op at. Tell_ye w'at I'l!'do
Yankee Doodle I J est you drop that Sittin' Bull, an 1
raise bis hair, an' I'll give y e enough sculps ter put
with it ter make ye a hunting s hirt-will, by gtJm I"
" Git eout l I wouldn't do sech a thing. What
would Sall y say?"
" Sally &a h <\nged I Luk ·out fer yer nateral wig,
now, an' don·• let no r ed-skin raise !t i"
And \vith t h ese injunctions the eccentric dwarf
scout hurried away into the forest.

ar!~~eJ ~':n~~ ~~~~r~~::e~t~g~ft?e~~r::,::~rg~~

<>f the sava~es in his immediat ,, vicinity ; n one were
si~ht, which wa s to bim as good as a blessing.
"Wonder whar I'd best skedaddle t o. anyhow ?" he
soliloquized. " Guess I'll go Sou th and see what I
~n flud tha r."
'J.'aking from his pocket a c ompass, h e located the
desired direction anJ set off.
•
It might now be obser ved t hat he was m ore
.cautious in bis movem ents, and that be betrayed
s ome of the peculiarities of the scout by adva ncing
stealthily, a nd keeping a sha rp watch out 6n either
hand.
In this way h e tramped for several h ours, when h e
finally p au •sd to find himself at the edge of t he sam e
g lade in which be and Old Anaconda h ad fought t he
'battle with t he Indians under Sitting Bull.
Yes, t h er• could be no doubt of it., for t here was
th~ srumn in t h e center of th e m oonlit i:Ia.<le, still
burning.and t here were the bodies of the slain sava ges.
He had become be·.vild er ed in his t ramp , and r e·
turned to his starling-point !
B ut bold I what s ight is this his eyes b ehold?
Tbere is an obj ect of some kind moving about t be
burning stump-a stra nge, b>tll-shaped thing, wha t-ever it might be, a bout the size of four men's beads
<Jombined
F rom wher e he stood the Y ank ee had a good view
~ f the thing, and his hair be;p .n to sti\nd upon end,
11s he perceived th at ir. was indeed a h umau h e1d1
mouuted upon a pair o! feet, by which it managea
ito move.
The features wer e all there, only upon a n enlarged scale-the mouth, the eyes, t h e nose, t he e:i.-,
a nd indeed, t he whole face being perfect a nd natura l, while tlrn rest of the head and neck from the fore·
b ead ove r back was cover ed with long coarse hair
like a buffalo's mane.
And t h is f rightful obj ec'. literally a w alking h ea1 ,
wa! m oving a bout the hurning stump, from which
w ould occ"sionally emanate a g lare of b lood-red
.light, to he followed, p drhavs, by a gla re of greeu
a nd blue.
Amasa Scrn~gs stood in t he edge of the for est,
and gazed a t the strange spectacle like one dU"1·
in

:found ~ d.

" The devil 's own region, by gr aciou s. " he gaspert.
" Gosh a ll fi5h-hooksl I g"l\ess theydrm't rai<e nothin' bu t dwarfs up th is way . an' tbet ·a r cu ss ou t tha r
d on·t look as e f et war hu man. Sumhody's put a
hull hea d on him , I'll swow ef they h ain't. Leetler
th.,n t b er d1va rf lnj nn-killcr, I'll swow t er gracious.
Oh l Lordyl Je rus~l P- m!"
Th ese latte r ej aculations were cou s 0 d by a gigantic cohtmn of r ed fire shooting from the stump,
i nto the ni1\ and rerl clening the very night as with a
11hower of olood. It was a s if t he heavens and the
earth were afire f or a few m ome nt~.
Then it died out, noel the stump burned naturally,
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The Yankee had crouched down upon his haunches, expecting instant a nnihilation, his teeth chatterin11: like castanets.
"Oh I Jewliittaker, I want to go home to my
Bally." he gasped, \Vbite with afl'right. "Oh! gosh
all fish-hooks, this is a awful pla ce. It's possessed
by the devil, sure pop. Wondei: what bas become
?! the Injine-killer. Bet he'd b e skeart, too."
The Wal king Head still continued to bugy itsel!
about the burning stump, as If, indeed , a h erald of
his Infernal Majesty, It had been sent down on earth
to hold its infamous orgies.
Amasa crouched in the edge of the w oocl and
watched. His limbs refused to move, and be could
only squat tbere and behold the incantation.
" Gosh I Sally she'd faint, sure. ef sbe were bere,"
he would occadionally muttn , with a fresh start at
the roots of bis bair. "Wonder if I shall ev ~ r git
out of this scrape alive? P hew..!. but this be a-loolc,
in' fer them boys, in a horn. wonder- Obi thun·
derationt Lordyl J erusalem!"
A new phase of mystery had emanated from the
seemingly infatuated stump, in the shape of a vast
swa rm of squirming, fl erv'Snakes.
'
They sprung in m yriads into the air in a hundred
dlrectious. A score of the writ hing. i1issing things
m ade s traight for the spot where Amasa Scroggs
was concealed, as if to devour him in their fiery
;jaws.
This was t oo much for th e poor Yankee. from
Kalamazoo. With a gasp h e wilted righ t clown into
a dead faint.
F or som e time he remained in this condillon, when
h e once m ore r ecover ed consciousness . to see tbe
Wa lking- H ead still engaged in his orgies about the
stump.
Suddenly ther e soared a i:raceful column of tlre
i:i to the air, r esembling golcl 1 a nd when a t a n altitude of a hundred feet, a smgle star detached itgelf from the expiring colum n, a nd burst iuto an
avala nche of la rge stars of every bright color of the
r ainbow. These gradu ally dissolved in the a t mosphere uutil the la st star drifted slowly to the ground.
The D\Varf Demon uow came suddenly r olling toward the very spot where Amasa wag crouching,
a nd with a howl of terror th ~ l\1icbiira ndPr sprung
to his feet , and dar ted away into the forest at the
t'>p of his speed.
CH APTER VII.
A WSTORY OF THE

l·

P EN " -THE SCHEMER.

H AL n.nd Dave L :tnm were
s tampin~ · macb in e s about a n

set to work at tbe
bour after t heir arrival. And t he brut!Ll g uard , L e Ga ro. was on ba nd,
with .his t > rribl~ whi p, wf> ich h e seemed to take deligh t in playing ove t· the backs of t he offenders.
n ave turned t h e cr ank a t tached t<' t he stamping•
m achine, while ono youtl1 of nineteen or t wen :y
had in t h e alloy-box, coming fort h fr om u nder t he
dies, the denominations tw~ n ty· five and fifty cents
a nd t he stand:trd dolla r. The work for ou r young
voyru;et•r was very h ard.a nd tiresome, but hP stuck
to it, determ ined to s uffer fati~ue rather t han r eceive a blow from Le Garo's whi p.
Hal's machine for the pl'in tin°' of bills was less
hard to manao;e, and therefore the wor k allot ted to
hi m wns comparatively ea sy , a ' the press wa s fed
by ao old, g ray-haired "'"n of six ty years, whose
for m wa! bent, a nd han4s loni:r and bony.
One of the ru les of the es•abli• hm ent was th a t
none of t he slaves were t11l o w~l to sp•ak to [each
of her du r inir working hours, under p ena lt.v of a h s h
fo r each a nd every word spoken . This was even
m tlre torturP t o ou r vo11ng" ad\1 e n t urer~ than though
t h Py were not r.Ilowe.i to bl'en.the, fo r t he two privileges were to H <tl Pqually dear.
As sonn as da.v!iii: ht "hone in throuP"h th e tran·
sn ms tu t he roof. •moth ~ 11:an ~ of "·orkm e n were
brooo;ht into the r oom, n.n1l tbe prev1ou• gang, Hal
a nd Drtve incluc!Pd, rPm oved to another apartment
a djoining, fitted u p wit h bun ks and tables. t he windo17s in t he roof being hea.,ily grated .
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Here they were locked in, to make the best of tared, a year before, while trapping aJong Beaver
their time until their turn again arrived.
Lake, with a party of seven others-he being the
Milk and roast fowl were spr~ad upon different only one to escape the massacre at the hands ot
tables in liberal installments, and the overworked Canada Chet
slaves made hasty work of it.
Several hours of conversation ensued: th•n all
Dave and the young man who fed bis press, and bands sought rest upon the cots, preparatory to
Bal and his aged assistant, chanced to occupy one going on duty the eoming evening.
table, and accordingly opened a verbal acquaiutDave and Hal were in somewhat better spirits for
lncesbip.
their new companionship, although they each heartThe young man's name was Harry Reynolds ily· wished themselves back in their comfortable
while the elder slave rejoiced in the cognumen of homes in Ottawa.
Alex. Watchman,
Their ch"' ·~ o·( escape, however, appeared reAfter they bad talked over the situa1 ion and their mote,
·-prospects for some time, the old man said:
· "No; there is no hope of getting out of here, as
Canaaa Chet !:.:'l a cabin of his own, not far from
long as the d en is in exllitence Ten long years the" pen." where he usually spent bis nights, waited
have 1 served here, and during that time I have upon by a ba!f{>reed lad.
never seen one unguarded avenue of escape-not one I
On the morning foJlowlne; Hal and Dave's incarEverything is locked, barred, or ~uard ed. As you ceration , the King of the North, as he was known
may have imagined, this is one of the greatest among his intimates, sat smoking before hie door,
counterfeiting dens in America-ay, I may add in when a man rode leisurely up and dismounted. He
the world. .A.II of the dies are so nearly perfect tl1at was a stranger in th~ town, and Canada Chet eyed
it requires the mo; t experienced expe1 t to detect him narrow Iv without speaRing.
the bogus money from the genuine. The coins are
A man of some flve-and-fort.v he was, with a
of nni£orm weight with silver. Of the silver pieces portly form and florid countenance, which was for
we..piannfacture and p rfect about a,. hundred del- the most part coveN'd with a long, heavy growth
lars per day, whih of the paper we iAsue from one to of brown, glossy beard. The end of his nose was
ten thousand per week the denominations being one, delicate.ly colored, and about his e.i;es was a comtwo and five dollar bills. None of larger tlg-ure be· bined expression of cunning, evil, and the effects of
ing issued, because it is these larger bills that the dissipation.
0
He w11s dressed in citizens' 1?arbt with a Derby hat
ex,p~~e;:~~~~ : :~ ~~~;;~~~·amount of this cur- upon
bis band, as he paused and oowed before the
rency abroad on the market, " Hal said.
Canadian.
"Yes, there l$. Some banks ma:y: have larg-e
"Do I behold the Right Honorable Mr. Chester
amounts of our 'queer' in their possession. unaware Howard ?" be demanded, In ~oft, effeminate toneD.
of its beillll:" b ogus. Th<" most of it, however, is cir"Yas, I reckon that's me," the ruffian grunted.
culated through th,, extreme West-in the mines "What in thunder d'ye want, snybowf"
and cattle regions, where expert detecters are less
"That is easy to explain, after we arrive at the
frequently met. And the same man never distri- subject," was the reply.
butes the second time, in one locality, except In dis·
" Mv name is Casper Dayton: an uncle, by the
guise."
way, to one of the two boys'Jou took into your ser" How often is this 'queer' shoved upon the ma1·- vice last night. I want to buy those boys-or,
ket?"
rather, one of them, my nephew, trom y ou."
· ·•Once a month three m!'n. armed with numerous
"They ain't fer sale," Canada Cbet growled,
disguises, start out, and their three predecessors flercelv. "I opine you're on the wrong trail, pilgrim.'•
come in."
.
"'Yero nny of these circulating mediums ever
"And I'll allow that I am not," the other rerlied.
caught?"
"Just listen to me for a few m oments, and will
"Yes, ou several occasions, but they always iied convince you to the contrary. I have a little story
rnum."
_
to relate, which I believe will prove interesting to
•· Can&da Chet., I suppose, then, is the owner, and you.
consequently the one whom the business most bene"To bell"in with, I am the youngelit of three sons,.
·Hts."
of a family of giintle blood named Dayton. My
"On the contrary, I am led to be!ie.-e that the paternal relative was at one time a millionaire in
1Canadi11.n and bis employees are merely tools in thR the city of New York. Of course, to make my
service of a ring of greater rascals, who have their family history complete, th~ must be one black
head-quarters in the East-men who have made their sheep iu the hock, and I was the one. At an early
fortunes , and who have occupied at various times, ae;e I was a disgrace to my proud family in many
nod may yet r etain. high offices under both the different ways, and was summarily kicked out into
Danadian and United St.ates Governments. Probably the world.
the world at la rge knows not llow much counterfeit
" My father and eldest brother finally left for the
money they are daily h11.ndling."
upper world, on an exploring expedition. and I being
" COuld not these leaders be implicated and in prison at that time for burglary, the whole wealth
brought to jugtice, think you?"
was made over to my brother, who now lives in
" Certainly not, for who could pick out the guilty Ottawa, Canada.
•mes except those who belong to the ring-a brother"The property lies in New York State, and is all
hood that ne"er betrays?"
bis, except one dollar, which I can claim at any time
"Is it not until lately that you began the manu· I choose to go forward, and risk being arrested as a
forger. Ha! ha I Ohl you see ! am familiar to
~acture of bills, eh?"
" About n year ago."
every phase of crime-a heart-hardened wretch, my
" Where do the steel engraved plates and paper father denominated me on his death-bed.
1.::ome from?"
·•Now, then, all the human individuality that
"Originnlly from Washington; but previous to stands between me and that estate is this brother,
1reachine- us they travel thousands of miles out of and his son, not ano1her heir being In existence.
• ~be direct route . in charge of a sharper employed by
Therefore, I have ferreted the w bole matter out,
'jl1ering.',
trailed the lad here, and now wish to purchase him,
"How have you l?arned all tWs?"
for spot cash. The old gent is on his way hither,
"It would be hard for you to listen to a r !'cital of I understand. but I chanced to get. In ahead of him."
h ow, by degrees, I have picked up my information.
"An' so ye want the boy, bey?" Canada Chet in·
terrogated, regarding hi• visitor sharply. " What
Ten years have been consumed in tl1 e ta•k."
Harry R• ;vnoMs was a good -looking young fellow, would you do with him t"
and an eIIJoyable companion. He hall been cap·
"Take care of him, so that he would nevel' lay a
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claim to the Dayto1:1 i.:iheritance," the schemer replied, significantly. " Also, he should be so silenced
as to never betray your secret•."
"My secrets I" the Canadian grunted.
"Yes-the secrets of the 'pen,' yonder, as you
call it. He shall never cough aloud even."
" Why I how in thunder did you ftnd out that the
pen had any secrets?" Canada Chet demanded, suspiciously.
"Ob I that's all right. If you want tQ know how,
find out. I sh~ll not betray you, nor shall I unwittingly betray myself."
·
"Cuss it! who aire ye?"
° Ca1'per Dayton. at your service.,,
"Why not leave the lad whar he ar'P He'sin safe
qµa r ters, I'ii bet I"
"Not s1fe enough for my purpose. I'd rather see
bim six fAet in under ground. He'd be surer not to
trouble me then."

:: I~~~~r~~ ~:;~!::S...
"Queer ~ "

''No-sfirai1?ht."
"Ct\n't have the lad short o• a thousal?J, durn ma
ef
can!"
' A thousand? That's rough I But give me time
to consider, and I'll let you know later."
H Do as ye please."
" I have thd freedom of the town, then?"
"Reckon ye do." was the curt response; whereupon the Canadian arose and entered his cabin, and
Mr. Casper Dayton mounted his horse and rode
away up the Jake shore.
H~ had scarcely left the cabin when a clump of
buahes near the door parted. antl there issued the refrom the face and !orm of Hazel Eye.
She gave a hurried glance around to note t hat her
m ovem ents were u nperceived, after which she glided on through the wood in the direction taken by
~r Dayton.
"Ire Is a bold, bad man , and I can but think that
he is In some way connected witll grandpa"s troub lea. H& would take the life of Chet Howard, I believe, rather than not g•t possession of the hoy,
Hal. Such a man needs to be watched."
After riding on for a half a mile the schemer
Casper Da:r.ton, drew rein at the water 's edge. and
dismounte . Le 1ving his horse to crop the herbage,
he drew from his !!Rddle·bags a c ~llection of wearing
apparel p acnliar to an loclian chief, and donned it
ovet· bis citizen's garb. transforming himself into
part of a full-fledged Indian. He next r emoved the
supera.bundAnce of hair from hi• face, it being a ll
false, and procee:fod to daub bis face with warpaint, and ornament his bead-gear with a variety of
painted quills 11.nd feathers.
After be had thu$ arrave<l himself to his evident
s~tisfa.ctlon, h e stuck a coup! l of knives and a toma-

re

the usual formality of knocking before she 0(."2
gain admittance.
The old man was busy about hi• labol'Uory, In
some new experiment, and spoke not until Baael Eye
addressed him.
"Grandpa, a new stranger has come to the·
woods.''
The old man started and wheeled upon her with a
curious stare.
" A new man?" he interrogated, in evident surprise.
"Yes. and something tells me that he is the enemy
you have so long teared."
"Halba!Ihave made readyfor him thenl"the
magician said, \vith a chuckle. "Let him come. But
the name-tbe name, Hazel Eye?"
" I& is Casper Dayton."
"Ab I then it is indeed the same!" he muttered,
with a. groan, "He 8ball not surprise me, however,
tor I will watch for bim-ay I I'll foil him I"
"Grandpa, tell me of myself now-my life seeras
more shrouded in mysWry tba.n ever.''

·•Fret not. Thou shalt know of thyself ere many
moons," the old man muttered, as be turned back to
his magic.
CHAP rER VITI.
THE INDIAN BEAUTY- .A.NACONDA'S l{EW DEPA.ll'l'UR.2.

leaving Amasa Scroggs in the woods, Old
Anaconda struck oll' to the nortb and strode swiftly along in a direction which h~ calculated would
bring llhn In the neighborhood of Sitting Bull's
village.
The route was free from underbrush and he was
enabled to make rapid progress, even though he was
dwarfed.
For the remainder of the nigbt h e t ramped steaclily along, withou t pausing to rest-without relaxing
his vigilance in the l ~ast. The woods had been his
home fo r yea.rs, a nd . woodcraft kne w he by actual
expe11ence.
Toward morning he paused to drink of tbe cool
fresh waters of n bubbling spring, which spread out
in bis path. Then he went on all'ain until day had
dawned-the moon had fully hidden itself a.way,
and the sun was shoving its face above the eastern
horizon.
H 3 now came t o a halt on the edge of the timber,
where it was met by a b eautiful stretch of undulating prairie. several miles in circumference.
Before him lay the villafj"e of the great Sioux chief
Sitting Bull, who, a fugitive from the land or his
birlh, had fled into the far North where American
law had no control.
The village covered something like five acres of
ground, and was surrounded by a high wall of
adobes, which was topped oll' wi-11 a parapet of
pointed stlcl<s. To obtain a~cess to the village, how~&;.':~ 1~~;0~e,~b~hd ~~r~~l~dt~~'ic fiy,~'o'":i ~sa.~!i°Jie~ :~~fh~;~ ~~- to enter throni;h the gates upon the
bags.
Thus had the fugitive Sioux warrior ensconoed
A chuckle seamer! to convulse him, and he finally himselt behind a barricade as formidable as though
bu rot lnt.o an e•il, ringing laugh.
they were in the days or another Crusade.
"What a noble warrior I make, an.vhow 1-a fuUThe tops of a score or more of lod.-es loomed a.
fledged fn<tian cut-throat, no doubt. What will mv couple of feet above the top of this barricade, but
good brother, Sitting Bull, say when I make mv this would not have deceived an old scout as to the
debut In his presence? H'.\l ha! I did not tell the population of the strange Indian city. Where there
Canadian tb'l.t another errand brought me here! My Is one lodge, there is, a.s a rule, a half-dozen to OC•
next duty is to bunt up tbe cabin of the Owens, for cupy it.
there is a f!lir gal there, whom I would make my
And r eport. bad It that Sitting Bull had added
wife-perhaps I"
Jar.-ely to his band, both or red and white cut. :f!:e finished his solllnquy by mounting again, and thro•.ts; con~equent.lv, Old Anaconda had no doubt
r 1dmg on t8rou.-h the forest.
but that there were large numbers of the enemy in
Without a noise the girl of tbe forest, Hazel Eve. the vUia.-e. in addition to those out upon the warstole on in pursuit. until she reached the end of the pa.t.h. in. the forest.
lake, where she turned oil' toward the mairleian's
This nM not deter him from forming the resolu·
ca.bin, while th~ schemer kept on in a northeast- tien to vi•it tha interior of t'hevll!Age. comp what
erly course which he evidentlv calculated would might. It would be an adventure, and h e wanted
bring him to tbe home of the beaver trapper, knnwledii:e.
Owen,
Many times haJ bits of gossip reache'I him conB azel Eve h11rried along ~wiftly, now, and aeon cern!ne: Sittlnir Bull's household captives. Re:?Orl;
roached the cabin of tbe magician. But it req~~<l....,~it that the great chief of the renegade Sioux ha.d
AFTBR
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manysquaws In bis wigwam to wait upon bimsquaws of the red and of the white race, and squaws
that were beautiful of face and form .
For it was said that the old warrior had a true eve
for beauty, and would have no squaws at the fireside
who were not prett.v and possessed of a moderate
p .>1tion of intellectand education .
It was to discover the tmth of these r eports that
Old Anaconda particularly wished to visit the vii·
lage,
The Owens were old friends of his, and if the chief
had caused the gentle nnd winniug Milly to be
brought to rug wig warn, the Destroyer's purpose it
was to r escuP her.
For some time he stoocl gazing down upon the village, in which no life was visible, on account of the
high wall, except a few columns of white smoke
which curled heavenward from the different lodge
tops.
The morning was one of exceeding beauty, for so
I.ate in the fall.
The sun rose as bright and warm out in the east as
ln early summ~c. and :ilooded the prairie and forest
with b1illiant light_
- Off upon the liorizon hung a haz<1 ; a gentle and in·
•<ignrating breE:ze blew in from the prairie; birds
caroled in the sunlit branch s, atJd the little prairie
dogs >iarked from the summit of their burrows,
In vain did Anaconda watch for some sign of life
about the village which lay below him ii:. a flood of
1mnlight, but he was di•appointed. Not a sound nor
1~ sight, except the white spiral columns oi' smoke,
;inswered his patient watch
At last he glanced around nin. as if intuition bad
•warned him of the near presence of somebody or
uomething. His glance brought forth an ejaculation,
1'.or not three yards away was an Indian girl, half·
reclining upon a mound at the foot of a tree en·
t~aged in working beads upon the moccasin she held
fnoneband.
Sue was the most beautiful creature, thought the
:~~or~.tbat be bad ever saen, excepting none, white
Her complexion was of an olive tinge, the features
lbeing as purely chiseled as if formed by the hand of
1>n olden-time sculptor, and the heal! admirably
lOoised upon a graceful neck, which sloped down to
1i noble bust. and into the continuation of a form
ll'hat was little less than perfection.
Such a graceful, sylph-like fi.l(ure the dwarfed
ncout had never seen before, and he regarded her in
admiration, she evidently all unconscious of his pre·
sence. Her bair of a nut-brown hue fell to her
waist in a cloud; the eyes and mouth were of sweet
expression-the former in color like the hair and
fairly ~cintillaot in their power. She was clad ln a
tasty beaded skirt, and waist partly open at the
throat r evealing the beautiful neck. The skirt was
met below the knees by fancifully wrought leggings and mocca;;ins. No covering whatever was
on the bead , except a sort of coronet of·feathers of
many shades of the rainbow.
If standing she would have been about the m ed.furn bi!(bt of women, and as Old Anaconda thought,
over and over again, tbe most beautiful embodiment
of the opposite sex he bad ever conceived.
Resolved upon having a word with her. he ad·
vanced a few naces until she looked up with a startled exclamation, wben he doffed his hat and bnwed
low. She arose to her feet and retreated a few paces
w!J.ere she paused, a scar ed, uneertain look in her
wild, pretty eves.
And now more than b<lfore, was the sylph-like and
graceful proportions of her superb form revealed.
"Whv is the Indian maiden abroad so early m the
forestf" Olrl .Anaconda respectfully inquired, speak·
Ing in the English tongue, for be was aware that no~
a few or the latter-day Sioux could speak that

toTfe~irl started and trembled. as if confused at the
presence of.a stranger, then spoke:
' " Wild Bird comes into the woodland that Sil"

may listen to the songs of b ..r sister birds, and where
sne can be alone and unmolested."
"Then ye don't like it down there in tber camp o'
Sitting Bull, eh?" the Dwarf Destroyer a~ked, approaching closer, and throwing himself on the leaves
at her feet, as she resumed her seat upon the mound.
"The heart or Wild Bird was never with the Sioux
nation," was the reply, as her pretty eyes gazed oft
over tho prairie, dreamily. "She was once of the
powerful Pawnee tribe, hut Sitti ng Bull bas slain the
last of her people, and brought the \\ ild .Bird to his
wl!?wam."
• Sitting Bull bas many squaws in his lodge, bas he
not?" tbe scout asked.
.
"Sitting Bull has m ony wive•, but Wild Bird is not
his wife, nor are the two wLite m aid• ns. ·wild Bird
is the Princesg. of the Sioux, and Sitting Bull respects
her and allows her freedom, which be does not extend to the two pale-face maidens. They wait upon
him, and do bis bidding."
•
"And Wild Bird loves the Sioux chief, and will
soon become the Queen instead of the Princess of
his tribe?" the scout interrogo.ted.
A startled look came into the Wild Bird's eyes at
the suggestion.
"No; the Sitting Bull bas no charms to attract the
eye of the Wild Bird. He is a great warrior, but
Wild Bird does not yearn to become the S!l,uaw of
one of her own race. She has better hopes <Or her·
self. The pale-face does not abuse his wife like the
Indian, and is much kinder to her."
"Waal, I'll be transmogerfled inter a bar'I o' tan·
glefoot ef ttar ain't some truth in that, my gall An'
I reckon there's many a pilgrim as would grab at
the chance to get secli a beauty as you fer a wife, ter
Jove and take keer ov her."
The eyes of the Indian girl brightened, visibly.
"Does the gr~at hunter speak his true thoughts,
or-is he trying to blind the eyes of Wild Bird with
fi.atte~" she asked, bending forward, almost eager-

~ere,~beii'1~~?r:~~I~ ~i:id ::R~Ym"a~.thl'.r:~'l1~~

rebels against warfare. and she loves peace and the
life of the pale-face hunter."
"Waal, neow, leetle gal, you're a clipf.er, an' no
mistakPI an' ef ther old Destroyer warn t quite so
old, he'd be e'na'most of a notion ter P<?P right beer
to onc't, despite !her fact thee he's on I.her trail o'
vengeance. Did the Wild Bird ever beer o' ther white
terror, Old Anaconda, the Dwarf Destroyer?"
The maiden's eyes dilated wildly, as she replied:
"Wild. Bird bas heard-of the intrepidllndian-flghter
who is the great foe of tbe Sioux, and she has longed
to see him.,,
.
"Waal, I'm them same, you bet, leetle gal I ther
old boss himself."
·
"Wild Bird is glad, for she bas yearned to hear the
cause of bis hatred for the Sioux," and, with child·
isb innocence, the Pril;cess put out her h and.
The dwarf scout took it gently, and pressed it, af·
ter which be let it go, as if afraid to bold in his
rough palms a hand so warm and soft.
"Waal, ye shall beer the story, Wild Bird," be
said, gazing moodily down into the sunlit plain b&
low them. bis brows •haded by a cloud; ' ye shall
~~:;; ~a:~~~~:tlifJ~ ~~g':n~~~1bea~~'II allow I've bed
uye see, me an' mine were tber fu'st, or among
ther fu'st ter enter tber Black Hills kentry, previous
ter tber breakin' out o' tber gold-fever. I bad myleetle cabin along'. one o' ther t1ibutaries t er ther Rose·
bud, an' I trav.ped an' bunted, got a good livin', an'
war happy w1' my wife an' child. Ye see, I nevyer
war no beauty, an' when I an? my Daisy got hitched, I calculate she didn't marrv me fer beauty, but
because she liked me, Leastbow, she war a leetle
angel of a wife, an' we all"s got along as nice an'
happy as ther day war long, ·rhen, arter awhile,
our leetle Fanny came-the pretty! sunny-ho.ired
leetle beauty, an' we counted ourse ves supremely
blessed.
" ~ trapped many streams, and collected many
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beaubltul tars. W" war in the third year o' our prosperit.y In our new home, and hedn't nevyer hed no
trouble wi' tber red-skins, when suddenly one day
Sitting B 111 came to
cabin, during my absence,
and murd.1red and mutilated almost beyond recOjj;·
nition my poor wife and sunny-haired baby! I r eturned home to find my cabin-home burned, and
the scalpless bodies o' my wife an' child lying close
at han1 An' thbt", over their bodies, I swore to
have a Sioux sc;:ilp for every Grop of the preclou.s
blood shed fr nn their veins God knows l have
etriven to make go~d my promise!"
An1 as he finis hed speaking tbe scout gazed at
W1lr! Bird-te'\rs in l1is eyes.
'f" c r~ wer · sympathetic tears in her stai>ry eyes,
for the D ~str •yer's narratio:i had b •en told with a
peculia' touching pathos that stirred up the softer
passions of ber wild, untutored nature.
"Wild Bird's heart aches for the noble pale-face
scout," she said earnestly. "and her anger is strong
against tile Sioux. Sitting Bull is no warrior if he
bas murrlered a weak and helpless bab9. Wild Bird
despises him. She would die sooner than to bn·
come bis '\ueen now. Her heart is with th,e whit9
Destroyer.'
"Waal, leetle gal, I tbanlc you, and I recky you
an' I can ge~ on as friends anyhow. Would the
Wild Bird leave tbe vill,,.ge of the Sioux?"
"Where would Wild Bird go ? She has no hom ~ 
she could but wander in tbe fv1·est, wller<1 her sisters
of the air have their coverts."
~·But if some [>ale-face would off~r to marry th3
Wild Bird, and t.ake her to dw~ll with him in his C'.l.b•
in. would th ' Wild Bird gJ, even though the pale·
face be dwarfed and not so handsome M many of
his brothers?"
An eager light shone from the beautiful maiden's
eyes, an;! arising she a'.lvanced and knelt b efore the
scout, and kissed him uoon the forehea I.
"Wild Bird S3.YS yes," she said, earnestly, h e!'
bosom heaving, and an overj oyed expression upon
her pretty, dusk:y face. "She bears the words o! the
pale·fac9, and accepts with a l<'la.d heart. Wild Bird's
whole life-hope and dream is realiz9d, if the pale·
face brave will tab her to his c:i.bin."
"That settles it. then," Old Anaconda said draw·
Ing her to him and kissin~ her cherry lips. h I feel
thet the Lord put ye in my path .ter make up fer my
\ost ones."
. The ~eautiful Indian girl gently withdraw herself
( rom his emhr;:ice and arose to her f t'>et.
"Wild Bird's pale-face lover must not tbinkto d.,.
<'"elve or b etray the lndiau maiden," she said. "He
1ias kissed her. and must not touch her again until
nhe is his by ril<'ht of marria'<''· "
"All right. Birdie ; an'thet sha'n't be put oil' long,
You b ' t I My trail of vengeance ar' purty nigh at an
I ud, an' then we'll go hick across the line and settle
tJown. Now, will the Wild Bird help me to rescue
the white maidens from Sitting Bull's power?"
The Indian girl started, as if stung by a pang of
jealousy.
"Wb.y wouli the White Destroyer seek the pale·
fac e mai1ens?" she demandf>d, quicklv.
"Old Anaconda wonlJ rescue tbem from captivity
and sen1 th ~ 'll b:i.ck to t.beir homes, because they
~re of bis bloo:I llni color. But let not Wild Bird,
the B ' "utiful, fear. The old man'll stick to her, you
bet! N :t so very old, nuther-onl.v eight-an'-tbirty,
tho' I've suffer ad pain enough fer fifty. Waal, waal,
what's your ans'er little pet?"
" Wild Bird will help the White Destroyer in his
J>lans; she loves him, and will fight fer him!" was
the earnest reply.
__

wife of a pale-face, and she was now happy In the
thought that her dreams were aoon to become a
reality.
•' But hold up, Birdie." TbA Destrover said. as. she
was about to take her departure; "there are a few
questions 1 have neglected to ask you."
"The Wild Bird listens."
I
"Then, who are the pale-face captives Sitting' Bull
has in his wigwo.1n?,'
"Both a.re young 8quaw:s."
"But the·r names-what are tbev !"
"They call each otLer Milly and "Rac:._~l."
"Humph I The girl Milly has sunny hair, has she
not?"
"Yes-hair like the summer sky."
"How long ago was she brought to the lodge of
Sitting Bullf"
"O:il
' lallt ey_enlng, from the trapper•s1cabin ."
~·An h 2':~-- . ,Jarents were not brought with her?"
"No; ther, were massacred by the warriors of
Sitting Bull. '
.
Old Anaconda shuddered. He knew thP Owens
well, and a feeling of horror crept over him as be
pictured In bis mind the trapper and his wife lying
either r oasting ia the fi re of their burning cabin•, or
rigid in death from a blow of the murderous toma·
hawk.
But, even as the picture was before his e- wc. ht'
swore a silent oath to continue h.is deadly worll
against th e Sionx, until "Dot one of the murderous
race r emained to foll :w the war-trail.
"Wild Bird must go, now," the beautiful mi.Iden
R!tid, "or Sitting Hull will return and discover h er
absence. and be v ry angr.v ."
"So ther old cuss is out in the woods, eh?" the
scout demand e-l. excitedly.
" Sitting Bull is abroad with many of his war.
riors." \\ ild Bird replied.
" How many are there. y et, In tr.e villa({e, then?"
"Three braves and twenty squaws, not collllting
the pappooses."
"Very well Ef Iken't git awav wi' tbetnumber"
I'll sell out cheap. But, Wild Bird, are thero anJ
horse 1 in the village?"
The Indian gfrl smiled. ·
" Wild Bitd bas four of her own, as fiePt of foot a$
any upon the prairies," sbe said, proudly. '' The
pale-face lover of Wild Bird is welcome to them all."
'.'All ri · ht, my j ' wel; we shallbaveneedforthem
soon. I am p:oing to rescue the white irals. autl bear
them away from the village. Wild Bi.rd must go
along,,
Where her face had fallen at the first words of bis
declaration, it now brightened gladly, and her deep,
li'luid eyes s '.larkled like diamonds in the sunlight.
•Wild Bird ls glad. Her heart beats faster at the
prospect of going with her pale·face lover. She
will have the horses ready, and leave the gates ajar
iO that the brave scout may enter the village."
Then, kissing her band at the dwarf. the dusky
beauty walked grac~full,l' away down out of the edge
of the forest toward the India u village.
Old .Anaconda gazed after her until she bad dis·
appeared within t be gates. Then turned back
further into the forest, and made a careful examin•
a•ion of his weapons, to see that they were in oon·
dition.
He then crept forward a gain to the edge of the
timber, and throwing himself upon the leaves, dozed
away the time in the sunli~ht. For he was in no
particular hurry to make hJS venture in the Siout
village, durin6 the broad light of day.
He waited all day Jonst in the edge of the forest,
without the least visibl ~ impatience. Indeed h e bad
many a time lain in ""' l\ the better share of twenty•
four hours in order to e •1tra1, a savage.
CHAPTER IX.
During- the day several delegations of savages,
Ilf SITTIN~ BULL'S VILLAGE-TOO LATl!f,
WILD BIRD consented to return to the village anil numbering from ten to twenty in each~ approached
£repare tile way foi• the Dwarf Destroyer. Tbe and entered the village, but Sitting isull was not
,
h~u!.~~ c~;~[i~nse;~e~h:,Vh~~t'r~r~:d ugv~~ amongtbem.
Anaconda noted this fact, with contra.ctip.g brows.
been her brightest hope that she might become the ~ ·More deviltry brewing somewhere, I'll bet," he_,
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"Waal, I reckon ther gal in SitUng Bull's camp
m uttered. "Et don't matter so much now, fer tbar
war none o' ther settlers hyarabouts as war wu'th aire ther same one. I shell hev ter bid you Nood-by,
sculpin', 'cept Tom Owens. Poor feller. et war a now as it 1s time for me to iret down there.
shame about him. Them 'ar settlers at Quinnebog
"Ain't you afraid to m ake so da ngerous a Tenar' nothin' but pirares anyhow, o' which thet Can- ture?"
a da Chet ar' a fair sample."
··Nary. I've been in wuss hoels 'n that, in my
At last the sun set, and the shadows grew thick in time. Besides, my Wild Bird ar' goin' ter lend me a
t he prairie. below the wood line.
hand."
Tlie sls.y bad clouded over, and there would be no
'" Well, be careful. Where will you take the resmoon, which made it all the more satisfactory to the cuerl girls?"
scout, a'.s hti could .work with less ft:ar of detection.
"To my fort in the woods. You know wher e thet
The camµ-fire liu:ht from the village reflected is?,,
against the heavens wiLh wonderful aistinctness,
"Yes. I will come there. by and b,v."
a nd the n0ise that floated up cu the evening breeze
Then the Forest Lily turned back mto tb e dep t hs
from there bespoke tlie fa~t tliat the Indians were of the wood.
.
Wide awake over rnme discovery.
It was now bordering on the midnight hour. The
The scout's curiosity was .aroused, but be made no Indian village had quieted down, and the camp-fires
v enture toward the spot1 for he knew tliat to betray burned low.
his presence in the neignborhood would only be the
The clouds overhead were more broken, drifting
mea•s of stimulating the watchfulness of the camp. about in banks, now hiding the moon. then again,
He therefore lay quietly in the edge of the timber allowing that orb to flood the earth with light.
"'Et's now fer meter work," .Anaconda m uttered ,
a nd waited until be should find the camp silent
strapping his rifle to his back, and J!reparin~ for his
enough for his purpose .
During ibis delay he heard a footstep in his rear, VP.nture. " I'll either resky them Fals, or give Wild
and turned to behold one whom he least expected- Bird a chance to mourn over my scalp."
Hazel Eye. She came forwnrd, C"arrying her handSecuring his revolvers, he prostrated himself, a nd
some rifle in h er hand, and nodded as the scout crept away.
saluted.
Away out o~ the timber. and down over the rolling
"Great Lamentations I is that you , Forest Lil? I prairie he went, at a snail'~ pace, pausing occasiondidn't expect to s~e ye 'way up beer," the dwarf ally to listen and peer ahead . The darkneas was
scout said, as he arose and shook her hand. "How's dense, on account of the moon's sudden departure
things in Quinnebog, anyhow?"
under a bank or cloud, and he counted it his safest
unad," 1li1zd Eye said. sbakingher head. ° Can· plan to be sure that no danger lny in his path before
ada Ch~t has taken two more prisoners, and put he advancoo.
At the enll'of an hour he arrived close to the gates,
t hem in tbe pen."
1tnd found one of them a trit:e ajar-just enough
A.nacond • scowlerl.
.
" Thct Co.nadian hez abnut run ther lenir,h o' his that on ly a sharp glance woulJ. have derected the
.
·
r ope."' he muttered. "Who are these chaps as has fact!
got snut up in the pen?"
On!.ressing his ear to the crack he could hear no
"Two youag adventurers, who came into this sec· soun , and waiting a few minutes longer, h e pulled
t ion for tbe purpose of hunting and trapping. Their Orie Open sufficient to admit Of his pas~e th r ough,
and then closed it after tim. .Standing m the shadDames are Hal Da~on and Dave Laam.'
"Well, we'll have to see to their cases d'rect.ly. ow of the great fence bu gazed about upon the
At present, however, I have another case on the scene.
The lodges were ranged around the sides of the indocket.
"You are not going to make a n atrempt to enter closare, the nearest one to Anaconda being only a
few feet distant. In the center wa.; an open space
the Indian village?"
··I am thet 11ame, you bet I Thar's two gals thar where the horses were corraled and the camp-fires
_
·--Old O•vens·s ~al, Milly, an' another 'un, called were built.
The laps of the lod~s were all down now1 and the
Rachel. I'm !!:'lm' ter reskY 'em."
"Rachell" Hazel Eye gaspt-d. excitedly. "Whom b~foC.. ~~ ~~s':;~ru".{::~r~~feing quite deserted,
do you mean-Rachel Connors?"
"They're all asleep," the scout muttered. "Now
" Ken't say es t.er thet . Wild Bird didn't give no
I must find out where the girls are."
other name than Rachel, I reckon."
"Not all asleep," exclaimed .a low musical voice,
"Wild Bird? When did you see her?"
in an undertone, as a plump pair of arms were
" This morn:ng. Do you know her?"
"Yes; I have often met her in the woodland. She thrown about Anaconda's neck and he was kissed
the forehead. " The Wild Bird could not sleep
~ ~~:~~~!~ui~~~ff woman , Anaconda, and as good upon
for gladness. Has the white hunter come to take her
to
his
wigwam f,,
"Them's just my ide·s. An' when s'he becomes
"Yes; thcm·s my intentions," the Destroyer r•Mrs. A.nauonda, gal, I shall expect thet ye will come
plied.
"But thar's a couple of othea-s I m ust take
a n' see us in our ne"· home."
"What! you don't m ean to say that you are going along."
..
Yes;
Wild Bird has not forgotten. She lias told
to make the Wild Bird your wife, do you?"
"Tber Lord permittin'. an' et don 't rain, them's her sisters, an<;! prepared them for the great scout's
coming."
m y concise intentions, Hazel Eye. She wants a
"Bully for you I" and Anaconda took the beautiful
white husband, an' hay r's w'at 1!in't goin' t er pass
Indian's hand and pressed it warmly. "You're a
h er by."
"Then, let me congratulate you. my dear friend, trump. an' I'm proud o' ye. But where is Sitting
for if ;11:ou !!:et Wild Bird, you not only get the most Bull Lhet he didn't come into the village!"
beautiful woman in the :f<orthwest, but you also get
"Sitting Bull is ahroad in the great forest. Some
a faithful and loving-hearted girl. Bu• this Rachel evil project is in his mind that none can solve. He
-did you ever see her, Anaconda?"
has set an eye upon the Forest Lily, Hazel Eye, and
" No, never . What about her?"
Wild Bird thinks he is watching for her."
"She is the wife of Canada Chet-a beautiful.
"Waal, now, when he ketches thet gal eleepin'
prepossessing ~irl , whom the ruffian married in the
0
East and then discarded. Sbe came to my grand- when danger's brewin', he's welcome to her, Ana.•
father's cabin, one night, and we sheltered her, and conda muttered, with a chuckle.
"She's purty nigh a good 'u.n, ar' thet Hazel Eye.
h e told us her pitiful story. We tried to urge her
to remain with us but she would not, and th" next But fer beauty, she ken 't hold a candle to the Wild
or ning departed into the forest siuce when I haTe Bird."
'Ihe Indian girl smiled up Into his eyes, lovingly
bed tor her every day, but ia vain."
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for she believed that the scout meant every word he
uttered. And who shall say that he did not?
"Wha r a r' the guards!" he asked, peering cautiously .round.
·
"They drank of whisky furnished by Wild Bird,
ana sleep deep," the lndian beauty. replied, smiling.
" Anaconda need have no fear of them, but must
w •rk caut iously lest he arouse those in the lodges."
"Where are the white girls?"
Wild Bi.rd pointed across the &quare to a small lodge.
"The Dostroyer will find them there, in r eadiness.
W hile he goes for them, Wild Bird will bring her

"Then lend me your attention and I will tell you
something of which you have probably never
dreamed; you have probahly h eard of the "Pen,"
as it is called, where scores of m en are suppoi;Jl<l to
be confined by the border ruffian, Canada Chet.
No one e~ ever enters inside the walls of tbe 'Pen ;'
all wonder, but do UC't know w~at use these men
are put to, or what mystery envelops tbe place.
Has Sitting Bull never guessed at the secrets thereof?"
"No; Si tting Bull has n ever guessed the secrets of
the Pen. Does bis white brother know the secrets?"
" Like a book," the disguised schem er repliPd,
"and be has come t o make a bargain with the great
aud noble Sitting Bull. Let the chief listen: there
are two American youths in the P en, whom I would
Fi;::t~~;
Tbey have but recently come to the

!l.J 1'Ses-."

Wi t h this understanding they separated, Anaconda
silently across the village green to tht> lodge.
a nd t he graceful Wild Bird gliding toward the cor1."al.
H er s was p erhaps the most ditlicult part, for a
single whinny might arouse the whole camp, and all
would be lost.
But she was a favorite with all the animals, and
t her were not,frightened at ber approach.
Sne was fortunate in securing h e.r four pet ani·
mals, a :.id leading them across to the gate, where she
tied th~ m, and again stole away. She was gone but
a fe .,. nn ments, however ere she r eturned with four
s addles and bridles, which she soon had upon the
g o in~

Lo rs~s.

l n the meantime Old Anaconda had made his way
across to t'le litrle lodge, and upon raisinll' the flap
h e p erf'Cived that a faint light was burning mside.
" Come I" he said·, in a low ton~. althoug-h h e could
see no on~, " all is read v, if you wisb to escape."
Instantly two female figures wrapwid in skin
mantles, emerged from behind a partition, and he
had the satisfaction of shaking hands \vi th the two
girls whom he had come to rescue.
Bu ' there was no time to l ose, and bidding them
follo ·.v him, led the way across the plaza to where
WiM BfrJ was waiting.
Sh e was very much excited as the scout could see
b .l ' th ' gleam of her eyes and she raised her haud
enj "iniu · silence.

"Li ;ten !" she cried, and they did, and h eard a
iong, p eculiar cry, from out on the pPairie.
" ft 's 8itttnq BuU!" she cried. • He is comtng and

we are txi late/"

__

CHAPTER X.
CASPER DAYTON PLOTS-AMA.SA IN THE WOODS.
A FEW hours previous to this, Sitting Bull had met
in Lhe forest no less an individual than Casper Day·
ton. Tlle two had ridden into a glade nearly simul·
t a neouslv and drawn r ein within a few feet of each
ot.bel'. wi th a pair or duplicate grunts. for it will be
rem ~mbered that Dayton was attired in tbe costume
of an Indian chief.
Sitting Bull was unaccompanied by bis warriors,
and th ~ two men were quito alone in the h eart of the
n ar t h rn forest.
"U,~h I" was the chief's inter rogative grunt.
"Who i3 the chief that is a stranger to Sitting Bull?
What bring-a him into the forest that belongs to the
S ioux nation?"
"Watsanoka is no Indian warrior by birth, but a
pale-face hunter, who has come to the land of t be
Sioux to behold the great Sitting Bull. He brings
tbe great chiuf important news, and would ask his
aid. "
·
"Sit tin'.( Bull's ears are open. Let the white ren!'gade proceed,'' the chief said, haughtily. "He will
answPr after ne ha s h eard tbe words of the pale·
face."
Casper Dayton was sure that he h eld the key of
succe -s in his hand; be meant to use it.
"To the south west of us ," he began, "lies the
s Ptt.le'nent of Quinnebog, or the Cboppings. Does
Sitting Bull know the secret of that town?'
" Si t ting Bull knows naught of the settlers by
Beaver Lak~t except that they infringe UJ(>On his
rights, by building themselves homes upon his ilunting-grounds."

"Watsanoka cannot have them," Sitting Bun said,
decidedl:u "one of the p ale-face r,ouths has won the
h eart of Hazel Eye, the Forest Llly, and the great
Sioux chief would have his scalp "
" But, hold up. There is much that Sitting Bull
would rather have-somethin!'\' he prizes mor~ than
scalps, women or horses. If Sitting Bull wi ll promise
that the white boys shall be Watsanoka's, he will tell
the great chief a strange secret."
"Sitting Bull will hear first and promise aftel"
ward," the chief reJ>lied, craftily.
Casper Dayton r eflected a moment.
H e was not sure whether it was best to trust the
red-skin or not.
"Iwil! tell you," he said, after a while1 "if you
will promise to give me up the boys, and a girl
named
Milly Owen, should the news prove wluable and in
teresting to you."
"Sitting Bull agrees to that. L et the pale-face
speak."
"Well, then, h ere is the secret. The P en, at the
Cboppings is a counterfeiters' den , where spurious
coin and paper money are manufactured in large
quantities.,,
•
"Money heap no good," Sitting Bull said. "No
bu.r blankets an' powder."
• Yes, it will. Now l'll tell you what I'll do. You
have many warriors. Go you and kill olf tbis
Canada Chet and his gabg, together with the lumbermen of Quinnebo!l', and we'll go in pardners in
this counte rfeiting biz. I'll run it. you see, and give
you ball' of the goOd money that is realized from the
sales of the spurious. See?"
"Sitting Bull is not blind. It shall be as Watsanoka says, for he is a great rogne. He shall have
the trapper's daughter whom Sitting Bull has in his
wig-warn."
"And the boys?"
" And the boys."
"Good I Sitting Bull Is a great, n oble and wise ·
chief, and he shall have paper dollars with which to
light his pipe. L et him set his warriors at once on
the war-path with the instructiou to kill and scalp
every man in Quinuebog, or in the foresti exc!'pt the
youths, and tbe trapper's daughter. Let Sitting
Bull also give Watsanoka a token to wear in plain
vie,v, that he may not be molested."
.
"Watsanoka sball not b " harm • d," Sitting Bull
said. "The great chief will caution bis warriors.
Every pale-face but the young Americans, the trapp er's daughter. and Haz!'l Eve. sh"ll m eet d • ath at
the bands of the Sioux. Sitting Bull l1as spoken!"
"And spokP,n \visely. But. hold I Ought we not to
leave the pale-fwe slaves in the p en unmolested ?
'!'hey understand the manufacture of this money
better than we, an' can he forced to work for the
l!rm of Sitting Bull and Watsanoka the same as the
Canoda Chet."
"Watsan oka speaks wisely. and it . shall be as he
says. Sitting Bult will at once proceed to bis village
and dig up the hatchet and put it in the bands of bis
warriors. Will Wats,.noka come to the village with
Sitting Bull?"
~Not no1V, noble chief, as I have work elsewhere,
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:ftting Bull may keep lhe trapper's daughter in his
wigwam until the war is over, when WatSBnoka will
take her for his wife."
"How does Watsanoka know the trapper's daughter if be is a stranger in the North?"
"EasilyanswerPd . A year ago tile Owens lived In
Minnesota, and Watsanoka also lived nigh. He
woord the pale-face girl, but she r efused him, and
be swore to one day possess her. That day is near."
The tw,9.in separated, Sitting Bull riding through
the forest toward his village, and Casper Dayton
taking a course nearly opposite ·
The schemer was overJOy~d at his success in enlisting Sitting Bull in bi:; plans, and smiled triumphantly as be rude a long.
.
"Everything is working in my favor as nice as I
could ask for," he muttered, with a dark glitter in
his eyes. .. B.v the time my beloved brother James
arrives upon the scene, I shall have the forest full of
roving Sioux, and ,f be falls by a tap from a tomahawk Ws none of my fault-of course it's not. And
the boy. Harold, I'll see that he is properly cared
for. Then, Brooksfteld Place and the Dayton Inheritance are mine!"
It was a grand scheme which be bad been maturing for yearsJ..but without knowing bow t <> put it into
execution. 15ut now Iris course seemed plain. With
so powerful a n ally as Sitting Bull, he would triumph; at least he could see no reason wl.;y he should
not.
"Lordyl J erusalem ! J ewbitaker J ewsbarp l I
wish I was back In Kalamazoo, I do, go! durn ruy
foolish soul I Why did I ever leave Sally, ter cum
out ha.yr wbar Injines on ' wild beasts ar' thicker' n
hair on adorg? Obi obi"
The speaker was Amasa Scroggs, of course, In
difficulty, as usual. He had been wandering aimlessly about through the forest in search of something to appease hJs appetitehw hen there bad come
a whirl and an arrow scratc ed the" c razy-bone "
Qf his right elbow. Amasa had made one of bis
lightning l eaps which carried him behind the pro·
tective body of an upturned tree, where he crouched
and gave vent to his howl of m isery.
" Uh I Gosh-all-fish-books!" be ~asped, peering
around In the blackness of the mght; "tbar's a
bull caboodle of them durned rips over tbar, an'
1
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out bayr a 'huntin' after a Cl}Up\e o' runaway boys,
jest fer two dollars a dav I Hain 't see'd hide ner
h a'r o" u ooy yet, nutber. - Lorrly! I'm as narvous
as a cat's tail when she sees a rat. Expect to see
an Injuu every blessed minnit. Ue;b I tnis is tber
a1vfulest country I ever got inter. Last night I ran
ten miles ter get away frnm tbet consarned Walkin'
Head, an' now I'm cornered by Injuns. Ob I I want
ter go hum.''
Rising to bis feet he peered around the stump,
expecting to behold a n Indian.
The next instant a horrified yell pealed from his
l:ips, for tber not three yards away, was the terrible Walking Head advanclng toward him, the mouth
stretcher! from ear to ear in a horrible grin, and the
tone:ue lolling out in a hideous manner.
Poor Amasal
His blood froze in his veins, anrl his limbs refused
to move. His hair was fairly "upon end " A more
seriously frightened man probably never existed.
He could only stand and gaze at the strange object
in a.sort of horrible fascination.
It came nearer and nearer until it stood b efore
him, its whole hight but reaching to bis knees. It
w s to.all appearances simply a human 1'ead grown
upon a huge pair of fcPt. Lbe body having been omitted in the make-up. Upon the face there was that
demoniac smile, phosphnre•cent-like, and the ears.
several sizes too larj!"e for the head. flapped to and
fro In a startling manner. Altogether It was a monstrosity of the most fearful nature, and it must have
0 •

0
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put to fl!~bt the courage and nerve of stronger men
than Amasa Scroggs.
It stopped before the horror-st.ruck Yankee, end
gazed up into his face, one eye rolling and blinkin&viciously.
•·Be not afraid!" came the words, in 1. sepulchral
voice. " Tbe Demon of the Forest harms not the
weak and timid. Come! follow me, for there arA
many savages after ;our •calp. ThPy fear me, and
'll>ill not molest you i you come with met"
"Ohl Lordyl J erusoleml l'd rutber be scalped
than .!10 wi' you!" Amasa gaspe<l, with a shiver.
''Obi •ay1 please run off, little feller, won't ye? I
never hurt you-I-I-"
" F ear not," again spoke fbe sepulchral voice.
" The spirib of the d ead can do you no harm. It is
the Jiving that are your foes, and they are all aroufid
you."
ye ain't livin'?" Amass.
" Then, d'he mPan ter
~~~~~d, bis air f eeling Jig t enough to fiy from bis

sah

"Only in spirit exists the Demon of the Forest !"
was the comforting a•surance. "l am but a living
spiri•~I am but the air you breathe. The shape you
b ehold is but your over-wrought ima.j!ination . Touch
me. and you will find that I am composed of-no/ki ng !"
"Obi J erusalem I no; I wouldo't to11ch yo u for ten
dollars. Ob I Lordy, go away-go-away I"
"You must come with me, and <\I S soon as I get
you out of tbe r each of tbe Indians, I will bid you
adieu!"
"Fer honest now?"
° Certainly.' Co1nel"
" Waal, hang me ef I won't."
The Walking Head with a low laugh led the way~
waddling off Into the forest.
·
beA:::Mai{~~o~:g·~~!~~ ~[eiir:clf~Je~~}!n~o~
dread.
Through the blackness of the night, they went, the
W a lking H ea d in advance.
But, sud clen ly, Amasa gazed around him in perplexity. The Dwarf Demon had sucdt>nly disapp eared I Nowhere was be to be seen, and Scroggs
was again lost in the great woods.
"Olli J ewbittakerl I wish I was back with Sally
- I do, fer true. I never W'ill git out of this consarned rPgion, I - H ello!"
While he was complaining be bnd suddenly struck
what appeared to be a well-beaten trail, leading at
right angles to the course he was pursuing, or in
other words, north and south.
" I guess I'll pursue this course," he muttered,
grasping h is rifle firmly, and ghding along. "Hope
I don't stumble on that Walking Head again I"
He had .not proceeded twenty rods ere a big
painted savage suddenly bounced before him, with ·
upraised tomahawk.
It was desperation, now, more than courage,
which nerved the stalwart son of Michigan. and
caused him to sling his rifie suddenly around and
knock the red-skin quickly to the ground.
•
It was all done in an Instant, and then he kept on,
looking on every side for more of the painted rmps;
but no more bothered him, n or did he catch a
glimpse of another.
About daydawn he came suddenly to a halt, on
the margin of a small clearing, for loom!ng up,
therein , was a commodious cabin, built of balfbewn logs, and painted red I
CHAPTER XI.
ESCAPING-FROM TREE TO TREE-THE ?\TEW !"ft.

WE must now return to Hthe Pen," S;nd its surroundings.
Early in the morning after their arrival. at night,
just as they were about going to sleep, Hal and
Dave were disturbed by strange noise•, which they
could not account for-noises that sounded like
bu.man seres.ma of agony, in the distanc0.
But these sounds soon were l>.eard 11 0 more, and
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both being really fatigued, needed no urging to seek
forgetfulness and N'St.
They slept soundly and awoke after a \ong while,
feeling refreshe<!_. Alex Watchman, Harry Reynnlds, and several others were up and about, al·
readv 1 while some still lingered in bed.
Durmg the interval of their slumber the talJles had
been replenished with milk and corn·cake, familiarly known as ".Johnny-cake. n
"What time is it?" Hal D1y'on asked, sitting up,
and giving his er.e an initiat•>ry rub toward seeln!\'.
"~early six o clock at night," the old man replied.
0
You'd better put down some provend~r, now, as
there's no telling when Le Garo may eome for us .. ,
"Where's a fellow's clothing?'' grunted Dave
Laam. "Ain't he goin' to have nothing to wear?"
'!'he old man laughed.
u I reckon aot, you n~ man, unless, perchance, you
are more favoreJ th'<n the rest of us. I have not
worn a shred of cl·) thing except a loin-cloth in the
whole time of my incarceration here."
"What is the object of this?"
' "You have asked me more than I C'\n tell."
Daveanrl Hal partook of their corn-bread and milk
with relish, and were then ready for work.
Some of the slaves arose grumblingly, others
cheerful.
•· Di:\_you see anything, as you came through the
woods of a young maidAn on horseback?" Harry
Reynolds asked, in a low tone, of the two adventurP,rs.
"If you mean tbe pretty one callin~ herself Hazel
Eye. we did. " Why, what of her?"
"Well-well, you see-" and here the prisoner
.stopped short and blushed
"Yes, I think I c.ln se ~ I" Dave answered, with a
emile. "You're In love with the fol'est beauty, headover·heels I"
"I acknowledge the corn," R~ynolds replied, a
sp~rkle In his eyes. "Do you think me to blame for
it? Is she not a queer and pretty plant to be found
growing In the somber shades of the wild North?"
"You are not a bit. to blame-that is, if she recipro·
ca.tea," replied H~I. " I almost fancy I coul i bear
up under such ad 11i~htful responsibili ty myself."
"She no doubt believes me ~!the~ deacl or faithless
'by this time, as it was before I was shut up here that
I met her in the woods, and we formed an attach·
ment for each other."
"What brought you into this particular Rection?"
"The prospect of trapping the beaver, which are
said to exist m large numbers herdabou·s."
By this time Le Garo appeared upon the scene,
armed with his terrible w'1ip, and hoking more brn·
tal and sava~e thau be ·ore.
The slaves. Dave and Hal included. filed out in
single file into the counterfeitinl\' room. when the
others, who bad ju>t quit work, filed into the sleep·
ing-room.
That was s drear.v night tour for D!\ve and Hal.
Neither had ev<1r been used t1 hard labor before, and
ft was no play to run the two heavy machines for
tw.elve houl'!l.
But they worked st<ladily a.nil faithfully, and ·w era
fortunate in uot experiencing tlle sting of L' Garo's
lash with which he occasionally cut the lagging or
tricky.
Our two ad.-enturers, however, learned the science
of counterfe iting, and profited thereby.
The coins were manufactured of lead, zinc, copper
and sil.-er, the cost of s dollar. after it was finished,
being about twenty cents, so that the profits of the
••queer 11 was about 8 l per cent.
The cost of the manufacture of the paper money
was, of course, far less, as the whole token of the
work was engraved upon steel. even to the signature. The paper and ink, therefore, were the only
e%pense, as the lsbor cost nothim:.
More care had to be exerci•ed in the printing of
the bills, however, than in the coins, to bring the
~of to a high state of perfection.
Many hundred could nave been run through tie

machine in one day, but they would haw been t oo
imperf,ct to put upon ihe market.
Moat of the hands were engaged in working upon
the metal, as It required but Hal, Alex, Watchman,
and a paper·slzer to manipulate the steel-plate
printing.
The hours would vever hurry. Hal and Dave were
both fatigued gr~atly, and hungry, in the bargain.
But there was no hoPt_l of relaxation from their labors, until bhe morning dawned agaiu.
It came, at la5t an<!. thev were replaced by the
fresh gang, and marched back to the eatiru\' and
sleeping-ronm, where they w ~re l ocked in liks a
band of convicts.
" I'm getting confounded tired of this," Big--foot
Dave growled, when he, Hal, Harry IV·ynolds, and
Alex. Watchman were agam seated at the repast of
corn-cake and milk. "I'm going to make an attempt at escape. Jf the rest will go in with me, I've
etVery confidence that we can break away and reach
the woods without trouble. What do yon say. friend
Watchm~~ ?"

The old man shook his head.
"'Tis vain to I ope for sncll a blessing." he replied,
sadly. ·•Why, young man ..have not a hundr ed attempts been made. nnd all faded!"
" Hang the odds I" Big Track replied. "I've made
up my mind no~ to do another day's work in this
counterfeiters' den, and J 'll.be ban1?ed if I will I If
any man in this room has enough desire to escape.
that he will assist me, let him step forward. Those
who fear the consequences of a failure can keep
s ;iU."
The slaves came forward to a man. No desire
had they to remain in the pen, if there was a shadow
of a chanca for escape,
Dnve sounded I hem all carefully, to see that there
were no weak ones.
"I'll t ell you how I'm going to manage It," he
said, glancing up toward the roof of tbe solid structure. " Those windows there are grated, but they
won't be so very long, if there is enough of yon to
boost me up aud hold me there."
•
There were enough, and he prepared at once for
hi• <Tenture for their liberty.
Takinz two of the cave kni.-es wbich were brought
in with their meals, he carefnllv hacked nicks Into
their edges, thereby making tolerable saws out of
the.n.
He then mounted upon one of the tables, and was
lifted up by several pairs of ready hands, and held
there.
Ht> now di•covered that the act of r emoving the
Iron bars was easier than he had at first supposed,
as they were only fastened to the wood with screws.
These he soon had out, and the bars were removed;
after which, to displace the gla<s window was but
~~ti:'eo~~t~~ ;,~,?id'~~;h~d~n~ stream of the fresh air
Dy placing tha table upon which he stood on top
of another table. and raising both together, hi$ com·
panions were enabled to raiRe him so that he could
look out of the hole upon tbe roof.
All he could see was the tops of the trees, and a
sparkle of water upou the lak"l The sun was shin·
ipg brightly. and the birds were caroling their early
morning songs among the wilderness of ?t>!iegated
foliage, that spread out beautifully before the naked
eye.
From afar off in the forest came wild, discordant
sounds, which boded no good to the town of Qninnebog.
•
They were Indian war-clies.
Springing ui>waro, and drawing himself outsil<l
upon the roof. Doi.ve Laam looked aro1md him for
some means with which to rescue bis c01noank.D8.
Fortune seemed to favor him in directini.r his
attention to a ma.tting of wild e:rapa-vines which had
twisted into a natural rope up ov r the roof, from
the ground, and into the tree$ abo-,.c.
Creeping down to the edge of the roof. he severed
t'!!,.el?,0 vine~, and. dragged the loosened end baak to
0
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the hole and dropped it through into the room
below.
He then held fast to the upper portion, until one
by one every man had ascended to the roof, where
they stood, in the blast that swept a cross from the
lake.
" The next question is, what shall we dot" said
Hal, gazing about, a nd listening, with the ~th ers, to
the sounds, whicn came from otf in the for est.
"Can't we somehow get possession of our clothing
and weapons 1"
"Nol that is imposaible," Alex. Watchman said,
:promptly.
"We ought to fervently thank God that we have
been permitted, through the h eroism of our brave
comrade here, to escape from the living tomb at all.
To be sure it isn't a very desirable plight to be in,
this being ungarbed, but it is a blessrng compared to
that imp~isonm ent. If we can but get away from
the vicinity of the Pen, unobserved, I know of tbe
cabin or an old scout, in the forest, where we can
find skius to cover our nakedness, But we run a
great risk of discovery by descending to the ground.
Besides the forest is full of Sioux,judging from the
y ells we bear."
"I do not intend to descend to the ground," Big
Track Dave · aid, decidedly. "You observe h ow
matted together are the branches of the nearest
treP~I We must make our escape from tree to tree,
whlch I trunk we can do, if we work carefully. Once
well away from ' the Pen' we can descend to the
ground and make· otf with our best speed."
•· ls there no hope for rescuing the ethers who are
In the Pen!" as~<ed Harry Reynolds, anxiously.
•·Not at present," Watchman replied . "We must
look after No. 1 first; then remember No. 2."
Dave Laam's plan being accept ed they accordingly proceeded Lo put it iota, execution .
Big Track led otf, fellowed in turu by Hal, Harry,
Watchman and the others. The branches of a large
tree swept the cabin on the western side, and they
crept carefully into this, one by one, and then on
over int.ersectiog branches from tree to tree.
Considerable noise was made, cautious as.-they
were, but fortune favored them inasmuch as their
d?pruture· had been wholly unnoticed. llleanwhlle,
the .veils of tbe Indians c~ me nearer and louder.
~The durued r ed cusses must be ehasiog sol:nebod.v," Dave declared, as, with his companions, be
paused to listen. "I g"uess it won't be healthy for
us to de•centl to terrn jh~na, yet awhile. What's
your opinion. friend Watchman?"
"You are undoubtedly right," the old man said.
•~It is safer to remain under cover at present."
After occasional advances and halts they found
themselves among the branches of a gigantic oak,
where they were quite secure. While all bane'> were
talking over the situati~n. Hal Dayton and Harry
Reynol'.ls ascended into the extreme t op of the treA,
to make observations.
A strong east wine! bad sprung up, and what they
~aw was not in the !Past encouraging.
Tbe horizon was bidden by a dense smoke-cloud,
and great volumes of smoke aocl bu -ning: leaves
were streaming up out of the forest, in nearly all
points of the com r.ass.
The "oodscertrrtnly ·wf!'P on.fire. The savages evi<lentl.v had kindled the fires t o roast out the village
and consummate their fiendish work.
" We shall have to dust out of this mighty lively,
if we don't want our bacon roasted. " Hal said, and
the two bovs slid down hastily to where the others
were perched, and apprised them of their discovery.
"There is no use of stickin~ to the trees any
longer," Dave said, gloomily. "We'vp. got to get
down to I• rl'rt firmrt and peg out as fast as our legs
can carry us. - How far are we from the cabin you
mentioned, \o\latchman?"
"About three miles, I think. It must lie some
where to the northwest of ns, I should say."
They hastily descended from the tree and set off
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at a swift trot. Watchman and Dave In advance.
The leaves and stubs hurt their feet, and thP briers
and b""'bes tore their fiesh, but they kept brnvely
on, kn0wing that they were now fieeicg from an PO·
emy even more remorseless and merciless than Lhe
savage prowler of the forest.
·
Suddenly tbey burst out into an opening where a
fire was burning, and before they could retreat. a
wild, triumphant 'var-whoop burst upon their h6ariag.
CHAPl'ER XII.
A CUT AND RUN DASH-GOING TO ROOST.

THE words of Wild Bird struck upon the ears of

gj~ ~!~r:d~~thTt~e~1d1i~~~ ~~ti~~ ~;;:t~rt~0 ~

fierce click. and he hastily lifted Milly and Rachael
Connors into the sa<idle.
"Nothing must stop us now!" he sa;d, In a husky
tone. "Mount., Wild Bird, and when I throw the
g"ates open, ride out unon the prairie, and bead to
the north. I 'vill be with you er e Jong. Sitting Bull
is VPt some distance away, I jedge. "
" But his cries will arouse the braves in the villag"e !"Wild :Bird said, trembling.
"80 much the worse for ns," Anaconda r eplied.
'' N w tl~en, J?it rf'ad:y."
W ikl Bird vaulted bgbtly to the back of h er horse,
nnd took the connecting straps which guided the
otl 1er animals.
"R•ady !" she said; then Old Anaconda threw open
the gates and leaped like a rocket intu the saddle
nllotted to him.
"Now!" hegritte<l, "Jet 'em scootl"
He kept the bridle·strap of the horse rod'! by
Milly Owen, while Wild Bird did the same for her
charge. And away they dashed at a tremendous
speed. over tbe dun prairie to the southwest.
At the moment ofleaving the village the dusk had
been dense, which was favorable to th eir escape.
But such good fortune was not to be th• irs, m: d in
the next few minutt-s a bank of clouds soon fioated
away from the path of the moon, and a tbod of
mellow light sutfused all the landscape in a sheen of
silver glory.
An instantaneous shout came from thti south, and
Anaconda glanced about to see a band numbering
some thirty Indians, coming after them, in hot pursuit..
·
" It is Sittinl!: Bull and his warriors. too!" Wild
Bird said. '·'Ibey are picked braves, and well
mounted."
" Consekently, our only crop is t er git up an' git I"
the Destroyer replied, urging on the animals to a
livelv gaijop. "If w" ken but "p:et inter ther woocl s,
old Sit1in' Bull can kiss my big t0e. Spur up yer
hoss. Wil,d. Biru- whoopee! l tell ;yo u we don't ask
no odds o' ther hull Sioux.nation.'
It was by this exhibition of Wlarity that the scout
endeavored to distract the girls ' thoughts from the
danger that menaced them, for he was well ewere
that danger did spur nt their heels-clang"e r, which,
ten to one, they col'ld not e ventually escapP. '
But they made a d esperate struggle for it. Wild
Bird bar! not belied the powers of' her 11orses; they
were easy riders. an d as swift as any on the prairies.
When u rged down to their bottom speed, they could
go like a lightning-express.
By the course adoP.kfl by the Dwarf Destrtoye.r_
it was a good three miles to the edge of the timber.
But he chose this route in preference to all ethers,
for the rea~on that lhP. prairie was nearl-.; i~ve• nnd
then it was the nearest direct line to his 'ca bi:,..
On- on, over the yielding turf, sped the Tlureued
and pursuers. It was a race for life on tbe-pa~. of
the fugitives, and a r ace for scalps on the part of
the foe. To add to the strength of the latter, the
moonlight r evealed that the whole male population
of the 1n ·i1 n village was turning out upon horseback, and joining in the chase.
"Durn mysAlf tor an uneducated mule I" Anacon·
da. growled, when he made t ills discovery. •· Ef J
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hedn •t orter be kicked fru'm San Francisco t~r New
York, I don't want a cent! A reg'lar cu"8ed old
numbskull am I-a ginuywine no-brained sucker!"
"Wbl\t is it t hat makes the White Destroyer re·
proach himself?" Wild Bird asked, anxiously.
"Ohl nuthin' much, only, why didn't I stampede
them b osses in th"r Injun village, 'stid o' leavin 'em
fer them red ripscallions to ride? 0h, fire awa.Y. ye
ted sons of carmine! but ye ken't do us any harm

And so t he wild ride continued.
Now that a new speed bad been br ough t out of t he
fugitives' animals, it was an easy job to keep out of
rifie-shnt of the pursuers, and at last, when they
struck into the edge of tbe forest. the savages were
a qnarter of a mile or more away.
"Now, then, we'll puzzle them I" Old Anaconda.
said, witil a c uckle, as he took the lead. "]'oiler
behind me close now, in single file, an' we'll see ef
we can't git tbem ofi' ther track purt.Y much I"
vet."
"The Sioux' are very angrv," the Indian girl said.
He accordingly s t ruck ofi'. witb . Milly Owen and
- "If they should c&tch Wild Bird, they would put her Rachel Connors following respectively behind hhn,
and Wild Bird bringing up tbe rear. ,
to death. But. she wou Id laugh I"
"Tb.,t's it, leetle gall Don't let them varmints
It was a long, monotonous ride, with only the footskeer ye fer a cent--not one red identical cent I falls of t be horses. and the occasional scream of a
You're my meat, I reckon, an' when them Sioux night bird to break the dead of nature's r epose.
2ons o' guns git their paws on ye, it'll be when Old
The woods were full of lurking shadows, that
Anaconda hes passed in his checks and ballanced served to kePp the two white gir!s in a constant state
his books; you bet I Well, are you tired, Miss of terror, leet they should su ddenly dissolve into a
Ow·enf"
band of murde1·ous savage•. .
"Not ver.v ," the trapper',s daughter replied. " Do
Wild Bird was not ala· m ed. for she was literally
you think there is great danger of their overtaking a child of the forest; and Old Anaconda was equally
us!"
at borne there.
"Waal, neow, I shouldn't ke.,.. to express a canAt last morning dawn ed, and tbe birds renewed
did opynun on thet subject, hein's one ken't tell one their sweet songs among the branches of the forest
minmt whar he'll be ther next." the dwarf replied monarchs.
evasively. "Our only hope's ter press on an' get
The n it was that tho Dwarf Destroyer ordered a
ter timber. Once 1ve get tbar. I'll opine ther old halt. Wild Bird and the two white girls noticed a
man knows a few things himself, once in a great strange expression upon the scout's face, which was
not usually there.
-while."
On-on-on they dashed, the yell8 of pursuing
·•What is it r" the Wild Bird demanded anxiously.
Indians makin<:r the night hideous. They also kept "Why does the Destroyer look around so?"
"Dunno, Birdie, just now; but I reckon we'd bet..
up a continual fire with t.h eir repeating rifles, which,
of course, di1 no harm to the fugitives, a• they were ter camp down hayr a trifle, w'ile l make a sortev
a sa.te distance beyond the reach of the leaden mes· reconno1ssance. Sumhow my old bones predict m
junslf'
sengers.
"GrPat H eaven I I hope your bones may belie
"Oh, plug away, blast ye!" the old scout gritted.
"I'll bet ef 1e claw my sculp this yere moon, Pt will you I" R~cb el Connors Eaiil, lu alarm. "Do you think
be sum thin ruther sing'lar. But, tha.r's no use mis- the savages are in the n eighborhood?"
takin' -them ITIJuns m" crawlin' 'JP on us, inch by
" Can tell ye better &fter a bit," the Dwarf Scout
said, sliding from the saddle. "You rema in bere
inch!"
The j etty eyes of Wild Bird fired up Instantly, as and do not illsmount under any consideration until I
l!lhe heard the words.
return, unless you hear the yell of a CC1fn.anchP, then
"The words of the Great Destroyer are not well turns ha.Tp to your ri~ht. and ride for your life. "
spoken I" she cried proudly. "Sitting Bull has no
With these mjunctDns, he unslung bis rifle, and
horse in bi• corral that can keep pace with those of stob cautiously away into the wood, leaviug his
the Wild Bird. To show the hunter that Wild Bird horse in charge of Wild Bird.
knows, she will lead and they can f ollow."
He pro.,.,e6ed in a straight line due east from
And, as she ceased speaking, she uttered a wild, where hP had left the females ; then stopped stock·
strang~ cry rhat echoed and re-echoed over the prai·
still in bis tracks. He had no occasiln to go further.
rie; that was caught up in the distant aisles of the The news for which he sought was witbineye-reacb.
Ahead of him be could se.e t he· forms of several
forestil. and sped along in a pecnliar bird-like call, un·
til it nally died out altogether.'
Indians skulking about among the h -Pes as if search·
The animals ridden by the fugitives seemed to ing for somebody.
start and tremble fora single moment; then Wild • They did not s ee him, howevpr , and he crept back
Bird's horse shot away like an arrow, to be followed In the dil·ection whence h e had· com\l; then proceed·
closely by the others
ed to make a great circle a'.Jout the spot where he
A volley of bullets and a baffied yell of rage came ha1 J, ft th e girls . As a r esult, he found Indians
from the pursuing red-skins; an answer, 1n tbesba.pe skulkin~ among the trees, forming a circle around
of a clear, defiant laugh, burst from the lips of Wild the spof of forest containing Old Anaconda and his
trio of charges.
Bird.
" Jumpin' John Rogers!" Old Anaconda ejaculated
Tb is was tbe very state of affairs tb old man had
as be was borne along. u These yere are beaut.ies, expected. and be was none disappointed by tbe
these anamiles I S'pose ye wouldn't sell one of 'em discovery. H e knew that it meant busines1>; that
~er a millinn, Wild Bird?"
only fighting them with stPaltb would do any good.
"All that is Wild Bird's belongs tot.be great White
· Then, be retnrned to where he had left the girls.
Destroyer, as soon as be tak es her for his bride."
They were i n a state of grave anxiety.
"Phrlwl that's so, ain't it?" Anaconda muttered.
"rndiansl" he f:aid , in answer to their inq 1iring
scratching- his head. "I'd e'na'most forgot all looks. "Wear " literally surrounded on all sides."
about the fact."
"Ob I what shall we do?" Milly Ow~n murmured,
"Must not forget now." Wild Bird said, in a skni- tears springing into her eyes. "We shall all Le
tlcant tona. "Dwarf Destroyer must not forgefbis , massacred !''
promise-must not think to deceive the Indian girl.
Poor girl I she had witnessed the horrible b.&chery
She trusts him; if he gets treacherous like the snake of her own parents but a few hour3 before, and tba
his name resembles, then Wild Bird will die."
scene now arose before her eyes in all its sickening
"Ob, ye ll ee ·ln't git at all skittish. my be, uty, fer details.
I 'll hitch mysolf in rlouble harness with you, ef I 1 "No, we ain't. goin' te r git massakerd-·nuth!n' o'
don't lose my ha'r an' kin 6ad a parson. l'm yours tbPr sorL. ef thPr old court ar' on duty. I'll allow e~
tighter'n bark'., until dP-ath do us part!"
ain't no mite or a clee6kilty, but we've got ter beal.
This a•surance seemed to set Wild Bird's doubts at ther cusses, somehow."
l'est, and a li3ht of love once more shone out from
"Did the Destroyer s ee Sitting Bull?" Wild Bird
h er eyes.
asked.
0
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"Nol ther durned old skeeslyx kei;it out o' m y
sfabt, or I shed hev put a bullet t h r'u bis kemood·
Jeum Just keep still now. while I think."
And standing with his face to the east, the scout
ruminated over the situation .
"Thar's only one p lan, an' we've got t er v:rab it
l ike a fish grabs bait I" ne said, at last. "Do you
tbiukr.:n1 could send tbehorsesawayriderless, Wild
Bird!'
"The animals of Wild :eird are trained to do her
bidding." the beautiful Indian girl replie1, proudly .
"Goocl! Our hope may then be a bop~. Come I
FoUermel"
And v:.ulting into his saddle the scout rode on
through t be woods. The three girls followed, wonderingly, but asked no questions.
By his directions they lingered behind, a llowing
h im to get some distance ahead.
Sudde nly be arose in his stirrups, and clinched
his bands to the limbs. of a giant linden tree be·
neath which be was passin!l". The next instant be
had drawr: himself up. and bis horse passed on. He
then motioned the three girls to ride beneath the
tree, and reach up their arms to him.
In this manner be succeeded in pulling them all
up into the great tree .
"Now, S<."'nd the anin1als away," he ~aid, when be
had l mded them all sarely. '"fhey must not remain
io the ne ghborboocl to b etray us."
Wild Bird bowed, and spoke quickly and excit{ldly
to the auimals, in the Ind ian tongue. They pricked
up their ears at the sow1d of her voice; then the
pony sbe had ridden gave a wild snort, and dashed
<in through the fore<t, followed by the others.
Then the dusky beauty turned to Old Anaconda, a
(!}larkle cf triumph in h~r midnight eyes.
" Could the lover of Wild Bird do so much?" she
demanded, eagerl.v.
'"Waal, now, I shed rathe r opine not," the dwarf
replied, smiling. "But, whar"ll them ar' nnamiles
go to. anyhow?"
"To the silent stream t hat runs through the
forest," Wild Bird r e plied. "They will wait there
for m ~ to join them . They have done so many times
v•hen Wild Bird hunted the de..r afoot."
"Waal. ye've got good control over ·em, I'll sw'ar.
Ef .ve make yer future husband toe the ~cratch like
tbet, I allow ye'll h ev a purty fin!' j b on yer hands,"
and bis laugh wa s music to her ears.
"Wild Bird "'ill be White De•troyer's slave. She
work for him-mind him," was the artless reply of
the beautiful Indian.
They had remained in the tree but a couple of
hcurs, when the scout a-a in manifested uneasiness.
CHAPTER

rrr.

BREAKING THE CORDON-SITTING BULL IN
RENEGADE'S SURPRISE.

TOILS-A

Wrr.n Bmo was the first to notice it, and she
t ouched him upon the arm.
"Wha t is it that again disturb• the White Destroy·
er!" she asked, anx.ously for now loving the hqnest
soout with all the stren~ th of her passionate Indian
nature. sbe naturally was much concerned to see
h im uneasy.
"Nuthin much, y e t," lwreplied; "by-an'-bytbings
may assume a more sart'in s!Jape."
An hour passed. but there was no change. The
woodland was just as solemn and silent as before;
the bircls cbattered am ong the branches; the leaves
dropped, drooped, dropprd . at the touch ot the
nreeze as it tanner! throug h tl:ie forest.
Toward noon it stiffened up and blew with greater
:orce, causing the au•umn foliage to d escend in
showers.
Old Anaconda broke th!' deep silence now by a
suggestive grunt, and sniffed the air like a fox'bound.
" Ther devil's ter pay. " he growled; " tber woods
1s.r' afire, an' we've got ter cavort out o' tbis roost
,or git scorehed; you hea!" tber old man talk I"
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" Rave Sitting Bull's braves done rflis cowardly
work?" Wild Bird asked . her eyes flashing.
"Yas. I opine they bev, 11:1tlio' et mayn 't be ther
same gang as ar' surroundm' us. Leasthow, thet
:lire ain't more'n a mile oil', an' as it runs at the rate
o' fifty miles & minnit th rough these dr.v leaves,
ther sooner we make a g rand scoot, ther better; y ou
bear me!"
·
To think with the Dwarf Destroyer, wns to work.
Taking oil' hie belt, he lowered the girls l o the ground
by aid of it; then dropped lightly u pon the J~a'es
himself.
"Come!" he said. resolutely ; "roller me, bot
don't ye dare ter make so much r:oise as a baby
mouse. Et strategy won't rescue ur, knives and
revolvers will, I reckon."
Softly they advanced through t h e forert . toward
the west, Old Anacouda keeping a short r'i~tance
ahead or the girls, to feel t he way, while Wild Bird
took possession cf the post of re&r-gnar<.I.
Thus they moved along.
Dang r lurked io their--i"ear-dangcr lurked In
front, in the shape of merciles< red·rr>< n, whose only
taste of plea.sure was in braining er >ca lping the
pale-faces.
The wind blew through the fo rest d ense ckuds of
smoke and particles of bcrot leaves , anrl warned
the fugitives that lhe flames were not far be·
bind.
Presently a wave of Old Anaconda's h'lnd caused
the girls ·to pause, while he skulk• d on , knife in
hand; for the shining" blade of strnl "as t be only
weapon to use now, AS reports of firearms would
onl.v serve~ attract the nttention of t he fo l'.
Like some grim 11h a r.t nm the little o' d scout glided
along, no sound <• f bis <i t 11rbing the "ii' nee. Every
footstep was noiseless , l.!s Lrcath, e veu, wr,s hu•bed
-long.(!rawn.
In tl1is way he crept en for perhaps an r igbth of a
mile, whe n be once more came t o a Lalt, a nd stPp·
perl quickly behind a tree.
Just in time to e"cape observation. too. for Pn In·
diao camo prowli1.g along . !lluncin~ r bout l im In a
manner indicative that his susp1do1 s L:i d been
aroused.
The eyes ot the dwarf gleamed " ·;cJ:edly as be
saw the unsuspPCting brave approach, nnd lie gtipped bis knife for its deadly wo1K:.
Nearer and nearer t h e red-skin carr'e in an incautious sbuflling gait. until he had fairly pass< cl the
tree where the dwarf scout was concealed. Tbrn a
human body suddenlv shot into the r.ir Hnd d r s<euded upon the back of the red-skin , and a kef' n, flash·
ing blade did its deadly work. Io a moment, Old
Anaconda tore oil' his scalp.
"Won<ler ef t!Jar's any more as wa nts ter get
registered fer election?" he mutte1 ed, p <e1-ing
around. "Tf so thar be. hayr's w'at kin accommy.
date 'em l't thcr rate o' two a minit."
Resolved to know for certain if any m ore of the
red rlevlls blockaded the forest between him and
liberty, be made a wider and deep-r de· our, but
failed to find a foe. Satisfied on this score. he made
his way back to wh<>re be had left Lhe ~iris. and
found them much alarmed at his r;rotmcted absence.
"You have killed an Indian," Milly Ow•n said,
with a bornfted g lance at his belt.
"Yas; ldlled ther last of ther Mohicr ns. :r9u bet I
But look! vonder's a jet of flam e I th P fire 1s upo11
us! Come ! we must put :or our Jives!"
And it was even so.
As they started to leave the spot, long tongues ot
·fire followed spitefully in their wake, and dense
clouds of rhokin" smoke sett.led around the m.
Sitting Bull was in the vicinity of Quiun ebog with
a part of bis baud, having detailed a number of bis
braves to worry and pursue the Dwarf Destroyer and
hi• companions.
The great forest fire had swept far to the west
now as tbe sun began to set, leaving in it..: trr.ck a
desc!ate wast.e of scorched and naked timbe r , and
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frying carcas8e8 of unfortunate beasts and birds
He was now quickly jerked to the ground, and
tbat we<"e caught in the fiery vortex.
his a1·ms bound to his back, although be knew not
In the edge of the timber that remaine:l untouched how or by whom, as he lay prostrated upon bis
».
~t W,~~~~.:~;11\fe~~~t!~~s. bis handful of braves fa~When
the tying waS finished, he was r olled over
The Sioux chief was waiting for the white rene- on his back.
gade, Watsano!<a, previous to the proposed attack
A sava;a!'" Ugh I" escaped him, for he beheld the
upon tbe Cboppings.
terrible Walkiug Head st!lnding by his side, and
But Watsanoka came not, and deep Fhadows once peering over into his face. The Sioux chief tried to
more began to gather iu the forest, and the r ed- speak, but bis tongue seemed suddenly paralyzed.
An unearthly chucl.:l!l escaped the Demon of the
iaced moon began to show her form up over the
Forest, as he watched the confticting emotions upon
eastern horizon.
" Watsan:>ka is la.te !" Sitting Bull growled, at last. the chief's face.
"Th e braves remain here while Sitting Bull go hunt
"Sitting Bull is a prisoner!" came \vord" from the
him ."
Walking Head, in a strange . sepulchral voice. "He
Ddath is meant f or the braves to disobey, and so is no longer the king of the forest, but lies before
they kepo their positions, while the old chief rode one many times smaller. Tbe warriors of Sitting
Bull are abroad with their hatchets unearthed. What
off.
Threading his way through the silent woods, he \'i"ould the Sioux do, in the land of the North?"
"Sitting Bull'• rnPn s eek the branded pale-face
soon came to tpe northern bank of Beaver Lake.
Without pausing, however, he continued alon .~ the who has no right in the land of the Sioux," was the
bank toward the cabin of the Magician of the North, sullen reply.
"Would not Sitting Bull recall his braves, and eswhere he arrived in due time, and drew rein before
tablish p eace, if h e could have his liberty again, at
the door.
the
hands of the Forest Demon!"
All was dark and silent nbout the place, as if it
"No I Sitting Bull is no coward that be would acwere inhabited by POOJ?l" not earthly', if at all.
But Sitting Bull prided bimself on possessing a cept terms of truce. H e is not nfraid to Ute, know·
brave he\\rt1 and he feared none of th~ evils reputed ing that his braves will never leave the w.,.,·-trail until
to exist in tne cabin of the ma,g-ician.
the death of their chief bas been amply avenged."
"Then Sitting Bull shall die, but no• by the hand
Therefore he di,m'> unted au:! triad the door, and
to his great surprise it swuug open.
· of the Forest Demon, fo r he is a being wituout hands.
Before entering the cabin, tbe wily chief peered But Sitting Bull shall lie in the woods, and risk beinto it, to see that no tra p had b en set for bim. But ing devoured by wild beasts of prey. No warriors
be could see nothing, and therefore stepped inside. of the chief are i<l the neigbborLood, and the chief
S ~irring the fire to a blaze, h e proceeded to m a k,. \\n
of thd Sioux can be alone with his thoughts I"
examin1tion in general or the articles belon ,. ~g to
And with this comfortiog assurance, the Demon
the magician.
of the Forest waddled away again across the glade
Picking up a box which lay upon the ft~ '", he whence he bad come.
Sitting Bull was alone in the forest, where b easts
raised the lid and gazed iu. His cnriosit.r was quito
satisfied. A huge artificial snake lay ia the bottom, of prey were not scarce , and his chances were any
and it instantly began to r ecoil aud raise its horrible thing but tempting.
head.
He did not, I10wever, bemonn his situation In the
With a yell the chief dropped the box, and left the least. He preserved that bull-dog stolidity peculiar
cabin, in disgust.
to the Indian. Where some would bave yelled to
On arriving upon the outside, the savage found summon aid, he r emained perfectly quiet
that his horse was missing. Thinking h e might have
He knew that there were men in tlie forest who
strayed he set out in search of him, and spent full might possibly answer bis call-men such as the
an hour in the task without success.
dread Anaconda, who would ask for no better op·
At last be paused at the edge of a glade, in a great portunity to avenge old wrongs than the present,
when the r eputed greatest fighter of the Sioux nation
ra!l~he ale·face dog of a magician is th e thie f, and lay upon his back, powerless as a new-born babe.
Sitting ~ull will have his r evenge!" he grunted.
In the mean time, Ca.ner Dayton in his Indian
"He will go and order his braves to kill every p ale- disguise h ad been prowlin7, about in the vicinity of
face in the forest. be he fri end or foe. None of the the C'10ppings, and had learned of the escape of
accursed race shall live in the laud of the Sioux."
Hal Diyton and Dave L '.lam. to~ether \vith part of
A low sound of laughter caused the chief to start the.press-gang who worked in the p en,
and gaze about him in a larm,
"Ten thousan ·l curses ur,on their heads and souls!"
Not a half-doze n yards distant the terrible object
known as the Demon of the Forest was anproach- the vill ain hissed, as h e eft the village a::id walked
ing rapidly, the short feet moVing as fast ai those of along the southern shore of tl1e lake. "Tf I had
burned that shell of n counterfeiting den, as I ba d a
a larger person.
The chief s'.1.w the strange and horrible thing, and mind to, their hash would have been settled. Now,
s tood rooted to the spot o.s if entranced. H e bad I must bunt them up. But. hold, I must not go too
often heard of the D 3mO!l, Jmt had never before fast . I will send Sitting Bull to destroy the village
and all that is in it. I sb•ll then hav" full swa.Y", as
caught more than a passing glimpse of it.
~
Nearer and nearer it came tha mouth opened by long as things hitch well w ith Sitting Bull. An Ina broad grin: the P:Ves winking and blinking and dian is treaclwrons, but I believe I can get along
with th!' red Satan as well as if he were white, so
the ears wigg-lint? and flapping like th ose of a ffiuie.
:Door Sitting Bull! 'f he h:id never had experience long as I feed him well with money and promises."
of affright b 3fore, he bad a goo::! taste of it now.
Searchin"° along the Jak o he soon found a canoe,
His limbs refused t" m ov3, an·l h9 trembled in every and soringing into it, ho pulled acros' to a point
joint All he could do was stand and stare at the where h " had made DI\, appointment to meet the
terrible Sh'tpe, in 't horrible fascinatiob.
Sioux chief and his braves.
The Walking H ead se~m ed to be aware of this
On stepping ashor~ and entering tbe forest, he
fact, for it appro'<che I t he r~d-man, and walked found the red·skins, but n~ their commander.
around and around bim. until Sitting Bull suddenly
"Where is the great chief, Sitting Bull•" be asked,
awakened to the •act that bis lower limbs were adilressing' on<> of t.be savages whom he had heard
wound and bound bv a series of strong cords.
calleil Foxfoot, and who bad assumed command for
Instant y after this discovery he gave a gasp and the time being.
reached te> his belt for his tomahawlc, but it was
"The great chief went in s earch of Watsnnoka
not there I Nor was he possesseu o~ any of his and bas not returned." was the replv.
weapons.
" I am Wa.tsanokl>.." Caspar Da:Yton said, "and
0
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your chief bade me to give }ou orders when it
pleased me."
"The ears of Sitting Bull's braves are open , and
t h ey will heed the words of Watsanoka," Foxfoot
r eplied.
·•Then Jet them visit the pale-face settlement on
the banks of Beaver Lake, and begin the scalp-dance
of death. Let not a man, woman. or child be
spared; Jet the firebrand be applied to every cabin,
except the building called •The Pen.' Does Foxfoot
uoder!!tand !"
The savage responded with a n "Ugh!" and turn<'d and addressed his companions in the mdian
tongue.
Casper Dayton awaited the result with a great
deal of satisfaction, for he saw that the savages
were eager and willing, and he smiled his pleasure
as they filed away through the forest with drawn
hatchets.
··I have woo I" he said, distinctly and loud.
"No, Casper Dayt0n, you hAve lost/" ex.Jalmed a
voice, clOi>e behind him.
CHAPTER XIV.
FACE TO FACK- A CRIMSON CRIME,

TnE speaker was the Forest Lily, Hazel Eye. She
stood in the rear of Casper Dayton, a pistol in her
band, which cover€d the renegade.
H e wheeled and saw it-saw th · m orrelou s beauty
of the girl, who bad assumed U1c llLi1 .. c.i.> of enmity
toward him. He ventured to ucLer i:u uutb. What
was there io her face that was fam iliar to him?
What resemblance to some one in the past-?
·
0 Devils seize youl" he gasped.
uwho are you,
and whom do you think me to be?"
'
"The eyes of the Forest Lily are rarely at fault."
Hazel Eye replied, calmly. •·They can penetrate the
disgnises of even greater villains than you, Casper
Da1 ton, with all your hideous paint."
• Cu1·ses on you! 'Vhat do you mean, girl? I am
not Casper Dayton, nor did l ever bear the name."
" You need not he," the girl replied, as coolly as
beforP, "Come I Casper Dayton or no Casper Dayton, you must accompany me. Resist, and l 'll shoot
you dead in your tracks I"
"You da r e not do murder!" Dayton !!"asp"d, believing be could intimidate this brave fairy of the
forest. "You dare not do murder!"
"T1y me and see!" HazPl Eye said. full-cocking
her r evoh•er, "I givP you until l count ten to decide
•whether you w'll go with m ' or 11ot."
I
Th" villain saw that she was in earnest, without
doubt, and that it was beet t o lmmor her for the
1preoent and watch his chances.
"I'll cave," he said, quickly. "Lead ahead, and
('II follow."
A smile of sarcasm wreathed Hazel Eye's cherry
Vips.
"How nice that woulrl be, wouldu't it? No, Cas·
p er Dayton ; l was detailed to capture you, and I
bave d oue so. H8.nd me your weapons now-take
carp! I'm watching you, aud if you make a move to
use one of those weapons, I'll pop you over like a
...
flash!"
And believing that she would kP.ep her word, the
villain promptly obeyed, with a savage scowl.
·•The fiends take you, What are you going to do
with me?" he demanded.
"Patience and time are two of the roadways to
knowledge; perseverance another. If you wait long
enough and have enough patience. you will doubt•
less learn as to the disposition of your re.mains."
After she bad appropriated bis weapons she gave
the order: "Right about. face I" and they marched
,,tl' through the forest, Ca.•per Dayton · in advance,
1:overed by Hazel Eye'~ pistol.
In this way they maroh@d until they came to the
!M:agician's cabtn on the lake shore,
The d9,0r was·open, and the little old man sat upon
the doolf;teps,::lsmoking his pipe in the moonlight
which streamed dowu through a n opening in the

trees.
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As Casper Dayton saw him he gavP a violent start.
and mecbanica,lly reached toward bis belt; but Hazel
Eye pushed him for ward at the muzzle of her weapon until the villain stood iri front of t he Magicianstoo(i there glaring down at him like a confined
spirit of evil, worked into a frenzy,
"Sylranus Dayton!" be gasped, bis features working, bis fingers opening and shutting convulsively.
"Sylvester Dayton 1-yO'll-alivt !"
" Ay I alive(" the Magician replied. as he arose and
stood upon the threshold. ".Alive, my t.ltvilisb brother. altbOUl\'h it is i.;ot vour fault 1bat I am, Come
Hazel Eye, bring you1· prisoner within tloe cabin." '
The old man ignited the wick,s:>f a Jnrge oil lamp,
and the blaze glancing to a mirror-like refltctor
lii;hted the room in every part.
He then turned, with folded arms, to !'aze at the
man sitting on the stool under the cover of Hazel
Eye's weapon.
" Yes, Casper, I am alive; but it is not tbr fault,"
h e r epeated . " What brought you hither?'
"Slial! I tell you f" the other replied, with a sneer.
"Well, I will then. It was to murder the son of
your brother James. It was to murder him in cold
blood, and take possession of our wealth at Brooksfield. '
"Then, you knew nothing of my wher eabouts?"
the Magician asked.
"No; bad I suspected that you were alive and in
this region, you should have died, long ere this. I as·
sure you. but, who is this accw·sed brru:en-faced
girl?'

"Take care, Casper Dayton, lest she be so angered es to shoot you. Listen to me and you shall
bear that which will surp1ise you. The story you
told to the counterfeiter, Canada Chet, was a base
lie; let me now repeat a little of the truthfu l liistory
of the Daytons, for the benefit of this young auditor.
"Some years aio:o, tbNe Jived three brothers and
an old fath er in an Eastern State The old gentleman was well fixed, in this wo1Id's goods-his wealth
counted up into the hundreds of thousands, and he
had no h eirs until these sons of bis came. Then
the old man watched them grow to manhood, and
was content to <'. ie.
"Of the sons. Jame. was the youngest, Casper
the next in ran k. and Sylvanus the eldest. Therefore tbP old father made Sylvanus his choice, contrary to the usual Wei, for the youngest son is gen·
erally the one best loved because 1 be last.
"Sylvanus was an honest, hard working fellow.
James was also industrious and inclined to be saving, but Casper was a wild, dissolute fellow, a spendthrift and at heart a villain. No amount of good
advice or p ersuasion, it seemed, could tempt him
from his course.
"At last the good fath er died, and in the p iesence
of the three brothers, the will \Vas rea d.
"And such a b('mb then explrded in the r ayton
camp! The w:~l was far frcm intere~tiny er Ela tis·
factory to a ny of the brother>, excep t to Sylvenus,
to whom the property was bequeathed. with the except.ion of two dollars, which " as left to, Le divided
between James end Caspe1'.
.
"In case of the death of J vmes fir~t bP was to
have a decent burial. No pro..-ision of thi0 kind was
made for Caspn. Should Sylvanus diP first. the
whole wealth descended to James; after bis death, to
Casper.
" rhuo tbPre was a grand lncenl ive to Villainy,
and one 'which you, Casper Dayton, made he•te to
embrace. I bad never believ ·u you capable ('f actual crime. but I found out to my cost that you
were. for one night a< I was coming along a l!looroy
highway, I was attacked bv you. end kn o ~ked se!JSe·
less from my horse, You then threw my body mto
the river, where you calculated I should die by
drowninl\'.
"Kind hand• rescued me, bowevPr, and I was
taken to the cottage of c widow. where I was restored to consciousness. Dut the terrible blow had
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nnsettlec1 my brain, and there followed a sort o! t h ough you were in ~eality a child of my own blood.
Insanity that was mtermittent, however-not con- But. now, this can no longer be lour home. I havo
stant.
decided to q11it t,1is wilderness, i I CSJ'.!, and r etun1
"At timec I was of sound mind. Then would come to Brooksfi~I i, my ol::l h ome. Bnt, ere 1 go, there is
on one of the strange spells in which I feared you- wor1< for me to do in the forest; and, too, I wonld
feared my God- feared everybody except the widow not be far away when this cabin blows up. Tllereand her daughter, a baby then. To them I took fore, take your necessary trappings and your horse
ltindly, for I believed them my friends.
and po to the cabin of the Dwarf Dest1·oyer. wher e i
"A strange, headless bndy was found in the river will join you later. De careful not to fa II into the
tho next day, attired in the clothing of Syl vanus power of the red-men, w'th whom the forest swarms.'
Dayton, and was taken and buried, and a large cir"You need not fear," Hazel E.ve replied. "I have
cb of mourning friends wept over the coffin' of the never :vet been taken an Indian's cap,tive, and I do.
supposed murdered owner of Brooksfleld.
But it uot believe my luck has de&!'rtecl me. '
Te n mil1utes later, both the Magician and. Hru:el
wl'.B only the bodv df some unknown person who had
been fhbed out of the river, and suvstituted, by my Eye had quitted the cabin.
directions. .
" Thus, Casper Dayton, you supposed you were rid
In the m ean time, the r ed demons of Sitting Bull.
of me, anc: you turne I your attention to watching an under the o ders of Casper Dayton, had augmented
opportunitv to strike your r emaining brother-the t heir strength in numbers in the f orest, and descend·
obstacle which stood between vou and the heritage ed upon the "Choppings," a hundred or more
strong, from nearly every point of the compass.
of Brqok•fleld.
"While I, seized with my insane fear of you and
They po-ured from th 3 forest on the south. east
the world fled the country. First, l.owever, I mar- and west, ancl landed from the lake in canoe-loads,
ried the Widow Wallin,;;", and took her and her child on the north.
with 1:1e. I penetrated to the very depths of the
The night rung like a pandemonium with their
wildeme•s, an~ finally came'iuto this remote region, yells ; the screams of terrified women and children,
where I have since r emaine'1.
the hoarse shouts and eurRes of men. and the reportJ
"My wife diad, when Hazel Eye, h ere, was a mere of rifle shots m ade a Ba\Jel of the settlement.
T he towu was su(rounded on every ha nd. an1 the•
child, o.nd I have brought ner up to suit myself. But
all m-; life since you dealt m e that cowardly blow, I r ed demons fo11-gh 1. as if possersed of demoniac fury.
None were •parcel. as h ·d been the directions ol!
have oeen possessed of those strange spells of fear.
L ttely thev have com ~ upon me less freq•1ently, and Caspar Dayton. The reeking tomalin.wk and smok·
you behold m~ now not afraid of you, CJ.Sper D" y- · ing repeating-rifles, with which mauy of the red
fiend< were armPd, did the de:ully wor' for each
ton"'
"H"! hal we shall see about that, mycrazybro· pale-fac '· regarclleus or age or se.x, and the terrible
tber! I shall yet have my r evenge upon you. What scalping-knife flashed and glemned in the ghastly
moonlight.
do you intend to do with me?"
Soon the firebrand r eached the cabins, and the
"Nothing. I shall free you, and t.ell you to &'0,
warning you to keep your dista.nce from this cabm, flames licked up with greed the homes of ti10so who
which is so c·onstructed that death lurks within every lay dead upon the crim•oncd ground, or were still
timber. G.i ! I sav, an rt may the spit~t'I of Almightv fui:htiag desperately for their lives.
13ut it was useless for them to contend ag•inst
God release you from your doom in the coming hell.
odds. Soon it was that t e last survivor fell, and the
Show him out, Hazel Eye. "
Hazel Eye nodded, and motioned <lasper D3yton last re king scalp was "raised, ., and n o thin~ r-~..
mainecl to tell of the exi tence of the great counter·
towarJ the door wi~h her revolver.
g , arose hastily to depart., glad at the upportu- f eiting t own of the Northwest but a. f~w smoking
nitr to thus get off, bllt on the threshold he paused. logs and glowing coals and the dead bodies. aroun 1
• I go; h~ t you sh~ ll see me ae:ain. mark nw word. which the r ed fiends of t he forest were dancing and
''-''1e blow I struck, years ago, shall be r e peated, soon yelling.
And about this time Caspar Dayton stood upon the
in a stronger way. I bid you adieu!"
And , with a mocking laugh, he wheeled, and dis· op o•ite shore of the 1ake, and gazed across upon
the scene with a devilish delight.
appeared into the night.
'·They have done well." be said, in a low tone;
Hazel Eye arose and closed the door after him;
"but, furies: what dol se 1 Curses on thelcliots!
then turned t>ward the Magician.
"Why did you let him go? He's a bold bad man, They have burne'\ t.he Pen. with its dies and presses
and stock! I wish now that I had not sent them. fo r
an'.l he will not hesitate to do you an injury."
"I fear him not now, as I used to ; fhave shaken I have burd ened mv soul with another crime with•
off the insanity that ha• been the cloud of my life, out receiving a conskleratioo for my awful sins."
and I am pre1nreJ 1'o fight odds with science and
strategy. I did not touch him, because be is my
.
CHAPTER XV.
brother, and l would bq,ve no man'~ blood upon my
THE CADJN FORTRESS-VENGEANC~ SELF-WROUGHT.
hands. But I have warned him to keeµ a way from
WE must now r eturn to Old Anaconda and the
my cabin; if he comes now, his blood be on bis own · girls, whom we IPft fleeing before tbe flame and
.11ead."
smoke of the burning fore• t. .•
"What would you do?"
It is unnecessary to add that they ran for dea1
"Blow the e:i.'oin to atoms. I have e•·erv timber !if~. for such was the case. The lurid tongues
so cha"gcd with various explosive•. that I can ar- driven bv the wind and tbe flame current. chased
range it that when I leave the cahin and ciose tbo them with tlie hissing perseverance of a "nakei the
Jc>or, no one c9.n thereafter open that door without smoke blinn ed and choked them, but still they Kepi
blowing u p the whole building. It is an infernal on. strugglin, bravely.
invention, bnt I have warne::I them; and those who
"Don 't git discouraged," thP Dwarf Destroyer ad·
would not die, must heed the warning."
viseci. We hain' t fur ter go afore we sight my cab"But tell m am I the chi:d of the widow whom In, I recknn. Keep on a bit longer."
you married years ago?"
And, like, heroines, the brave females did keep on,,
' 'The same I am yc::ir step-father, instead of despite the rough footing, and scratching and tear·
your grandfath~r. as you have always Called me. J ing ~f the bUSbPS.
.
have ever re<>:ardecl you as my own c hild, and lovw\
At fast Olrt Anaconda u tter ed a cry of sat1sfac•
you as such."
tlon, for they had arrived at the edge of the large
.. But if I am in no way related to you, It Is not clearing wherein stood bis cabin . or "fort," as be
right for m e to ii've upon :vour bounty. "
1 ·often called it.,
It was a lare:e structure of logs,
"Tuel tut! child; banish any S'1Ch ic1eas. for yon n>ith a single door, and windows up near the eaves.
.are as dear to me and as mucb mY da~hter. e• ,;, was built in the most ~erviceahle man11el', 111'!.i
0

,
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was a good retreat wherein to keep off the red-ilkins
for loopholes covered the "all in nearly &I points of
the eompass, fO that approach from any side of the
clearing was well guarded.
On the edge of the cleal'ing Old Anliconda and bis
charE;es paused, while be gazed sharply toward the
calln.
"What is it?" "lid Bird asked, noticing the sudden compression of his lips. "Dees the White De·
stroyer scent danger again. n ear his cabin?"
'' 'Vaal, I 'low there's sumthin' ~one wrong. 'twixt
you an' me. Thar's sumbody, Injuu or white galoot, gone an' taken persession o' mydomy0ile yander, sure'sl1mareflexion uv tber Darwin theory."
"Who is it?"
" Durn me et I know though I'll allow they're
white, for no Injun 'd be w0 ry likely ter start a
smoke. not If they war Jayiu' low fur me. "
"Then tet us hurry forward and get out of danger " .Milly Owen said, eagerly.
"Not yet, by a long shot! I opine I'm a-goin' ter
know more afure I stick my pericranium inter a
hornets' nest. Fu•st uv all, I'm goin' ter l'arn how
thick tber Il'juns be hayrabonts."
And enjoining the gir1s to r.-main where they were,
the scout moved away along the border of the clearing to make bis reconnoissance.
In about ten minutes be r eturned, and glanced uneasily toward the cabin.
u We've got to git out o' this,·' he said· "Cur tbar's
a bull pack o' red he! ious out bayr in the forest, asneakin' up In cur rear. " ·e must make fer my
Jeetle fort yander, nn' if we gi t a blizzard frum con·
cealed enemies, I opine it won't be Olll' fault. J'J
rutber an lnjuu 'd skulp me any time tnan a white,
but- Come e rlongl"
Seizil.f. each. other's hands, the three girls f Pllowed
swiftly ofter the old scout, across the clearing toward the Cllbin. The distanca was not great, and
they were soon within a few yards of the cabin when
Old Anaconda gave vent to an overjoyed whoop. ns
the cabin door swuug open, and a crowd of men
stoort upon the threshold to welaome the fugitives.
At the same timetbe savages burst from the forest
at a poin~ tht> fugitives bad just quitted, with wild
yells of baffled defeat.
"Ob! yell, go! durn yer pesky pelts!" the D1<arf
Destroyer howled, Rhaking his fist back at the mm'derous mob, in defiance. ·•Ye ken'tketch yer uncle,
now, fer scrip! Cum crlong, )"e long-eared. lantern·
iawed, slab·sided, knock-kneed sons uv tan-bark I
Oum an' see us!''
This kind invitation the savages had no hlea of ac.
ceptin~, for the rresent, evidently. for they paused

!\bout like -'S ef they war narvous. I c>pl.:ie they

lll•

wai t in fer ni~ht ter arrive."
·
0
In~m sl" said Amasa Scrogg-~, contemntuously;

"whosafe~rdo'them? Wby,ther' ken 't l>emany
o' them left, I teli ye, fer I slaughtered oh sum~hin ·
like t n thousan' a• I war cumin' beer. l y w;.y of
amus!n' myself. 'Tain't much ter brag on tcr .kill~
In~un."

'Et depends sum'at ef a fell er's a. consarned cow·
ardor not, " Anaconda said, dryly. •·Ye ken't ex·
pect much o' a man whoce nerves flies out o' his
mouth when a bloodv Jnj un sculp is lowered before
his eye$. Ef he's a brave roan, show me a coward I"
Amasa colored to the rcots ot bis hair, and pretendin;i: not to notice the ~arcasm, which elicited a.
broad smile from a ll hands. he tut ned to give some
fatherly advice to Dave and Hal. of whom be bad
assumed the -rii:bt of guard ian, now that he bad
found them. Wtien n obO<\v was near, however, be
approac:ietl the D warf Destroyer, mysteriously.
· See heerl'' be said, in a whisper; 11 you're a pUi'1y
good wrter feller, an'efye'll j est keep cluss-moutbcd about thet leetle affair. I'll make et all right wi'
vou. Ye see. I've kinder took a shine ter the;;
Rachel over tbar, an' I want ter make an impression
cf! caa."
"All ri1?btl Sail in, and I'll not bother i-e ag'ho,"
the Dwt,d Destroyer said. with a •park le in l is eyes.
And A.r asa did sail in evident ly, for he l'!id th<>
agreeable nd ga.llant, as well as he kPew bow, t,o
Rachel Co1 '!ors all the afternoon, nlthougb s.h e
gave him IL 'DY a slight and hint that Lis ~ompat I
wns not ogre.. lble.
The dinner 'repar Pd by the three girls was soo,,
•erved, aud pr,•ved liberal aud satisfactory to th<>
bu ngry ones JU the wilderness.
The afternoon passe.I away. but there was n<
h ostile movem ent on the part of the savages on th"'
edgo of the forest. Th<y wen• occasiona lly Beel\
skulking abrut, jnst out of rifle range. but made 1'•
demons .ration calculated t >incite thos ' in the cabitt
to more than ordinary watchfulness.
Anaconda, l1owever, was not ~ o he thrown rff hi,,
guard. He was ceaselessly watchful, and warne6
those wit bin the cabin to be prer arcd for almost
any Furprise.

"Oh I y e'll hcer 'em blow their bug!• s, nforo Jnng
you bet yer hoots !" he said, in response to Hal Day:
ton's inquiry. '' They ,re waitin 1 fpr darkness ~t'
cum on, I allow. an· expect reinforcements; ' h<>n
thero'll be church mmick m ther air keyed in Ynnkee Doodle meter."
I
~ ' Is 01d Sitting B ull over the-re, now? 0
"Nary. l or.ine. He's ther" erry same high cockolorum they re waitio' fer. When 1,e comes, you'll
0
0
ih~ e~:a~ ~/:!io/~rl~~~~~~f~~-d the ·r1s no tis a r enewed activity ir: the ranks. Thar'll be a.
reached and entered the cabm in safety. after wfilch genywine red-skin convention, over tbar."
The afternoon gave place to the oncoming night.
the door wns closed and barred, and they could well
'l'he change of wind had swept the fnrest fire to thA
bid defiance to their foes, for the time beinl;'.
Explanations ensued, and the union of the whites 11orth, and the sun went down over a horiz.:in that;
In that cabin in tho wilderness was on"' ot decided WM smoky and dim.
The deep shadows crept on apace , and gatbued
~oy.
The occupants of the cabin ahead of Old Anacnnda thickly over the wooa~ and clearing, wherein stood
and the girls were tbe fugitives from tbe Choppinirs, the Jone cabin.
" Mebbe we shall gei a blizzard frum them 'r,r
among them Dave, Hal, Harry aud old A:ex Watch·
man. Ou their arrival at the cabin, they !!ad found copper-con.ts afor<> moon-np." the Destroyer un.
It occupied by no le~s an individual than the r e- nounced; "so ye'd better all grapple a sh· tin' arm.
an' bunt yerself,;, .:;onvenien vloophole. Thar's plendoubtable Amas!\ Scroggs of Kalamazoo.
Out of the Dwarf's wardrobe ttrey h ad found ty ot weapons, ynnderi:1 the :' imbl:O.y closet!"
All made baste to ann themselvcr; C'xcep~ nachel
enough clothing to cover their nakedness, so that
they were comfrrtably installed by the time of the Connors. She knew nothing about flre-armG. cbe
said, and would peddle the amm•mition to those whe>
arrival of Old Anaconda and !Jis trio,
The Dwarf's larder was never unstacked; conse· stood on guard.
The anticipated attack befcre moon-rise did not;
11uently dinner W% first in requisition.
The iretting up or thi• was left to the culinary skill occur, but i~ did not m•ke the occupants of the
11f MiJly OwPn, Rachael and Wlld Bird. while the men cabin feel any easier . T.uey knew that it must coma.
lcent it vigllant watch from the loopholes on either sooner or later.
The moon rose above the forest of trees lik" n h•.ll
1:ide u.n.1 end of the cabin.
'"rhem rapscallions ar' up ter sum devlltry,ye kia of fire coming out of a bloody bath , aud shone down
het yer oootsl" the Destroyer muttered, watchlng into the clearing brightly, revealing each object as
the ea£tern forest keenly. Seel thar's haydoogins clear as day from the cabin
"Now, look sharp. If you see any object in the
CJf 'em t.ha.r in the edge o' ther timber, a-skulki.n'
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1

A second later th" keen eyes of tbe Dwarf caught
sight of a tuft in the tall grass that grew in the clearing, and hA uttered a grunt. H might or might not
be the top-knot of a conce,Ied savage-eight out of
every ten men would have passed it o.-er without a
thought of •uspicion. Not so with Old Anaconda.
Experience had long since taught him that a very
small placG of am bush could secrete a lurking red8.kln.
Thrustin'\' his rifle intq a loophole, he took a quick,
accurate aim and fired. Theu he withdrew his rifle
and Jl"ered out Into the moonlight.
The veteran ))es troy er had not missed his guess in
the least, for that suspicious tuft was now lively
enough, and an Indian death-yell pealed out shrilly
upon theGauiet of the night.
"Jerusa1em I Gosh·all-fish·h::>o~I how in thunder'd ye kno' thet varmint war thar!" Amasa
Scroggs demanded, in genttine astonishment, while
the others expressed their """r>rise in sundry ej9.culations.
''The White Destroyer s ees like the owl an<! the
lynx." Wild B 'rd said, proud or her lover's wonderful shot. ·•He Is a great chief- among the palefaces!''
- "Durned good shot; that's a f 'c'," s'croggs admitted; "but then thar's been greater ones. My
old uncle, Saltpeter Scro~gs, once tuk a gun an' shot
a woodrucker otY on a meetin'-'us' steeble, an' put a

!"!".:s~e~fe~ ;~r~~~~J1i~h:ne ~~d~er ~a~f ~ntf~l~~

_glass ter tell whar h e waz. See'd thet myself, by
ther all-fl red jingoes I"
"Phew! Mebbe I •don't see a lock of hair, too!"
Hal Dayton said, peering oµt into the clearing. "Just
watch me while I r-iise an Injun I"
All did look, and listened to the report of his rifle :
.saw an Indian leap up out of the gra$S, with a yen
of defl:l.nce, and leg i t for the tio;iber-line at the top
of his speed.
•· Y •u only stung him I Go ahead and drop him,"
Anaconda Cl'ied.
H:il took aim !lnd fired again; but, a lthough the
noble r ed-man flinched, he k ept on, and was out of
gun-shot in a m01nent more.

About au hour la ler those in tlyi c"bin felt the
building shake and tremble, as if jarred by an earthqu1k2, and a roar tbat souud~d like the explosion ot
a thousa11d cannon5:.
"What in thunclcl''S thcr meaning of that?" Old
Anaconda granted, peering out. I3 ut nothing could
be •een to c•xcite suspicion.
Had he b<>e ll in the vicinity of the borne of Sylvanus Dayton, the Magician, but a few minutes before, he would have found the cabiu surrounded by
yel!in.~ red-skins, headed by the white villain, Casper
Davton .
"He is in thera, curse him!" the rener!ade cried.
"Oo, open th~ cloor, you pack of yelling idiots I"
But the savages were shy or the cabin. and could
not be persuaded to touch a timber of what they believer! to b olong to the Evil One.
"Curs• you a ll for a p-ick o f coyotes I" Casper
Dav ton cried.
•·Stop your infernal screeching,
whi 1e I order the mnn inside to surrender!"
The Indians quieted down, and then the white
reneo:ade advanced and knocked on the door.
"Come ! open np, if you don't want tlie cabin
torn over yonr head, Sylvanus Dayton! No delay
now!" Lio ordered.
But there came no answer. Within all was dark,
and silent as a tomh.
A~ain did the r enegade pound, and call aloud.
.Still no answer.
The savages had C'rowded ba"k at a respectful
<listancA, and were watching wir h their h~nds on
their scalpin~-knives expectin~ each moment that
a horde of imps infernal would rush '.)ut upon them.
"Curse the luck I l'll br?Rk open the door, and
kill him myself I" the infuriated scoundrel cried, and.

seizing a hPavy rock, he hurled it with all his
strength against the door.
The door burst open with•a crash I
At the same instant there was a blinding flash ·
then a tremendous report-a ter1·i.ftc explosion thai
rent the cabin into thousands of atoms-to sing great
timbers into the air-blowmg up trees, and creating
a horrible ha voe.
Eight of the sava~es escaped uninjured; the rest.?
including Casper Dayton. were torn and manglea
and their remains scattered in every direction I
CHAPTER XVI.
RED·HOT

ARROWS.

Tuosm within the cabin- of Old Anacondp were
rtuzzled to account for the explosion, and o~inions
differed-that of the old scout being that lndians
had been foolin~ about the cabin of the Magician,
and had. unwillingly, causnd the explosion by tarnY:~~~ with some _of the old man's secrets of deThe Indians on the edge of the clearing seemed
startled, and w ~ re seen r etreating into the woods.
uThey're goin' t ;: r see whi:it tber rumpus is," the
Dwarf Destroyer said. "Let 'em go. I only hope
they will fergit t e r corn<1 back cgain."
u The Sioux will r etur :1 in great numbers, an'
we'll have a siege." said old Alex ll'atchrnan.
"Yns, I opine thar'll be sum fun by-an'-by fr1o1m
them pesky hornets L -:it 'em come, tho' I Thar's
e nuff in this lcetle s!lell terd<>fend it, an' lots o' powder an' ball. So th&t ef them lngins git our scalps,
et ain't my fault."
The Indians dtJ not r eturn immediatelr. but those
within th e cabin diJ not r ela..-.: their \'tgilance, for
tbey wer e coasta : tly expecting the savages' I;jlturn,
and some su1den SJrprisa in Indian craft.
Hal Dayton positioned him self by the side ofpret..
ty Milly Owens, as a sort of protector, while the
comely Rachel was zealously g uarded by the man
from Michigan, Arnasa Scroggs. nncl the long, lean
comrade of Ha.I, Dave Laam. D:ive h::i:l no notion
of looking favorablv upon the woman who was, unfortunately the wife of Canada Chet. the outlaw,
but be caught an app~aling glance from her eyes,
and r esolved to t eac ·1 the Yankoe a lesson.
Amasa. how~ve r, could not b a induced to leave his
post by hints. and accordingly. when an opportunity offered, D ,ve C'tlled Arnasa a5ide, looking as
threatening as possible.
u See here, you ignol'ant blnnderbussl" be said,
sternly, alt~ough "ecretly amusPd, "do you know·
what I've a mind to do with you?"
11
Jerusalem. no,., Amasa replied, in evident alarm,
u Whi:t.t's t•1e matter~"
"Well, if you don't keep away from l'llrs. Connor<!
yonder, who is a married wonutn, !111 mount you.,
chaw off your e:ir, nnd put a Black Hills awnino:
Over your PyP. n
"G ~s>t -all -.ftsh hoo'<sl y ou don't mean it, do ye•"
u Well, you continue your course of sprouts, and
see it I don•t."
That settled it.
Arna.an retired from the fi eld, and Racuael Connors
was not annoyed by him again.
The nil!' ht dragged by. the moon arose to zenith, -.
and began to dip toward the Wt<St. Still there was '
no attack-no sight of the lnd;'1ns.
"Isn't it a litLle queer about their keeping shady
so Ion~? " Hal Dayton asked, anxiously,
•· Yas, I opine tha r is thet same," the Dwarf De·
stroyer replied. "But we ain't agoin' ter be k Ppt
much longe r in waitin'. Thar!-what'd I tell ye."
Re pointed toward the eastern timber belt from
which a figure bad emerg"Prt, and was rapidly cross·
ine: thA cle•ring towar<l the cabin.
"It's H ltz?l Eye, the Forest Lily," the Destroyer
said. "I wonder what brings he r here?"
"Hazel Eye is a beacon of warning," Wiid Bird
se,id. "She always appears when there is danger,
l!.lld leaves when danger is over."

Canada Chet. the Cov.nterfelter Chief:
"Waal, now, ef them ain't facts. when I come to
tllink about it~ don't want a cent." Anaconda sai~
fu~estly, "
me one open the door and let the g
Harry Reynolds eagerly officiated in the capactty
of door·opener and was quite repaid for his trouble
by receiving a surprised, glad glance from Hazel
Eye's pretty, sparkling orns, as she saw him.
She entered the cabin, and was warmly r eceived
by Anaconda, Wild Bird and Kitty Owen, while
H arry Reynolds stood modestly back, coutent with
the knowledgii that he should soon have her for himself.
After the first greetings were exchanged, IIazel
Eye glanced around the cabin, and nodded her head
commendingly, as she saw that every person except
Rachel Connors was armed, and had positioned
themselves at a convenient loophole.
1
• It is well," she said, turning to Anaconda, "for
you'll need every gun and arm you have to defend
yourselves from m erciless butchery. The woods are
full of savages, who are creeping toward the edge of
the glade on its every approach ."
•· Let 'em come, we a Jn't a-goin' ter take no slack
from th em, I'll allow, ef we a.ire little, " tbe Dwarf
scout said, with a grin, "I reckon we ked drop the
crowd, afore they'd get across tbe clearin '."
·; 1 don't know about that. The red-skins are
double your strength in numbers, and have armed
themselves with strong bows that will shoot a r edhot arrow a !freat distance. "
•·Oh I th"Y r g;oin' terpersuadeus wi' fire, eh?" and
the e;res ot the Indian-hater sparkled with a dangerous light. "They're a-goin' ter burn us out, be they,
the varmints?''
"That is evidently their intention," Hazel Eye replied.
"Is old Sitting Bull with them now 1"
" No; the chief has suddenly disappeared. and the
red-skins believe ho has returned to the village for
more warriors."
"Reckon mebbe some galoot's tapped the old son
of a sea-cook on the nOJ'gin I Et sech be the case, I
shall cavor1i and weep, fer it hes bin the sole ambition or my latter lite to raise the ha'r of thet old red
cuttb roat. By the way, gal, what war thet explosion
a while ago?'.!
"It was the blow-up ot the Magician's cabin, on
Beaver Lake. A white i·enegade and a number of
Indians were killed."
Rachel Connors started forward, eagerly.
0
His name ! his name!" she gasped, her form
trembling and features working. "Was it Canada
Chet?"

"No, Mrs. Connors, it was not. This man's name
'\fas Casper Dayton. But, I have to advise you, that
the ruffian, Canada Cbet, was massacred, together
with every person in Quinnebog, during the forepart
of this night !"

BP-fore Hazel Eye had finished speaking, there was
a sharp scream, and the outlaw's wife fell to tbe
fioor, as all supposed, in a swoon; but when they
picked hn up, they found that her heart had ceased
to beat, and she was dead.
This cast a gloom over those within tha cabin, for
it seemed a bad omen, just when they were " beiore
the enemy."
The body was placed upon a couch of skins, and
covered up. and then a deep silence prevailed in the
cabin, while they all watched for the coming of the
enemy.
Harry Reynolds managed to get a few words with
Hazel Eye, and a pressure of h er hand, as a reassurance that she had not forgotten him since a previous
meeting.
The attention ot all was presently called to the
eastward by Old Anaconda.
A ti.re had suddenly .been kindled at the edge ot
ihe timber. around which several forms could be
B88n bw..sied.

"Thet settles et. We 're goin' ter hev the cabin
tiled over our heads, But we must saroumvent SUID
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of them red ripscallions' plans, tho'," Old AnSCODo
da said. " You, young man, whose handle is D&ve
Laam, mount up inter ther loft, whar you'U find &
trap openin' out on the roof. When ye hear me
screecll, you open ther trap, climb out on ther roof,
an' pull oui the burnin' iron, sling it away, an' get
back in under kiver lively, lest Y" git plugged in the
back."
/
Dave turned to obey; then Old Anaconda called
to Amasa.
"Cum, ye'~e nf!xt tallest; you stand by ther
door,"'a n· ef an arrer strikes inter wood below tber
eaves, et'll be y er duty ter knock it out wi' yer
g"un. and skedaddle baC!< into the <r;bin l ike Hellen
Blazes.' '
"Lordy I Je1usalem , no I I wouldn't ?io cu, thar
fer all titer m oney tbar is 'twixt beer an Michigan I
I swow ef I would!" Amasa ejaculated, in horror.
"Gosh·all-flsh-books, no I D'ye s'pose I want ter git
all stuck full o' arrers like porkypine quills?"
"Oh, ho I ye're a wuss coward than I thort ye
war," the D ·•arf cried. "Et natur' bed only made
me a few feet longer, you wouldn't find me a-askin'
you ter go!"
"I wish ter gracious natur' hed made ye tall
then," Amasa growled.
•· C1'JD, git yer position thar near the door, so tret
ye can scud out when I yell. None of yer whinin'
now, ef ye don't want me to shoot you."
"Oh, Lordy I Jerusalem I I don't want to go out
there-boo hoo-o ·o-o I" and the big lubber from Kai·
amazoo actually be{?an to cry.
" Shet up yer bellerin', you big buttermilk caJf I
Ef thar's an lnjun or a dog evyer growed as war a
bigger nuisance than you, I'd like to see him!" Anaconda said, fiercely.
"Let thd poor man alone," Hazel Eye said, tal.ing
compassion on him. "Perhaps be cannot. help being
afraid. Give m e a long stick and I will fill the place
i! I am not Yery tall."

u Tbankee, miss, thanket=", ,, Amasa Eaicl, the huge
~~a~! ~!~eag:A~.~. down bis face. "I'm much obleeged

.lHere,~et me go! I am glad of tbe chance to git
a breath of open air, and am not afraid of gitting
hit," Harry Reynolds said, coming forward.
And so it was arranged.
The occupants of t-he cabin selected loop-boles at
both sides and ends of the cabin, so as to guard the
appro11.ch on all sides. for it was suspected that the
forest on every side of the clearing was swarming
with Indians.
Old Anaconda directed his attention to the east
for the time being, leaving Wild Eird to the west,
Hal to the north, and Hazel Eye to the south, with
tbe remainder of the company equally divided in
the different locations.
The first arrow from the east shot out of the edge
of tlJe timber like a rocket, and soared upward lil<e
a star. But the air had cooled the steel, and it was
seen coming on its j ourney only for tbe space of a
few seconds.
"Tbet leetle arrer will never reach beer!" Anaconda. averred, with an odd laugh. ''They'll hev
ter put on a leetle more elbow {?rease, ef they want
ter send us nny o' their bulleux-doos, you bet."
He was rigbt. The o.rrow fell ahom fifty feet
short ot its destination.
" Can a bullet r each ~ne cabin from the edge of
the clearing yonder ?" Harry Reynolds asked.
" Yas , I reckon so, but ther ain't much dan{?er of
hit tin' any onP1 or of gettiu' hit, as the distance is
sutlJjn' over a thousand yard~."
"How can an arrow possibly carry such a dis·
tance?''
''Ordinary 'uns k en 't. Ye see them as they ar'
sbutin' now, ar' about a half.. pound's weigh t, an' a.r'
sent by a strong bow, which bas twice the •trength
of a small how."
All watched with interest the fti{?ht of the next
~•w. Boon it was seen to soar Ufl -out of the edge
oL ~he forest, and theo \bey los~ lijiht of it,
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A!l instant later there was au ai:.aw1~ <huo. <>o&ili>u mercies of the scalping-knife. These were the only
the side or tbe cabin
two alternatives.
"Now's your time!" Anaconda yelled, Harry
Old Anaconda gazed around into the faces of those
Reynolds darted out of the cabin, and with a heavy witbin the cabin. Each face was a shade paler lltlao
stick rMcb.ed and dislodged the arrow which had usual. although beg-rimed with powder and smoke.
alr<>a<iy commenced to burn a hole in the wood.
Harry Reynolds had recovered consciousness, and
He barely hl.l.d time to get back iuto the cabin ere after having a bull · t ext.racted from his shoulder, be
a perfect shower of arrows sbot out from the forest was able t >stand alone. Dave Laam httd also been
on their fi ery mission. Another . and still another r elieved of several leaden messengers, but was very
volley; t hen a wild, fierce war-cry wmng upon the weal<.
nigb.t.
The Dwarf Destroyer !):ave vent to a stifled curse,
·•Hellen Blazes I Git ready, fer ther varmint11 ar' as he listened to the triumphant hon,ls of the red
a-cumin" I Look out ter ther arrers, boys, an' we'll hellions ou the outside.
c over ye if we cant"
They were making no attack, tor they knew that
Harr.v Reynolds was out or th-e cabin by the "'me the burning cabin must soon rout out the concealed
the a rrows had struck using his cudgel against such pale-faces.
as· wer e below the eaves, with a vigor that proved he
With a grim nod of his h ead Old Anaconda ascend·
was born of heroic stul'l'. When he had finished his ed into the loft, and tool< a peep out of the man-hole
nart of the <langerous job, be glanced upon the roof, onto tbe roof.
anj perc3ived tbat It was literally stuck full of arOne glance satisfied him.
The whole roof was in one blinding blaze-burning
rows.
Dave was wol'kln~ bravely, but the fire was gain- rapidly, fanned by a stiff breeze which had sprung
ing head ·vay, s eeing which Harry dashed into the up, and came bowling down from the north.
cabin, and u p outo the roof, to assist in tearing out
He returned to the ground floor, and once more
the fiery barbs.
glanced into the faces of bis men. Alarm was exIn the me>l.n tima the red devils were swarming pressed there1 but th«;i were yet resolute and deter.
t-:>warJ the cabin from all sides, howling and yelling mined t :: ftgh~ t ::> the ~eath
the bzst they 1n1fv.,. -..-::.--w, as they C!ame . believin~
'' Whe. . "' LIO wi..: ·· O>u .:J 0 x Watchman dethat an easy .,·, ,_ ...'~ <suaranteed .;hem.
.mand01, ~,..._~!~~et ~!:!!!l~:.-.. "Stay here and stare

Inde3•\

H ~-:,... lnri'tt: "'l.~.ler

duoious, as ~he painted deat!:l ~".cc t~ f.'~ce, o:· m~~ ~- :-. ~t. ;';

uN~ith"r. Listen. By n.r. t"°'"".._, ........lorim!ct 'Ti,elp i8
demonq sw•,r"'.l~cl Y,wnd the o!le center, in "· teni·
ble grotesqne gang. But, Old Anaconda was not coming/" cried Hal Dayton, iis tue ecno m: a l:iorn
the one to say die when there was p, chance for liv· <>.a.me faintly to their ear~ .
. , G::id bd praise~l L!w..i, for ·'.~ :~~ true I" Old An&•
ing . .:o.c.:..1 ii3 :)!':l ~r rung ou~ , "ttoru 1u:.1 sharp!
01
0
- ·· ·~:-. . ""'"" 'em have ye1· C'.I'nt>umerr'•s-g:>l durn
:P. le, ·~m "'.'.1>e, 1 say, an' don'i; waste a shot. Make ~~~~d ~'; ~;,:rm~. ¥'o;d~~~~:;;:; ":..~dcL;:)·~~e ~~
every cflJ.iltr o' Jead count, fer ef ye don't we're a mounted Manitoba volunteers to ow suc,cc!·.'
gone set ~· 'coons. When they get in, next ter ther
The savages made the discovery ?,bout the same
~~bj~·a~~.adi';,'~r's well say our kittenklsms, an' lay time as those inside the burning cabin. and advanc·
ing abreast, in military style, prepared to open fire
Crnck I ban~t went the weapons In sharp concert, upon the horsemen as soon as they came withill
t.ns weratl bv '113rce Indian yells and death-cries; range. "'
crac.<t b 1ngl crack! bang! Would the incessant
But, forgetful ot the rear, they made c,u advance
rat ti$ n ,,.,, 3r srop?
just far ennugb to expose their persouG ·eo ~he loop.
Thev ''" _.r ~fighting for life and liberty, were these holes' range.
confined pale-faces, and bravely, determinedly, too.
Anaconda had been we,tching for this, eud t.ook
l!:very bullet counted a. death in the Indian ranks; advantage of it.
•
the volleys c1used them to waver; then they came
Every loophole on the eastern side of the cabin
on again, howling and yelling like mad!
was manned, and at a given signal a volley ot leadDave Laam had left the burning roof, carrving tl7 t en death poured into the line of savages, mowing
1enseless form of Harry Reynolds in hlil &l'lill.
them down like ~rass before a scythe.
And the arrows were not all out.
At the same time there waz a toot of a bugle. and
'!'!!:; e!l':lli: is ~lll"ely doomed I
the mounted police charged forward, with speaking
rifles.
CHAPTER [Vil.
Wb&t could be the result? There was but a sin·
CONCLUSION,
gle altl'<native-flight.
'' IT '~ no u~e stayin' up thar," he gasp.:ld :\ropping
With bowls of defeat the savages scattered in ev•
Reynolds on the floor. "We're both riddled Witli e.ry direction, and fled at the top of their speed.
hullets and H'1rry here. 1 guess, is de9A.I"
While Old Anaconde flung open the door, and the
Hazel Eye uttered a scream of anguish, and ran besieged pioneers-if so they might be called-all
forward to kr.ee.l at the side of the unconscious lad. escaped into the open air just a moment before the
She placed her hand upon his heart-tben gave an roof of the burning cabin fell in with a crash.
The volunteers then rode up in triumpc, and a
exultant axclamation.
"He lives-he lives, for his heart still beats t"
gladsome welcome they received.
While Hazel Eye and-Ki.tty Owen, devoted their at·
Among them was .fames Da.vton, t!le father of
tention to caring for wounded Harry and Dave, the Hal, who. coming · in search of his son, had enlisted
others were keepi ng up a steady fire upon the ad· thEI Manitobans in his service, together with a
vancing enemv. For Old Anaconda's liitle "fort," squad of picked scouts, and it turned out that they
was well supplied with ammunition, and the rifle-bar- arrived upon the scene just iu tbe nick of time
rels grew ho. as t h e hurricane of bullets C'.ontinued to
The defeat of the savagoes wa~ s<> ~"a~ tha"1;ney
fled from the n eighbor!iooc, ::ct offering further
fly.
But, fire as ramdl.Y as ~hey might they coi!ld not molestation.
Preparations '7ere made co:· :::,1 e:::r.y LCl)a1·ture
keep the swarm9 of red demons back, and tt was
.nnly n m ..tter of a few minutes when the cabin was from theregion .
Horses were found in the forcct belonging to the
completPly smTounded by the h owling horde. And
as they kept below the runge of the ~qopboles there Indians, and appropi"iated, Ju that each person bad
u_.~q,9 i10 chance for Oll~.' ''lft.Ud OL i Ug1t1ve~ vO ,.. qore ".':.
... n0un,;
~' u0. , \Vero ·:ea ...:y ,;c -cave ·~n<· vicinity 01. ·Gile burn..
point.
:n~· ca.bin, -.YhCV . ~ff_e\ .1. OOJ L'.:! was f~8C'. crossing
What tbcP. '"'"':~1~."' .v\.
the
clearinc;, ar-d the i.11ysteriouz ~e!ll.on 0.1.. t.i1lc l'i'or•
Death stared. 1 ~·p -~ ..! ..; a:;e-l .C!:hli!:'. i.!! 1~e of:' its
est soon s tood close l',t. ht>,ncl.
~ost. hotTi!>1 "' ph-iscs.
No~ :i9ng·, .!lowevei.-, ioi.' ~ll~...~ul"' ~mte3W!0 ntfJegt~: b:'?· tb.r., o~~ b:v 1u;:.\J!'.R·.t;l"lil.~ ..;a ihe ~Juc1er
1

Canada. Chet, the Counterfeiter Chief'.
was

seen t o part in the back, and out rolled a human body, doubled up like a ball. This unfolded,
and ln a moment more Sylvanus Dayton, the Magician, st<.'lod upon his feet, and the Demon of the Forest was no morel The whole secret of the Demon,
amounted to the fact that Dayton was one of those
"boneless" wonders of the human race, and was
able to roll himself into a baJI, and get rnside the
Walking Head , which was manufactured out of buffalo hide, wit h artificial ey es and ears.
These he worked from the inside by the aid of bis
hands.
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53 Denver T>oll's Device; or, The Detective Queen
54 Denver Doi I a. DPtecti ve
55 Denver Dnll's Partner; or, Big Tluckskin the Sport
56 I>enver Doll's Mine; or, Little Bill's Big Loss
57 Deadwood Dick Trapped
58 Buck Ha.wk, Detective; or, The Messenger Boy's
Fortune
59 Deadwood Dick's Disguise; or, Wild Walt, the Sport
60 Dumb Dick's Pard: or. Eliza Jane, the Gold Miner
61 Deadwood Dick's Mission
62 SpottPr Fritz: or, The Store-Detective's Decoy
63 The Detective Road-Agent; or, The Miners of Sasaa
fras City
64 Colorado Charlie's Detective Dash; or, Tb.e Cattle
Kings

